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Safety Notes
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical 
instructions as follows:

Important information that should not be overlooked. 

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal 
injury or environmental contamination. Essential Health and Safety Re-
quirements are also included in – but are not limited to – Warnings.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage 
to the equipment.

Burn hazard. Hot surface. Do not touch, allow to cool before servicing.

Electrical Safety
High voltages are present in the analyzer housings. Always shut down power source(s) 
before performing maintenance or troubleshooting. Only a qualified electrician should 
make electrical connections and ground checks.

Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer may impair 
the safety protection originally provided by the equipment.

Grounding
Instrument grounding is mandatory. Performance specifications and safety protection 
are void if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.

Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.
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Personnel and Equipment Safety Information
This section describes important safety information to avoid personal injury and  
damage to the equipment while installing, operating, maintaining, or servicing the 
equipment. All safety regulations, standards, and procedures at the installation  
location must be followed.

All personnel involved with the installation, start-up, operation, maintenance,  
service, or troubleshooting of must review and follow these Warnings and Cautions.

Before working on the 241CE II Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Analyzer, read and understand 
the following Warnings and Cautions, regarding safety and other required information. 
Additional Notes, Warnings, and Cautions included in individual procedures in this 
manual indicate special conditions to consider during installation, before opening the 
241CE II Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Analyzer and while working on it.

All covers must be tightly fastened with all screws and the Measuring Cell As-
sembly must remain in place while the circuits are live.

Always disconnect main AC power and/or external power sources (example, 
for relay contacts) to the analyzer before removing any sample system assem-
blies and components from the analyzer, or before opening any covers on the 
analyzer. 
 
If it is necessary to open the Ex d Electronics Enclosure while the circuits are 
live, test the area for explosive gases and proceed only when the area is safe. 
When the Electronics Enclosure door is open, take appropriate precautions to 
avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

All electrical connections, adjustments, or servicing of the analyzer should be 
performed only by properly trained and qualified personnel. 
 
All electrical connections, materials, and methods (plus all safety policies and 
procedures) must be made in compliance with local wiring regulations and 
electrical codes for the hazardous location, and be approved by the Owner 
Company, local electrical-inspection authority, and National/EU regulations.
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Do not apply power to the analyzer if there is damage (scratches, indentations, 
or wear) to any flamepath (on the Electronics Enclosure or Cell assembly). 
Applying power to an analyzer with a damaged flamepath is dangerous and 
could result in serious injury or death, or serious damage to equipment. See 
“Examining and Caring for the Flamepaths” in Chapter 4. 
 
Replace parts immediately if damage or wear is apparent. Contact AMETEK if 
there is any doubt about the integrity of any flamepath.

The 241CE II Analyzer is designed for applications of sweet (H2S <50 PPM) 
natural gas. The composition of the gas must be above the upper explosive 
limit.

The electronic circuit boards and other static-sensitive components should be 
stored and transported in static-shielding carriers or packages.

 For electrical-shock protection, the analyzer must be operated from a 
grounded power source that has a securely connected protective-ground 
contact.

If it becomes necessary to handle any of the electronic circuit boards, do not 
subject the boards to static discharge. The ideal solution is a static-safe work 
area. Since such areas typically are not available at field installation sites, the 
use of a wrist strap connected directly to a ground is recommended. If a wrist 
strap is not available, you should at the very least touch the metal chassis (to 
ground yourself) before handling or touching the boards.

Do not exceed the maximum working pressure rating of the sample system – 
13.8 MPa (2000 PSIG) – under any circumstances. 
 
Do not exceed a Vent Line pressure of 344 KPAG (50 PSIG).
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Special Conditions for Safe Use 
During use, the Cooler Housing section of the Measuring Cell Assembly can 
functionally be purged with a dry gas such as air or nitrogen. The pressure of 
this gas at the upstream end of the breathing and draining device is maximum 
7 kPag (1 PSIG). 
 
The sample gas must be above the upper explosion limit and may have a 
maximum pressure of 138 BAR, at a temperature of +40 °C (+104 °F).

Ex d certified conduit or cable seals that comply with the flameproof enclosure 
cable entry sealing requirements of the local authority must be installed at 
the entries to the Electronics Enclosure. All unused cable entry ports must be 
plugged with a certified Ex d plug.
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Warning Labels

These symbols may appear on the instrument to alert you of existing conditions.

Protective Conductor Terminal 
(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION) 
Schutzerde

Caution – Risk of electric shock 
(ATTENTION – RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE) 
Achtung – Hochspannung Lebensgefahr

Caution – Refer to accompanying documents 
(ATTENTION – SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS) 
Achtung – Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente

CAUTION – Hot Surface 
(ATTENTION – SURFACE CHAUDE) 
Achtung – Heiße Oberfläche

Environmental Information – WEEE

This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some 
cases, the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environ-
ment or human health. In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the 
environment and to conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you 
arrange to recycle this product when it reaches its “end of life.”

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a 
municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is 
a reminder to dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and 
been removed from service. Metals, plastics, and other components are recyclable and 
you can do your part by doing one of the following steps:

• When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your 
local or regional waste collection administration for recycling.

• If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, 
contact us through our Customer Support page at https://www.
AMETEKpi.com/customersupport/requestsupport.
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Special Warnings and Information

Equipment Used in Hazardous Locations

See Chapter 5 – Specifications for details about the suitability of this equipment in haz-
ardous locations. This analyzer must not be commissioned until a person trained in the 
area of evaluating equipment for use in hazardous classified locations has confirmed 
that this equipment and its installation are in compliance with the requirements for 
the area.

Explosion Hazard – Do Not Disconnect Equipment Unless Power Has Been 
Switched Off or the Area is Known to be Non-Hazardous. 
 
Risque d’explosion – Avant de déconnecter l’équipement, coupez le courant où 
vous assurez que l’emplacement est designé non dangereux. 

All input and output wiring must be in accordance with wiring methods authorized 
for the area classification by the authority having jurisdiction. Ex d glands or stopping 
boxes (seals) must be installed on flameproof enclosures.
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Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Read and follow the recommendations in this section to avoid performance 
variations or damage to the internal circuits of this equipment when installed 
in harsh electrical environments.

The various configurations of the 241CE II Analyzer should not produce, or fall victim to, electromagnetic 
disturbances as specified in the European Union’s EMC Directive. Strict compliance to the EMC Directive 
requires that certain installation techniques and wiring practices are used to prevent or minimize erratic 
behavior of the Analyzer or its electronic neighbors. Below are examples of the techniques and wiring 
practices to be followed.

In meeting the EMC requirements, the various Analyzer configurations described in this manual rely 
heavily on the use of metallic shielded cables used to connect to the customer’s equipment and power. 
Foil and braid shielded I/O and DC power cables are recommended for use in otherwise unprotected 
situations. In addition, hard conduit, flexible conduit, and armor around non-shielded wiring also pro-
vides excellent control of radio frequency disturbances. However, use of these shielding techniques is 
effective only when the shielding element is connected to the equipment chassis/earth ground at both 
ends of the cable run. This may cause ground loop problems in some cases. These should be treated on 
a case-by-case basis. Disconnecting one shield ground may not provide sufficient protection depending 
on the electronic environment. Connecting one shield ground via a 0.1 microfarad ceramic capacitor is a 
technique allowing high frequency shield bonding while avoiding the AC-ground metal connection. In 
the case of shielded cables, the drain wire or braid connection must be kept short. A two-inch connec-
tion distance between the shield’s end and the nearest grounded chassis point, ground bar or terminal is 
highly recommended. An even greater degree of shield performance can be achieved by using metallic 
glands for shielded cable entry into metal enclosures. Expose enough of the braid/foil/drain where it 
passes through the gland so that the shield materials can be wrapped backwards onto the cable jacket 
and captured inside the gland, and tightened up against the metal interior.

Inductive loads connected to the low voltage “Alarm Contacts” are not recommended. However, if this 
becomes a necessity, adhere to proper techniques and wiring practices. Install an appropriate transient 
voltage suppression device (low voltage MOV, “Transzorb,” or R/C) as close as possible to the inductive 
device to reduce the generation of transients. Do not run this type of signal wiring along with other I/O 
or DC in the same shielded cable. Inductive load wiring must be separated from other circuits in conduit 
by using an additional cable shield on the offending cable.

In general, for optimum protection against high frequency transients and other disturbances, do not 
allow installation of this Analyzer where its unshielded I/O and DC circuits are physically mixed with AC 
mains or any other circuit that could induce transients into the Analyzer or the overall system. Examples 
of electrical events and devices known for the generation of harmful electromagnetic disturbances 
include motors, capacitor bank switching, storm related transients, RF welding equipment, static, and 
walkie-talkies.
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Overview

The 241CE II Analyzer, which is well-suited for unattended operation at remote 
locations, has been designed to comply with electrical classification require-
ments for general purpose and hazardous locations specific to this analyzer’s 
intended application.

The 241CE II Analyzer is based upon a patented technique (chilled-mirror tech-
nique) for detecting and differentiating between hydrocarbon and water con-
densates. The differences in wetting properties are used to determine whether 
the condensate on a chilled surface is a hydrocarbon or water. Water conden-
sate forms and remains as droplets, but hydrocarbon condensate spreads into 
a thin film because of the lower surface tension.
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Application
The 241CE II Analyzer is intended for applications that require hydrocarbon 
dewpoint (HCDP) temperature measurements of natural gas. The analyzer 
can also be configured to accept an optional, external water signal to provide 
external water dewpoint (WDP) or external water content (WCT) measure-
ment outputs. The measurements for the HCDP and the external WDP/WCT are 
displayed on the User Interface. The external signal does not affect the internal 
operations of the analyzer, nor does it trigger alarms from the analyzer.

The 241CE II Analyzer is able to measure, internally, a water dewpoint tempera-
ture, but this measurement is used primarily for compensation in the calcula-
tion of HCDP measurements (to differentiate between hydrocarbon and water 
condensate); therefore, it is intended for diagnostic purposes only.

IMPORTANT 
If your application requires WDP and WCT measurements, these 
output signals must originate from an external source, such as the 
AMETEK 3050-OLV Moisture Analyzer.

During normal operation, the analyzer continuously executes the measuring 
cycle which consists of three stages performed in the following order:

• Purging/Hold Stage

• Cooling Stage

• Warming Stage

For details about each measuring cycle stage see “About the Measuring Cycle” 
in Chapter 2.
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About the Analyzer Sample System and Electronics

The temperature of the analyzer and its sample system must be at 
least 15 °C (27 °F) above the highest expected HCDP temperature of 
the sample gas stream. The ambient temperature around the analyzer 
and the gas flowing into the Measuring Cell should not exceed 40 °C 
(104 °F).

The sample filtering, flow control, and connection points for the Sample and 
Vent Lines are all provided on the backpan (Figure 1-1). The remaining com-
ponents of the sample system – Sample Line, Sample Probe, Vent Line to a low 
pressure flare header (or vent to atmosphere) – can be supplied by AMETEK or 
by the customer.

Figure 1-1. 
Sample system component 
layout.
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Sample Path

Sample gas is extracted from the process line via a 1/4" tube on the Sample 
Probe. In the Sample Probe (Figure 1-2), the sample gas passes through an 
isolation valve and into the Sample Line which carries it to the Filterblock As-
sembly.

Figure 1-2. 
Gas flow schematic.

PROCESS INSTRUMENTS

FILTERBLOCK ASSEMBLY SCHEMATIC

KEMA 02ATEX2121 X
CSA CERTIFICATE: 1108925 (LR 48179-30)
REFERENCE: CERTIFICATION NO:
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Figure 1-3. 
Measuring Cell Assembly, 
cutaway view.
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Figure 1-4. 
Logic diagram.
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From the Filterblock Assembly, the gas passes through a Flow Restrictor and 
then through a flame arrestor before entering the Measuring Cell, where the 
sample is measured using the chilled-mirror technique. It then leaves the Cell 
and passes through another flame arrestor, a pressure regulator, and a 1 PSIG 
check valve on its way back to the Filterblock Assembly and then to the Vent 
Line, which vents the used sample gas to atmosphere or to an approved low 
pressure (<50 PSIG) flare header.

The sample system consists of:

Component Function

Sample Probe Extends into the process gas line to obtain a representative sample. Contains 
an Isolation Valve to isolate the sample system from the process gas line.

Sample Line Transports the sample gas to the analyzer at a temperature above its dew-
point.

Check Valve Prevents gas flow reversal in the Filterblock if the sample pressure drops sud-
denly. This will prevent damage to the Membrane Filters.

Filterblock Assembly The Filterblock Assembly contains two (2) Membrane Filters and a coalescing 
filter. Each filter stage has its own Flow Restrictor to provide liquid drainage 
and a fast loop to the common Vent Line.

Flow Restrictor Flow restrictors control the flow rate of the sample gas and balance any pres-
sure drops within the sample system and Measuring Cell. Never operate the 
analyzer without the Flow Restrictors in place.

Flame Arrestor Fittings One flame arrestor connects the analyzer to a dry “purge” gas supply (typically 
N2) via the Cooler Housing.

Two (2) flame arrestors are used on the Measuring Cell for the gas Sample 
Inlet and Outlet.

Measuring Cell The Measuring Cell contains the mirrors, LEDs, phototransistors, Thermo-
electric Cooler (TEC), resistive temperature device (RTD) used to measure the 
sample gas. These and other Cell components include:

Mirror The integral element is the mirror, which has two planed surfaces that are 
exposed to the sample gas inside the Measuring Cell. One of these surfaces is 
a rough, black surface used to detect hydrocarbon condensation. The other is 
a polished, reflective surface used to detect water condensation.

The placement of the mirror surfaces at the top of the gas sample chamber al-
lows excess liquid formed on the mirror to fall away from the light paths. This 
prevents the build-up of liquids on the mirror surfaces. Any liquid that falls 
from the mirror and doesn’t vaporize upon contacting the warmer Measur-
ing Cell wall is swept from the Measuring Cell during the Purging/Hold Stage 
through the sample outlet located at the bottom of the Measuring Cell.

 RTD Located within the mirror, near the two planed surfaces, is a resistance tem-
perature device (RTD) which is used by the Microcontroller board to monitor 
and control mirror temperature.

 Mirror Support The mirror is mounted in a plastic support plate that has good mechanical 
strength for containing the pressurized sample gas and has poor thermal 
conductivity for thermally isolating the mirror.

 TEC Assembly The lower surface of the Thermoelectric Cooler (TEC) Assembly is in close 
thermal contact with the upper surface of the mirror. The upper surface of 
the Cooler Assembly is in close thermal contact with the lower surface of the 
Heatsink.
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Component Function

 Heatsink Absorbs heat from the Mirror during the Cooling Stage. The heat is then 
transferred to the atmosphere through the Heatsink fins. During the Warming 
Stage, the Heatsink serves as a passive source of heat by using the surround-
ing ambient temperature to heat the mirror.

 Optical Systems The 241CE II Analyzer employs two Optical Systems in its Measuring Cell:

• One detects hydrocarbon condensation on the rough, black surface.

• One detects water condensation on the smooth, reflective surface. (This 
water dewpoint measurement is for internal use only, used for compensa-
tion in the calculation of HCDP measurements.)

For each optical system, light from a light-emitting diode (LED) is directed to 
a mirror surface through a Polycarbonate Window. The optic-path windows 
are truncated cones and thus will remain seated firmly even with high-
pressure gas samples in the Measuring Cell. The placement of the optic-path 
windows and Phototransistors are not symmetric, as suggested by Figure 1-3. 
These elements are located, by design, so that when condensation occurs 
– either hydrocarbon on the rough surface, or water on the smooth surface – 
the intensity of light at the respective phototransistor increases. This arrange-
ment is possible because of the different wetting properties of the two types 
of liquids.

 O-ring The gas sample chamber is formed by the Mirror Support and the cavity 
machined within the aluminum cylinder. The gas seal between the two parts 
is created by an o-ring.

 Sample Inlet/Outlet The Sample Gas Inlet and Outlet channels are simply bored through the alu-
minum cylinder. Both the Sample Inlet and Outlet connections contain flame 
arrestors.

Pressure Regulator Used to adjust the sample gas flow rate. This regulator is labelled “Flow Ad-
justment” on the analyzer backpan.

Purge Air (Gas) The purge air (gas) supply creates a dry atmosphere within the Thermoelec-
tric Cooler (TEC) compartment to prevent ice from forming, which can dam-
age the cooler.

Purge/Shut In  
Solenoid Valve

Controls the flow of the sample gas. At the start of the Purging/Hold Stage, 
the solenoid valve is opened to allow the sample gas to purge through the 
Measuring Cell. At the end of the Purging/Hold Stage, the solenoid valve is 
closed to stop the flow and to enable the Measuring Cell to equilibrate to the 
process stream pressure.

Relief Valve The overpressure Relief Valve, which is set to release at 13.8 BARG (200 PSIG), 
prevents the solenoid valve from becoming over-pressurized (attaining full 
line pressure) in the case of a failure of the pressure regulator.

Bypass Valve The Bypass Valve allows a small flow rate during the measuring cycle. The 
flow rate through the bypass is approximately one-tenth of the Purge/Hold 
Stage cycle flow (called a “trickle purge”).

Vent Line Vents the used sample gas to atmosphere or to an approved low pressure 
(<50 PSIG) flare header.

Electrical Leads The analyzer is controlled by a single Microcontroller board which, along 
with the power supplies and other electronic components, is contained in an 
enclosure separate from the Measuring Cell Assembly (Figure 1-4). Communi-
cation between the Microcontroller board and the Measuring Cell Assembly 
is via Electrical Leads which pass through the Measuring Cell seal mounting 
assembly. The Microcontroller monitors the mirror temperature, controls the 
mirror cooling rate, adjusts the brightness level of the LEDs, monitors the 
light intensities at the phototransistors, controls the sample valve, and deter-
mines whether a dewpoint is detected.
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Working in This Manual
While working in this manual, icons in the outside page margins represent var-
ious kinds of information that serve as reminders or extra information about 
the topic, or navigation information when working from the User Interface.

Descriptions of User Interface menus, terms, characters, parameters, and com-
mands can be found in Chapter 3.

 Reminder icon: 
These reminders indicate related information about the topic, certain actions that 
are necessary before continuing with the current procedure, or information that is 
recommended by AMETEK.

 User Interface Navigation icon: 
While working from the User Interface, use these navigational aids to quickly access 
different screens. In this example, the system navigates to the Fast Cooling Rate 
(FRate) screen, where you can change the Fast-per-minute cooling rate temperature 
that will be used to cool the mirror during the Cooling Stage of the analyzer measuring 
cycle. See “Navigating From the User Interface” in Chapter 3.

Supplemental Information – Where Can I Find It?
Some analyzers are configured with optional equipment, that may require 
supplementary information. The analyzer manual and this additional infor-
mation (Manual Supplements) is included in the Documentation Package 
folder shipped with the analyzer.

Example: 
See also “Troubleshooting and 
Diagnostics” in Chapter 4.

Example: 
RUN ModeApplicCFG 
FRate
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Installation and Start-Up

This chapter describes how to install and safely start up the 241CE II 
Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Analyzer.

Safety Considerations

Read this entire section before beginning installation of the 241CE II 
Analyzer. Failure to do so, and/or use of the analyzer in a manner not 
specified in this manual, may impair the protection against fire, elec-
trical shock, and personal injury originally provided by this equipment.

Before beginning the installation of the analyzer and before powering 
it up, review and follow all safety information in this chapter and fol-
lowing the Table of Contents near the beginning of this manual. This 
information describes procedures to follow to avoid personal injury 
and/or damage to the equipment. All regulatory agency and per-
sonnel safety procedures for your jurisdiction must be followed.

The installation of the analyzer must be in accordance with all of the 
customer and local regulatory standards and procedures. There are no 
operator-serviceable components inside the analyzer. Refer all servic-
ing to qualified personnel.

Under normal operating conditions, lethal concentrations toxic gases 
from the sample stream may be present within the sample system. The 
sample system is defined as all components in the analyzer system 
through which sample gas passes. 
 
A breathing apparatus must be worn when installing/removing equip-
ment from the sample gas extraction point. The sample stream is 
under positive pressure, and injury or death from inhaling toxic gases 
in the sample stream could result from attempting to install/remove 
equipment without the use of a breathing apparatus.
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Pre-Installation Requirements

Storage Prior to Installation

If the analyzer is stored for any period of time prior to installation, store the 
equipment in an environment where it is not subject to dripping or splashing 
liquids, corrosive gases, high humidity, or excessive heat or cold. Recommend-
ed storage conditions include:

Temperature: -20 °C–60 °C (-4 °F–140 °F)

Relative Humidity: maximum 95 %, non-condensing

Failure to comply with these storage conditions will void your warranty.
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Uncrating and Inspecting the Analyzer

The analyzer and its sample system is shipped pre-mounted on a backpan, 
either alone in a crate or in a crated weatherproof shelter. Upon receiving the 
analyzer, remove the shipping crate and check the exterior of the shelter and/
or analyzer for damage. Open the shelter and verify its internal components 
are secure and there is no physical damage. 

Remove the M10 screw from the analyzer’s Electronics Enclosure and open the 
enclosure. Verify its internal components and wiring are secure and there is no 
physical damage.

The Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly is shipped in a separate box. Remove 
the shipping crate and check it for any physical damage.

Avoid damaging the analyzer’s piping and instrumentation by lifting 
it out of its shipping crate using only its backpan. DO NOT use any 
piping or instrument to lift.

The analyzer and its backpan weighs approximately 60 kg (132 lb). 
Use caution when lifting it from its crate.

After the inspection, use a soft, non-abrasive cloth to gently clean the 
joining areas (flamepaths) of the enclosure and its door. Replace and 
tighten at least one M10 screw (if installing immediately) – this will 
keep the enclosure secure and will prevent damage to the flamepath. 
 
If the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly is not being installed at this 
time, store it in its shipping box until it will be installed.
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General Installation Information

Torque specifications:

• M6 screws: 4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (36 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb) (to secure flamepaths or 
pressurized surfaces such as on the Heatsink, Filterblock, and User Inter-
face (Window Housing) faceplate).

• M10 screws: 9.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb) (to secure flamepaths of 
the Electronics Enclosure cover and its housing).

Tools, Equipment, and Supplies Required

To install the analyzer, you need the following:

• Set of open-end wrenches for fittings.

• Set of metric hexagonal wrenches.

• Set of metric ball drivers.

• Torque wrench, calibrated, for fastening M6 and M10 screws.

• Wire Cutters, strippers, and crimpers.

• Flat blade instrument screwdriver.

• Wrist Strap (for grounding).

• Detergent-based leak detector (Snoop® or another suitable leak detection 
agent is permissible).

• Supply of AC electrical supply cable, which must be approved by the local 
wiring regulations and electrical codes for the hazardous location, and 
which must be rated for minimum 80 °C (176 °F).

• One power-disconnect explosion-proof switch (breaker), rated for at 
least 250 VAC, 3 A and certified for the hazardous location (to satisfy lo-
cal electrical codes, the switch must be certified by the local authority 
for the appropriate hazardous location). The power-disconnect switch 
(breaker) must be connected to and mounted near the analyzer, in an 
easily accessible area. The switch (breaker) must be clearly labeled (e.g., 
“AMETEK 241CE II Analyzer Main AC Power Disconnect Switch”). For safety 
reasons during maintenance, this switch allows the main AC power to be 
disconnected from the analyzer prior to performing service on the ana-
lyzer. This switch (breaker) is to be supplied by the customer/end user.
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• Rotameter, to set the sample gas flow rate that will be used during the 
Purge Stage. This flow rate measuring device can be a permanent instal-
lation if the rotameter is rated and approved for the pressure it will be 
exposed to if the Vent Line is closed off. (Example, if the Vent Line is closed, 
the rotameter must be able to withstand the pressure of the process line.)

 If the rotameter being used cannot withstand the process gas line pres-
sure, it must be a temporary installation only; in this case, it must be 
removed before running the analyzer under normal operating conditions. 
Supplied by the customer/end user.

• Sample Probe, used to extract sample gas from the process pipeline. If the 
Sample Probe is heated, it must be approved by the local authority for use 
in the hazardous location.

 The probe length must be between one-third and one-half the pipeline 
diameter. The Sample Probe must also contain an isolation valve. Typically 
supplied by the customer/end user.

• Supply of 1/4" 316 stainless steel tubing for the Sample and Vent Lines. If 
the Sample and Vent Lines are heated (electrically heat traced), the lines 
must be approved by the local authority for use in the hazardous location. 
Supplied by the customer/end user.

• Supply of 1/8" stainless steel tubing for the Purge Gas Line. Supplied by 
the customer/end user.

• Coalescing filter with an isolation valve or Flow Restrictor, if your system 
will be operating at low pressures below 20 BAR (300 PSIG) and contains 
large quantities of liquid droplets in the gas stream. Install this filter on the 
Sample Line between the Sample Probe and the analyzer. Supplied by the 
customer/end user.

 Alternatively, a probe – such as a Genie – with an integral filter can be 
used.
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Installing the Mechanical Components
See Figures 2-1 and 2-2 for mounting and installation details. If your applica-
tion uses an optional, external water signal, specific installation requirements 
can be found in the section “External Water Dewpoint/Content Option” in Ap-
pendix A.

Installing the Analyzer

The analyzer comes mounted on a backpan. See Figure 2-1 for the backpan 
and mounting hole locations and dimensions, plus necessary clearances on 
all sides (required for service). If your system includes Final “As-Built” drawings 
(see Documentation Package folder shipped with the analyzer), use those 
drawings.

Location and Environment

The 241CE II Analyzer is designed for indoor operation (Pollution Degree 2). 
In all cases, the analyzer system must be installed indoors to ensure it is 
shielded from harsh environmental elements. The entire ana lyzer system (and 
its backpan) can be mounted directly on a wall inside a building, in a specially 
designed cabinet, or in a custom-built shelter.

Attach the analyzer/backpan to a metal structure capable of supporting its 
weight. Use four (4) 5/16" or M8 (or larger) fasteners through the four (4) holes 
on the backpan.

Regardless of which installation method is used, be sure to install the 
analyzer in a location that is free from vibrations.

For hazardous location safety, ambient temperature may be from 0 °C to 
+40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F). For measurement accuracy, the temperature of the 
analyzer and its sample system must be at least 15 C° (27 F°) above the highest 
expected hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature. It is also extremely important 
to maintain a relatively stable ambient temperature in the vicinity of the ana-
lyzer, with no rapid fluctuations. Due to the low flow rate and sintered metal 
flame arrestors, the sample gas temperature will be at or very close to ambient 
temperature.

Since the HCDP temperature of some natural gas streams can fluctuate signifi-
cantly, the ambient temperature must be carefully chosen. Within this range, 
a higher temperature will limit the minimum dewpoint temperature that the 
analyzer can cool down to, while a lower temperature may require longer 
purging times to clean condensate from within the Measuring Cell.
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In all cases, install the analyzer at an accessible location as close as possible to 
the sample gas extraction point to:

• Minimize sample response time.

• Minimize the amount of sample gas required for purging the Measuring 
Cell and sample system.

• Reduce the workload of the filter.

• Minimize heating requirements (for Sample Line, if required).

To install the analyzer:

Do not install the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly until after the 
analyzer has been installed (see “Installing the Heatsink/Measuring 
Cell Assembly.”

Non-Shelter Installations 
In a suitable indoor, accessible location as close as possible to the sample gas 
extraction point, install the analyzer on a vibration-free wall or instrument rack.

Ensure appropriate clearances are made to allow for heat dissipation and ac-
cess for servicing the analyzer. Clearances must be at least: 
- 150 mm (6") on each side of backpan 
- 75 mm (3") at top and bottom of backpan 
- 900 mm (36") in front of analyzer

Shelter Installations 
In a suitable location as close as possible to the sample point, install the ana-
lyzer in a vibration-free location.

For each installation method, AMETEK recommends mounting the 
analyzer higher than the process pipe, since liquids can occasionally 
appear in the process stream and in the Sample Line. This will allow 
these liquids in the Sample Line to drain back into the process pipe.
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Figure 2-1. 
Analyzer backpan mounting 
details.
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Installing the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly

Ensure there is no power being supplied to the analyzer during the 
installation of the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly.

While installing the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly, take care not 
to damage the joining surfaces (flamepath) of the Housing Seal on the 
Ex Housing and Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assemblies.

To install the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly:

1. Connect the Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly to the Housing Seal on the 
Ex Housing (Figure 2-2), being careful not to damage the pins on the con-
nector.

2. Connect the tube from the Pressure Regulator to the fitting on the Heat-
sink/Measuring Cell Assembly that is closest to the backpan.

 Connect the tube from the Filterblock Assembly to the fitting on the Heat-
sink/Measuring Cell Assembly that is farthest from the backpan.
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Figure 2-2. 
Heatsink/Measuring 
Cell Assembly mounting 
instructions.

REFERENCE: KEMA 02ATEX2121X
REFERENCE: CSA 1108925 (LR 48179-30)

HEATSINK + DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

Ex HOUSING
(300-9669)

M6 X 20 HEX SOCKET
SCREWS (4 PLACES)

TORQUE M6 SCREWS
TO 36IN-LBS ±9IN-LBS

TO PRESSURE
REGULATOR

TO FILTERBLOCK
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Installing the Sample System

The analyzer is shipped complete with a Filterblock Assembly, Pressure Regula-
tor, and a Solenoid Valve. Unless specified, the Sample and Vent Line Connec-
tion Fittings on the Filterblock Assembly are 1/4" Swagelok® tubing fittings.

Flow restrictors used to control the flow rate of the sample gas and balance the 
pressure drops within the sample system and Measuring Cell are integrated 
within the sample system.

The Flow Restrictors must never be removed.

The Filterblock Assembly contains two (2) Membrane Filters and a coalescing 
filter to trap liquid entrainment, plus an additional Flow Restrictor to provide 
liquid drainage and a fast loop to the common Vent Line.

Disposal of the sample gas may be a vent to atmosphere or to an approved 
low pressure (<50 PSIG) flare header.
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Sample System Prerequisites

The 241CE II Analyzer is designed, primarily, to monitor the hydrocarbon dew-
point (HCDP) temperature in sweet (H2S <50 PPM) natural gas streams.

The analyzer also monitors the dewpoint temperature of water internally, but 
this internal water dewpoint (WDP) temperature is used primarily for compen-
sation purposes in the calculation of HCDP measurements.

If your application requires a WDP (or water content – WCT) measurement, an 
external signal must be supplied to the analyzer, which can then display the 
required value on its User Interface.

IMPORTANT 
Although the analyzer does monitor and can display internal WDP 
and WCT measurements, do not set up the analyzer to display these 
internal measurements unless it is solely for diagnostic purposes only. 
 
The internal WDP measurement is used only for compensation in the 
calculation of HCDP measurements. If your application requires WDP 
and WCT measurements, these signals must originate from an exter-
nal source, such as the AMETEK 3050-OLV Moisture Analyzer.

The analyzer must not be used with explosive gas mixtures (i.e., 
mixtures containing a flammable component and oxygen or gases 
having a composition below the upper explosive limit).

It is essential that the analyzer and its entire sample system – from the pro-
cess pipe on through the solenoid valve – be maintained at a temperature 
15 °C (27 °F) above the highest expected HCDP temperature of the sample gas 
stream. The ambient temperature around the analyzer and the gas flowing 
into the Measuring Cell should not exceed 40 °C (104 °F).

If it is necessary to heat any part of the sample system to satisfy this re-
quirement, the heating methods and devices must be approved by the 
local electrical-inspection authority for use in the hazardous location.
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The sample gas pressure must be less than the maximum working pressure 
(MWP) rating of each sample system component. The MWP of the 241CE II An-
alyzer is 13 790 KPA (2000 PSI). Although the analyzer is supplied with a filter 
to remove particulate and liquid aerosols, the sample gas should not contain 
more than trace quantities of solid particles, liquid droplets, or waxes. Since 
liquids can occasionally appear in the process stream and in the Sample Line, 
AMETEK recommends mounting the analyzer higher than the process pipe to 
allow any liquids in the Sample Line to drain back into the process pipe.

Installing the Sample Probe

A Sample Probe for this system is typically supplied by the customer. To obtain 
a representative gas sample and to minimize problems with liquid entrain-
ment, the length of the Sample Probe must be between one-third and one-
half the pipeline diameter, and the probe must contain an isolation valve.

See the probe manufacturer’s installation instructions and drawings 
for installation information. 
 
If your Sample Probe is supplied by AMETEK, see Appendix B.

All regulatory agency and company safety procedures and installa-
tion procedures must be followed during installation of the Sample 
Probe. A breathing apparatus must be worn when installing the 
Sample Probe. The process duct may be under positive pressure and 
injury or death from toxic gases in the process could result from at-
tempting to install the Sample Probe assembly without the use of a 
breathing apparatus.
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Installing the Sample and Vent Lines

This procedure assumes the Sample/Vent Lines are supplied by the customer 
(typical). See Figure 2-1 for the locations of the Sample and Vent Line Connec-
tion Fittings on the analyzer.

Avoid using cutting oils, greases, thread lubricants, or pipe dopes 
because they may contain substances which may contaminate the 
Sample Lines and interfere with the operation of the analyzer. Also, 
before connecting the Sample Line to the analyzer, “blow down” the 
Sample Line to clear it of any debris or moisture that may have accu-
mulated inside it during manufacturing, shipping, or storage.

To install the Sample and Vent Lines:

1. Using 1/4" 316 stainless steel tubing, run the Sample Line tubing from the 
Sample Probe (on pipeline) to the analyzer. If the Sample/Vent Lines are 
electrically heat traced, the tubing must be approved by the local authority 
for use in the hazardous location.

Do not remove the 1 PSIG check valve installed on the Filterblock As-
sembly except for the propane verification test (see Chapter 6). This 
check valve is used to prevent damage to the Membrane Filters that 
can be caused by unstable process pressure, such as sudden pressure 
drops or back pressure, which can rupture the membranes.

2. Connect the tubing to the Sample Line Connection Fitting on the Filter-
block Assembly.

When operating at very low pressures below 20 BAR (300 PSIG) and 
with large quantities of liquid droplets present in the gas stream, the 
flow through the drain Flow Restrictors in the Filterblock Assembly 
may be insufficient to remove all liquid.
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 If your system will be operating at these low pressures, AMETEK recom-
mends installing an additional coalescing filter or knock-out pot with an 
isolation valve or Flow Restrictor (typically supplied by the customer/end 
user) upstream of the analyzer to provide a constant drain. Install this filter 
on the Sample Line between the Sample Probe and the analyzer. Alterna-
tively, a probe – such as a Genie – with an integral filter can be used.

 Connect the other end of the tubing to the Sample Probe.

The inlet sample flow rate typically will be 1.0–5.0 Nl/minute (2.1–10.6 
SCFH) during the Purging/Hold Stage, and 0.3–3.3 Nl/minute (0.7–7.0 
SCFH) during the remainder of the cycle. The flow rate during the 
Purging/Hold Stage must be sufficient to purge the sample system 
within the allotted purging time.

3. Using 1/4" 316 stainless steel tubing, run the Vent Line tubing from the 
analyzer to the disposal location. The method of disposing of the used 
sample gas can be venting it to atmosphere or to low pressure (<50 PSIG) 
flare header.

4. Before connecting the Vent Line tubing to the analyzer, temporarily install 
a flow metering device (e.g., a rotameter, supplied by the customer/end 
user) on the Vent Line between the Filterblock Assembly and the disposal 
system. This will allow you to, in conjunction with the pressure regulator, 
set the desired gas flow. The rotameter will only be used to set the flow 
rate and must be removed before the analyzer is operated under normal 
conditions.

 Use the pressure regulator and the rotameter to adjust the sample gas flow 
rate that will be used during the Purge Stage (1.0–5.0 Nl/minute, or  
2.1–10.6 SCFH). The pressure regulator minutely adjusts the pressure, but 
its main purpose is to adjust the flow rate. The rotameter can be a per-
manent installation if it is rated and approved for the pressure it will be 
exposed to if the Vent Line is closed off. (Example, if the Vent Line is closed, 
the rotameter must be able to withstand the pressure of the process 
line.) If the rotameter being used cannot withstand the process gas line 
pressure, it must be a temporary installation only; the rotameter must be 
removed before running the analyzer under normal operating conditions.
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5. Connect the tubing to the Vent Line Connection Fitting on the Filterblock. 
Connect the other end to the fitting on the vent to atmosphere (or low 
pressure flare header).

The standard regulator used on the 241CE II Analyzer has an outlet 
pressure range of 0–690 KPAG (0–100 PSIG or 0–7 BARG). Adjust the 
Vent Line pressure close to atmospheric pressure. The Vent Line pres-
sure must not exceed 344 KPAG (50 PSIG or 3.5 BARG). The Vent Line 
flow rate should be set at approximately 0.7–1.0 Nl/minute (1.5–2.0 
SCFH), or less, above the filter bypass flow.

Installing and Connecting the Purge Gas Line

The purge gas is supplied by the customer/end user. The purge gas (typically 
N2) is used to purge the Cooler Housing with a dry gas to create a dry atmo-
sphere within the Thermoelectric Cooler compartment. This will prevent ice 
from forming, which can damage the cooler. You can also use dry air supplied 
at a water dewpoint temperature less than - 40 °C (-40 °F) and a flow rate less 
than 15 L/day (0.53 CFD).

Purge gas pressure upstream of the Flame Arrestor Fitting cannot 
exceed atmospheric pressure by more than 1 PSIG (70 mBAR).

The analyzer is supplied with a fitting for the purge gas line (see Figure 2-1). 
The purge gas inlet fitting (1/8" Swagelok® stainless steel fitting) is located on 
the backpan, to the right of the Measuring Cell Assembly.

To install the purge gas line:

1. Connect the purge gas line to the Purge Air Connection on the analyzer 
backpan.

2. Set the purge gas flow to a rate that is less than 15 L/day (0.53 CFD).
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Checking the Fuses
Verify that the installed fuses are correct for the operating voltage, and com-
pare them to the fuse holders within the Electronics Enclosure (individually 
labeled). At the front of each fuse holder on the upper side is a tab that proj-
ects upwards. To access the fuses, pull the tab outward.

After checking and replacing the fuse, close the fuse tab, pressing it firmly to 
ensure it is fully closed.

These fuse ratings are necessary to maintain certification. For ordering 
information, see “Spare Analyzer Fuses” in Chapter 4.

See Fuse Ratings table 
in Figure 2-3.
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Connecting I/O Signals, Alarm Relay Contacts, and AC Power
The analog input/output signals, alarm relay contacts, and AC power require-
ments are specific to each analyzer installation. The wiring requirements are 
discussed in the following pages, and illustrated in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. 
Customer connections, 
Termination board.
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Analog Input Terminals

An external water signal (a 4–20 mA input) can be brought in to the analyzer 
and then displayed as water dewpoint temperature (WDP) or water content 
(WCT) on the User Interface or designated V/I outputs.

To configure the analyzer to accept an external water signal and display it on 
its User Interface, additional equipment must be installed on the Microcon-
troller and Termination boards (typically done at the factory). Certain analyz-
er parameters must also be calibrated to adjust input ranges. See Appendix A 
for additional information.

The units of measurement (except the Remote Start option – fixed input) can 
be changed from Metric to Imperial (Figure 2-4).

Analog Input Signal

Terminal Units

+ – Metric Imperial

* External Water Signal 

(either WDP or WCT) J101 12 J101 13

°C (WDP);  

mg/m3 (WCT); PPMV; 

PPMW (WCT)

°F (WDP);  

lb/MMcf (WCT); PPMV; 

PPMW (WCT)

Remote Start N/A N/A

* These signals are optional; only one of these signals can be enabled at any time. 
N/A = Not applicable.

Figure 2-4. 
Analog inputs, terminals, 
and units.
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Analog Output Terminals

Typically, AMETEK provides two (2) self-powered analog outputs which do not 
require a loop-power supply and are compatible with loop impedances of up 
to 1000 ohms. Additional outputs can be included if specified by the customer 
(for external Water Dewpoint or Water Content). The two (2) self-powered 
analog outputs are used for Hydrocarbon Dewpoint (HCDP) Temperature and 
Operational Status Code.

For self-powered and/or loop-powered analog output connection 
locations, see Figure 2-3.

The standard analog output signals are discrete 4–20 mADC, 1500 Vrms iso-
lated current outputs configured as 2-wire transmitters (Figure 2-3).

The output ranges and measurement units (Figure 2-5) are the default factory 
settings. The output ranges can be changed (except the Operational Status 
Code – fixed analog). For each output, the lower output range value (Figure 
2-5) corresponds to 4.00 mA and the higher output range value corresponds to 
20.00 mA.

However, when loop-powered V/Is are used, the customer must supply an 
external loop-power supply (15–30 VDC) that is capable of supplying 25 mA 
per loop.

Analog Input Signal

Terminal Default Output Range and Units

+ – Metric Imperial

* Water Dewpoint Temperature J101 2 J101 3 -40 °C to 40 °C -40 °F to 104 °F

Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature J101 4 J101 5 -40 °C to 40 °C -40 °F to 104 °F

* Water Content J101 6 J101 7 0 to 1000 mg/m3  

(at 15 °C and  
101.325 KPA)

0 to 62.43 lb/MMcf 
(at 60 °F and  
14.70 PSIA)

Operational Status Code J101 8 J101 9 0 to 255 
0 to 13790 KPA

0 to 255 
0 to 2000 PSIA

* Optional – Applicable if an external water signal is supplied and the H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the 
MonitorCFg menu.

** Optional – Applicable if an external water signal is supplied and the H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the 
MonitorCFg menu.

Figure 2-5. 
Analog outputs, terminals, 
default ranges, and units.
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The results presented on the analog output signal channels (displayed on the 
User Interface) are held constant until new values are determined. Since it is 
not possible to represent the ‘<’ (less than) symbol on the analog signal chan-
nels, check the following for clues to determine whether the HCDP tempera-
ture is ‘equal to’ or ‘less than’ the value indicated by the analog signal:

• View the LEDs on the User Interface to determine if any alarms have been 
triggered. If LED 4 (Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found) is On, 
the HCDP temperature was not detected and, therefore, is ‘less than’ the 
actual reading.

• View the RUN menu for the current HCDP temperature.

• View the SCode and XSCode (Stat\History menu) for HCDP-related 
alarms.

• If necessary, view the HCDPA sub-menu item (ApplicCFG menu) to view 
the current HCDP temperature Off-Spec Alarm setpoint.

The analog input/output (and alarm relay) terminations are made on the 
Termination board inside the Electronics Enclosure. Signal wires, contained 
within conduit (complete with connector and seal) that is approved locally 
for the hazardous location, enter the Electronics Enclosure through the Signal 
Cable Entry on the top of the enclosure. The terminal assignments are identi-
fied in Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5.
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Alarm Relay Terminals

The state of each alarm relay when an alarm is present is listed below. See also 
the Customer Connections drawing (Figure 2-3).

Alarm Relay

J102 Terminals

NO C NC

* Internal Water Dewpoint temperature higher than setpoint 
value. 
(Currently Not Used.)

11 12 13

Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature higher than its setpoint 
value. 
(Off-Spec Alarm – available only if the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled.)

14 15 16

** Internal Water Content greater than setpoint value. 
(Currently Not Used.)

17 18 19

User, either (adjustable by operator): 
• Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature Not Found, or 
• Purging/Hold Stage Is In Progress.

20 21 22

Warning Alarm: Results may not be valid – investigation is 
required.

23 24 25

Fault Alarm: Analyzer is in Standby Mode – immediate service is 
required.

26 27 28

C = Common     NC = Normally Closed     NO = Normally Open
* Applicable only if H2O DP:INT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.
** Applicable only if H2O DP:INT (with water content) option is enabled from the  
MonitorCFG menu.

Figure 2-6. 
Analog relays, terminals.
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Configuring the Hardware for Digital Communication

The 9-pin D-sub connector, located on the Termination board, is an RS-232 
serial port (J106, Figure 2-3). The port is principally intended as a temporary 
connection that can be used to configure and service the analyzer. The maxi-
mum length for a typical cable used for RS-232 communications is 50 feet; if 
the length will exceed this, the cable must be a low resistance shielded cable.

Access to this port is available only if the Electronics Enclosure cover is 
open. 
 
Before opening the cover, test the area around the analyzer for explo-
sive gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
When the Electronics Enclosure is open, take appropriate precautions 
to avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

The pin out for the 9-pin D-sub connector is:

 Pin Number Signal Connection 
2  RS-232 RX 
3  RS-232 TX 
5  RS-232 GND

There are also other serial port connections available for permanent connec-
tion on the Customer Connection terminals.

IMPORTANT 
During installation, route cable from the RS-485 connector into a non-
hazardous location. This will allow easier communications with the 
analyzer in the future.

The terminal connections are for digital communications which can be used 
to service and troubleshoot the analyzer. There are three terminals for RS-232 
connections and four terminals for RS-485 connections. The various serial port 
configurations and cabling requirements between a computer or Distributed 
Control System (DCS) and the analyzer are detailed in a supporting docu-
ment, the 241CE II Analyzer Serial Communication Interface (Modbus) Manual 
Supplement.
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The RS-485 terminals can be configured as a 4-wire RS-485, a 2-wire RS-485, or 
a 4-wire RS-422 connection. The configuration is determined by the settings of 
the software and the position of the JP800 and JP801 jumpers on the Micro-
controller board (Figure 2-7) in the Electronics Enclosure. If necessary, you can 
change the software settings and the jumpers to obtain the desired serial port 
configuration. The jumper settings, software settings, and terminal designa-
tions are explained under “Serial Communications Configuration” below.

Figure 2-7. 
Microcontroller board 
 (100-1181). JP800, JP801

The configuration settings are also discussed in Chapter 3. The default serial 
port configuration is RS-232. In this configuration, RS-232 serial communica-
tions will be active at the D-connector and terminal strip. Only one type of 
serial port configuration can be functional at any given time.

Serial Communications Configuration

Communication Type JP800 JP801

RS-422 NONE C

RS-485 Line Termination C C

RS-485 Biased High A,B A,B

RS-485 Biased Low D,E D,E
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From the “Serial Communications Configuration” table, choose the serial 
interface type from the Communication Type column, then use settings in 
that row to configure the jumpers and software, and to terminate the com-
munication lines.

If you choose RS-485, consider the location of the analyzer on the line. When 
the analyzer is used on the end of the communication line, use the End-of-Line 
(Line Termination) serial interface type. The End-of-Line configuration is the 
default configuration. RS-485 communication lines are normally Biased High 
(Idle High) at only one location, and the analyzer can be set for this configura-
tion with the Biased High configuration.

Two (2) connections exist for the RS-232 serial port. One is the D-sub 
connector and the other is on the customer connection terminal strip, 
both on the Termination board. To avoid damaging the equipment, 
do not attempt to connect both at the same time.

Digital Communication Protocol

The Modicon Modbus® operating as a slave device is the serial communication 
interface protocol used by the analyzer. This function is optional. The analyzer 
responds to Modbus queries within one second.
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AC Power Connections

Both the North American and European versions of the 241CE II Ana-
lyzer require a power-disconnect switch (breaker), rated for at least 
250 VAC, 3 A and certified for the hazardous location (to satisfy local 
electrical codes, the switch must be certified by the local authority for 
the appropriate hazardous location). The power-disconnect switch 
(breaker) must be connected to and mounted near the analyzer, in 
an easily accessible area. The switch (breaker) must be clearly labeled 
(e.g., “AMETEK 241CE II Analyzer Main AC Power Disconnect Switch”). 
 
For safety reasons during maintenance, this switch allows the main 
AC power to be disconnected from the analyzer prior to performing 
service on the analyzer. This switch (breaker) is to be supplied by 
the customer/end user.

The analyzer must be operated from a grounded power source; failure to 
do so will void the certification and the warranty. Depending on analyzer 
configuration, the supply voltage may be 120 VAC, ±10 % maximum, 50/60 Hz 
or 240 VAC, ±10 % maximum, 50/60 Hz. AC electrical supply wiring to ex-
ceed 80 °C (176 °F). The nominal operating voltage and power consumption 
is indicated on a label on the front of the Electronics Enclosure. Verify that the 
operating voltage indicated on the label agrees with the operating voltage 
indicated on the documentation supplied with the analyzer. The analyzer is in-
tended for use in Installation Category II (Overvoltage Category) and AC power 
requirements for each analyzer system are specified on the system electrical 
drawings.

See the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) page in the contents sec-
tion of this manual for information that discusses the EMC Directive 
regarding techniques and wiring practices to be followed.
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The AC power connections are made at the terminals designated “AC Ground”, 
“AC Neutral”, and “AC Line” within the Ex d Electronics Enclosure (Figure 2-3). 
Note that the input sides of the three fuse holders are jumpered together via 
the bus bar. The three “Neutral” terminals are also jumpered together.

The AC electrical supply wires enter the Electronics Enclosure through the 
Power Cable Entry on the top of the Electronics Enclosure (Figure 2-1).

Each unused cable entry port must be plugged with a certified  
Ex d plug. The plugs are supplied by AMETEK. Do not replace these 
plugs with uncertified plugs.

North American Installation

• The AC electrical supply wires are typically routed through conduit (com-
plete with connector and seal) that must be approved by local wiring 
regulations and electrical code for the hazardous location.

• Thread adapters are supplied with the analyzer. In the Electronics Enclo-
sure, these adapters connect the M25 threaded holes to the 1/2" and 3/4" 
NPT threads that are normally used for conduit.

European Installation

To maintain EMC compliance in European installations, AMETEK 
recommends using metallic glands and shielded cable (at least 85 % 
coverage) for both the power and signal cable connections.

• The AC electrical supply cable must be approved by the local wiring regu-
lations and electrical codes for the hazardous location, and must be rated 
for minimum 80 °C (176 °F).

Use only certified Ex d cable glands (in the Electronics Enclosure).
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Start-Up and Verification
This section describes equipment and controls on the analyzer that require 
adjustments and settings before, during, and after power-up.

Prior to power-up, all local electrical codes must be followed for in-
stalling and starting up electrical equipment in hazardous locations. 
 
Before powering up the analyzer, test the area for explosive gases. If 
an explosive gas atmosphere is present, do not apply power to the 
analyzer.

Do not apply power to the analyzer if there is damage (scratches, 
indentations, or wear) to any flamepath (on the Electronics Enclosure 
or Cell assembly). Applying power to an analyzer with a damaged 
flamepath is dangerous and could result in serious injury or death, 
or serious damage to equipment. See “Examining and Caring for the 
Flamepaths” in Chapter 4. 
 
Replace parts immediately if damage or wear is apparent. Contact 
AMETEK if there is any doubt about the integrity of any flamepath.

Powering Up the 241CE II Analyzer

When the 241CE II Analyzer is turned on, the hardware is initialized and the 
configuration data is retrieved from the EEPROM. This information is pre-pro-
grammed at the factory, according to pre-arranged customer requirements. 
The operational data included as part of the configuration are: 

• High and Low mirror temperature setpoints.

• Purging time.

• Fast and Slow mirror cooling rates.

• Alarm setpoints.

• System of units for displaying output values (Metric/Imperial).

For complete configuration information, see the “241_Dewpoint Monitor Data 
Sheets” in the Documentation Package shipped with the analyzer.

Normal operation begins immediately with the Purging/Hold Stage. The sole-
noid valve is opened to start the flow of sample gas into the Measuring Cell. 
Meanwhile, the signals begin to scroll by on the User Interface (RUN menu).
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Displayed Signals (RUN Menu Scroll Sequence – Quick 
Reference)

Detailed information about the signals that are displayed on the User 
Interface can be found in Chapter 3 (see “Working in the RUN Menu”).

The RUN menu scrolls automatically and displays, continually, in the following 
order:

Displayed 
Abbreviation Description Metric Units Imperial Units

M241 Vx.xx Firmware Version x.xx 
(Displayed only in first scroll cycle fol-
lowing a power-up or reset.)

— — 

RT Run Time (Days:Hours:Minutes) 000 00:00 000 00:00

Stage Stage of Dewpoint Cycle (Purging/Hold, Cooling, or Warming)

PTime Purge Time 
(Displayed only if measuring cycle is in 
Purging/Hold Stage.)

minutes minutes 

WDP* External Water Dewpoint Temperature < -40.0 °C <40.0 °F

HCDP Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature < -40.0 °C <40.0 °F

WCt** External Water Content <0.0 mg/m3

(PPMV or PPMW)
<0.0 lb/MMcf

(PPMV or PPMW)

MTemp Mirror Temperature 21.3 °C 70.4 °F

WMir Water Phototransistor Signal 59 59

HCMir Hydrocarbon Phototransistor Signal 103 103

*External Water Dewpoint Temperature (optional).
**External Water Content (optional).
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About the Measuring Cycle

During normal operation, the analyzer continuously executes the measuring 
cycle, which consists of three stages: Purging/Hold, Cooling, and Warm-
ing. The measuring cycle typically takes 15–45 minutes, with the actual time 
dependent on the duration required for Mirror Low Temp or HCDP to be 
reached.

During the Warming and Purging/Hold Stages, the results obtained from the 
Cooling Stage are displayed on the User Interface.

The time required to complete a measuring cycle is variable. The purging time 
(ApplicCFG : Purge) is set by the user but it may be doubled if the Possible-
Cell-Contamination (w Dirty Cell) SCode occurs. Since the mirror temperature 
is reduced at two different constant rates, the time required for the Cooling 
Stage depends on the sample gas HCDP temperature; the lower it is, the lon-
ger it will take to find it. The time required for the Warming Stage is also vari-
able. This time depends primarily upon the temperature difference between 
the lowest temperature reached by the mirror and the HCDP determined in 
the previous Cooling Stage.

For a gas stream in which the HCDP is highly variable, the measuring cycle 
time can vary widely. For a gas stream in which the HCDP is relatively constant, 
the variation in the measuring cycle time will be minimal.

For certain applications, it may be desirable to shorten the cycle time as much 
as possible. There can be trade-offs in adjusting some parameters to reduce 
the cycle time. If the PTime is reduced too much, there may be a problem with 
cleaning the liquids from the Measuring Cell between cycles. A similar prob-
lem can occur if the High mirror setpoint temperature (ApplicCFG : MTHi) 
is reduced too much. The typical default Slow Mirror Cooling Rate (Applic-
CFG : SRate) is 2 °C/3.6 °F per minute. If HCDP accuracy is important, maintain 
the SRate at its original setting. Increasing the SRate will decrease the HCDP 
accuracy. A preferred method of reducing cycle time is to increase the Fast Mir-
ror Cooling Rate (ApplicCFG : FRate), but this method tends to reduce the life 
of the Thermoelectric Cooler.

The temperature above the last recorded HCDP can also be adjusted. The last 
recorded dewpoint is the switch-point of the FRate and SRate. This dewpoint 
is also the switch-point between the Warming and Purging/Hold Stages. If 
you change the temperature parameter, carefully consider the stability of the 
HCDP in the process gas line.
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Purging/Hold Stage

The measuring cycle begins with the Purging/Hold Stage. The Purging opera-
tion occurs first, followed by the Hold portion of this stage.

While Purging, the solenoid valve is opened to allow sample gas to flow 
through the Sample Line and Measuring Cell. While sample gas is flowing, the 
mirror temperature stabilizes at its High setpoint temperature. Typical start-up 
values are 20 °C (68 °F) for the High setpoint temperature and 10 minutes for 
the default Purge time.

The heat sources for warming the mirror are the Measuring Cell, the contained 
sample gas, and the Heatsink. If the mirror temperature rises above the mirror 
High setpoint, power is applied to the Thermoelectric Cooler to reduce the mir-
ror temperature to its setpoint temperature.

You can change both the mirror High setpoint temperature and the duration of 
the Purging/Hold Stage. The High setpoint temperature, typically in the range 
of 15–30 °C (59–86 °F), should be set at about the same temperature as the 
surrounding ambient temperature and should be at least 20 C° (36 F°) above 
the highest expected HCDP temperature of the sample gas. The combination 
of the purging duration and the sample gas flow rate should be adjusted to 
ensure the sample system and Measuring Cell are flushed completely within 
the purge duration. A PTime of at least 10 minutes is recommended to ensure 
all liquids are evaporated from the surfaces of the mirror. A high upper set-
point temperature also helps clean the mirror during the Purging/Hold Stage, 
because any condensed liquids will evaporate at a high rate. With a higher 
temperature, the evaporation rate of liquids is faster.

When the solenoid valve is closed at the end of the Purging/Hold Stage, flow 
through the Measuring Cell is restricted except for the small bypass flow 
(called a “trickle purge”). Since all the valves between the Measuring Cell and 
the process pipe remain open, the sample gas pressure within the Measuring 
Cell equilibrates to the process stream pressure almost immediately after the 
solenoid valve closes. Even with the Bypass Valve open, there is minimal pres-
sure drop at pipeline pressures of 1400 KPAG (200 PSIG) or higher. The HCDP 
temperature is, therefore, determined at the process stream pressure.

After Purging is complete, the Hold portion of this stage begins, lasting for 
approximately 10 seconds. At this point, the solenoid valve is closed to stop 
(block in) the main flow of sample gas and to allow the Measuring Cell to 
equilibrate to the process stream pressure. The Microprocessor then performs 
a series of diagnostic tests to check the operation of the LEDs and photo-
transistors for both mirror surfaces (to ensure the mirror has been cleaned of 
all condensates). The two phototransistor signals are compared against the 
allowable limits. These diagnostic checks take approximately 2–5 seconds to 
complete. If the phototransistors are within the allowable limits, the Measuring 
Cycle will continue normally (the Cooling Stage will begin).
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If any of these diagnostic checks fail, the Possible-Cell-Contamination (“w Dirty 
Cell”) SCode is generated and the Purging/Hold Stage is repeated. The Purg-
ing/Hold Stage will then be extended by a duration equal to the purge cycle 
time (PTime). If not already done, you can also open the Bypass Valve (on the 
analyzer backpan, Figure 2-1) to allow a very low purge flow rate (trickle purge) 
to flow continuously through the Measuring Cell. This flow will be approxi-
mately 10 percent of the Purging/Hold Stage flow.

Since the analyzer uses only the Measuring Cell, sample gas, and Heatsink as 
heat sources to warm the mirror, it is possible at the end of the Purging/Hold 
Stage for the mirror temperature to be less than its High setpoint temperature. 
This is a frequent occurrence when the purging time is short and the differ-
ence between the ambient temperature and the High setpoint temperature 
of the mirror is minimal. When this occurs, the Cooling Stage is initiated and 
the Stage-Time-Out (“w TimeOut”) SCode and Purging/Hold-Stage-Time-Out 
(“w Hold TimeOut”) XSCode are generated.

Cooling Stage

The Cooling Stage begins immediately after the Purging/Hold Stage is com-
plete. During this stage, the temperature of the mirror is decreased linearly at 
the preset Fast Cooling Rate [FRate, default = 5 °C/minute (9 °F/minute)] from 
its upper (High) setpoint temperature until the mirror temperature reaches a 
preset temperature, typically 15 °C (27 °F) above the last determined HCDP 
temperature of the sample gas. This value is set in the ApplicCFG : Above 
menu. After this temperature is reached, the mirror is then cooled at the preset 
Slow Cooling Rate [SRate, default = 2 °C (3.6 °F)] per minute – to its Low set-
point temperature, typically -30 °C (-22 °F).

AMETEK does not recommend changing the Slow Cooling Rate 
(SRate). This rate was tested at the factory for optimum HCDP dew-
point sensitivity.

In the initial measuring cycle after power-up or a system reset, the mirror is 
cooled at the SRate for the entire stage.

The Low setpoint temperature should be lower than the HCDP temperature of 
the sample gas but not more than 60 °C (140 °F) degrees below the ambient 
temperature and never lower than -40 °C (-40 °F). 
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The instantaneous intensities of light impinging on both phototransistors are 
monitored simultaneously. At 0.25 °C intervals, the light-intensity values and 
mirror temperatures are stored into memory. After each data set is stored, the 
array of temperature and light-intensity values are analyzed to determine if a 
persistent increase in light intensity has occurred at either phototransistor. This 
signifies condensation on the corresponding mirror surface – hydrocarbon on 
the rough surface or water on the smooth surface.

The Cooling Stage termination (End-of-Run Type) has been set for the HCDP 
and the Cooling Stage will terminate:

• When the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature is found (factory-set de-
fault),

 or

• When the Low Mirror Temperature setpoint is reached,

 or

• If, after 2 minutes, the Thermoelectric Cooler cannot further reduce the 
mirror temperature.

If the Cooling Stage termination is due to the Thermoelectric Cooler being 
unable to further reduce the mirror temperature after 2 minutes, the Stage-
Time-Out (w TimeOut) SCode and Cooling-Stage-Time-Out (w Cool TimeOut) 
XSCode are generated.

If the HCDP temperature was not determined, the Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Tem-
perature-Not-Found (w No HC DP) SCode is generated.

During the Cooling Stage, signal values displayed as asterisks (i.e., ‘****’) on the 
User Interface indicate that a new value is being determined. Until a new value 
is determined, at the end of the Cooling Stage, the analog output signal is held 
constant at the value from the previous measuring cycle. As soon as a new 
value is determined, the asterisks (‘****’) on the User Interface and the previ-
ous value on the analog output channel are replaced by the new HCDP tem-
perature. The SCode message on the User Interface and on the analog output 
channel is updated with the sum of all SCodes generated since the end of the 
previous stage.

If any of the determined values exceed the associated alarm setpoint, or the 
SCode indicates analyzer malfunction (i.e., a Fault or Warning alarm), the 
appropriate relays are activated and their corresponding LEDs on the User 
Interface are turned On. If the alarm is a Fault Alarm, the alphanumeric display 
on the User Interface will also flash. The SCode is determined by the built-in 
diagnostics function.
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Warming Stage

The Warming Stage begins immediately after the Cooling Stage ends. The 
new HCDP temperature – obtained during the Cooling Stage – is displayed on 
the User Interface. During this stage, the power applied to the Thermoelectric 
Cooler is reduced stepwise to zero to allow the mirror temperature to increase 
at a controlled rate of approximately 10 °C/minute (18 °F/minute). The heat 
sources for warming the mirror are the Measuring Cell, the contained sample 
gas, and the Heatsink.

If the determined value exceeds its associated alarm setpoint, or the Status 
Code (SCode) indicates malfunction of the analyzer (by means of a Fault or 
Warning alarm), the appropriate system relay is activated and its correspond-
ing LED on the User Interface is turned On. If the alarm is a Fault alarm, the 
alphanumeric display on the User Interface will also flash. The SCode is deter-
mined by the built-in diagnostics function.

The Warming Stage continues until either:

• The mirror temperature reaches a temperature (a user-specified value, 
typically 10 °C/18 °F) above the HCDP temperature detected during the 
previous Cooling Stage,

 or

• The mirror temperature is 5 °C (9 °F) below its High setpoint,

 or

• If, after 2 minutes the mirror temperature has not increased.

At this point the Warming Stage ends and a new measuring cycle begins, start-
ing with the Purging/Hold Stage.

However, if the Warming Stage terminates because the mirror temperature has 
not increased after 2 minutes, the Stage-Time-Out (“w TimeOut”) SCode and 
Warning-Stage-Time-Out (“w Warm TimeOut”) XSCode are generated.
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Sample System Leak Check

The analyzer has been checked at the factory for pressure leaks. However, fit-
tings can loosen during transport, and the Sample, Vent, and Purge Gas Lines 
are installed on-site. Therefore, the entire sample system should be checked for 
leaks prior to powering up the analyzer for the first time, or following the re-
placement of any lines/fittings or Measuring Cell or Filterblock Assembly parts.

By introducing sample gas from the process stream into the sample system, 
all connections within the sample system will be tested according to normal 
operating conditions. Since the solenoid valve supplied with the analyzer is 
normally closed (i.e., when not energized), this procedure will check all com-
ponents and connections from the process stream up to and including the 
solenoid valve.

If the regulator is dialed in one-quarter of the way and the Bypass Valve is 
opened, all of the analyzer’s sample tubing will become pressurized even with 
the Solenoid Valve closed (i.e., solenoid power is off).

If the site has a shut-off valve on the Vent Line, close it. Otherwise, cap the Vent 
Line at the end to let the sample system build up line pressure. Open the isola-
tion valve on the Sample Probe and perform the leak check.

Do not apply power to the analyzer if there is damage (scratches, 
indentations, or wear) to any flamepath (on the Electronics Enclosure 
or Cell assembly). Applying power to an analyzer with a damaged 
flamepath is dangerous and could result in serious injury or death, 
or serious damage to equipment. See “Examining and Caring for the 
Flamepaths” in Chapter 4. 
 
Replace parts immediately if damage or wear is apparent. Contact 
AMETEK if there is any doubt about the integrity of any flamepath.

Do not exceed the maximum working pressure rating of the sample 
system – 13.8 MPa (2000 PSIG) – under any circumstances. 
 
Do not exceed a Vent Line pressure of 344 KPAG (50 PSIG).
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After all piping and electrical connections have been made, and with the ana-
lyzer powered down:

1. Close the Sample Line isolation valve at the process pipe. Close the Vent 
Line isolation valve at the vent location (or cap the Vent Line).

Before applying any pressure to the sample system (from the process), 
visually and physically check all plumbing connections.

2. Slowly open the isolation valve at the process pipe to introduce gas into 
the sample system.

 If other isolation valves are included within the sample system, slowly 
open them, too.

3. Partially dial in the pressure regulator. Open it enough to allow gas to fill 
the sample system.

4. Allow the pressure within the sample system and the Measuring Cell to 
equilibrate to line pressure (approximately 2 minutes).

 While the sample system is pressurized, check each fitting and connection 
in the sample system for leaks using a detergent-based leak detector (e.g. 
Snoop®).

5. If a gas leak is detected, perform the appropriate repair procedures and 
retest the fittings until all leaks have been eliminated.

6. Close all doors and covers and secure them with their screws.

The torque needed to fasten M10 screws on the Enclosure is 9.0 Nm, 
±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).

7. Power up the analyzer and open the Vent Line isolation valve(s), or remove 
the cap.

8. Open the Sample Line isolation valve(s).

9. Adjust the pressure regulator to achieve proper flow rates as described 
under “Adjusting the Sample Gas Flow Rate.”

The procedure is complete.
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Adjusting the Sample Gas Flow Rate

The gas sample flow rate needs to be properly adjusted for your application. 
During each measurement cycle, the solenoid is closed. The main purge flow 
through the solenoid is also shut off. During the Purging/Hold Stage, the 
solenoid opens and the sample gas flows through the sample system and 
Measuring Cell. This stage allows previously condensed liquids to evaporate, 
while obtaining a new representative gas sample. During this stage, the gas 
purge flow rate must be high enough (e.g.,1.0–5.0 Nl/minute or 2.1–10.6 SCFH) 
to completely purge the sample system and Measuring Cell within the allotted 
Purge time.

To set the flow rate, use the pressure regulator on the backpan (Figure 2-1). If 
this adjustment has been done properly during installation, no further adjust-
ment should be necessary.

If you measure the flow rate at the Vent Line, you will find that it is sub-
stantially higher during the Purging/Hold Stage because the Purging/
Hold Stage flow rate (1.0–5.0 Nl/minute (2.1–10.6 SCFH) is added to 
the trickle purge flow rate (Bypass Valve is open).

Because high flow rates result in increased pressure drops through the 
Membrane Filters, do not set the purge flow rate greater than 5.0 Nl/minute 
(10.6 SCFH). The higher pressure tends to force liquids through the mem-
branes. The purge flow rate setting is especially important if hydrocarbon 
and/or water droplets are present in the gas stream. Hydrocarbons have low 
surface tension and can be forced through Membrane Filters more easily than 
high surface tension liquids such as glycol, alcohols, and water. Liquid carry-
over through the filter can result in measurement problems. It becomes dif-
ficult – or even impossible – to detect condensing hydrocarbons when there is 
already hydrocarbon liquid present.

The sample flow rate and the Purge time can be easily adjusted. Therefore, it is 
relatively easy to obtain a reasonable balance between the two variables. The 
first thing to determine is whether to operate the analyzer with a bypass flow 
(or “trickle purge”) during the measuring cycle. Although the solenoid shuts off 
the main purge flow during the measure cycle, opening the Bypass Valve will 
allow a small flow rate during measurement (approximately one-tenth of the 
purge cycle flow). This bypass flow tends to improve accuracy and response 
time because there is always a small, but constant flow of sample gas flowing 
through the sample system and Measuring Cell.
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For most applications, AMETEK recommends that the analyzer be operated 
with the Bypass Valve open, although applications with measurements at pipe-
line pressures of 700 KPAG (100 PSIG) or less should be made with the Bypass 
Valve closed. During the measuring cycle, the lower flow will create pres-
sure decreases throughout the sample system. At the low pipeline pressures, 
the decreases are significant enough to affect the accuracy of the dewpoint 
measurement. When the analyzer is operated with the Bypass Valve open, 
longer purging times are often required to effectively clean the Measuring Cell 
between measuring cycles. Larger quantities of liquids will also be condensed 
during the Cooling Stage.

When operating at very low pressures below 2000 KPA (300 PSIG) and 
with large quantities of liquid droplets present in the gas stream, the 
flow through the drain Flow Restrictors in the Filterblock Assembly 
may be insufficient to remove all liquid.

At low pressures, it is advisable to install an additional coalescing filter with a 
valve or Flow Restrictor upstream of the analyzer to provide a constant drain. 
Alternatively, a probe – such as a Genie – with an integral filter can be used.

Each of the three sections that make up the Filterblock Assembly contains a 
Flow Restrictor. The Flow Restrictors drain filtrate from the upstream side of 
the filter and also provides a fast loop to improve measurement response time. 
This ensures there will always be a fresh gas sample in the Measuring Cell to 
coincide with any process changes that may occur during any delay periods 
introduced during the measuring cycle. Therefore, the response time is im-
proved because the analyzer will not have to wait for an older sample to be 
purged out.

When there are no liquids present in the stream, the combined flow through 
the three Flow Restrictors in the Filterblock Assembly will be approximately 
1.5 L/minute (3.5 SCFH) at 7000 KPA (1000 PSI) of gas pressure. If liquids are 
present, the flow through the restrictors will be slightly lower.
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Sample System Volume and Flow Rates
The sample gas flow rate during the Purging/Hold Stage is controlled by the 
pressure regulator. The regulator may be set for the desired gas flow rate by 
temporarily installing a flow metering device (e.g., a rotameter – supplied by 
the customer/end user) on the Vent Line between the Filterblock Assembly 
and the used gas disposal location.

The rotameter can be a permanent installation if it is rated and ap-
proved for the pressure it will be exposed to when the Vent Line is 
closed off. (Example, if the Vent Line is closed, the rotameter must be 
able to withstand the pressure of the process line.) 
 
If the rotameter being used cannot withstand the process gas line 
pressure, it must be a temporary installation only; the rotameter must 
be removed before running the analyzer under normal operating 
conditions.

When determining the purge flow rate to use, the line pressure, purging time, 
and sample system volume should all be considered.

The difference in pressure between the Measuring Cell and the flow metering 
device must also be considered. The volume of the Measuring Cell is 7.3 mL; 
the volume of the Measuring Cell, filter, and interconnecting line is approxi-
mately 23 mL. The volume of the remainder of the sample system can be 
estimated from the length and inner diameter of the Sample Line. The volume 
of 0.25-inch tubing having 0.035-inch wall thickness is 16.4 mL/m (5.0 mL/ft). 
The maximum suggested purge flow rates for various sample gas pressures are 
listed below.

Do not exceed the pressure rating of the flow metering device.

Sample Gas Absolute Pressure Suggested Maximum Purge Flow Rate

KPA PSI L/minute SCFH

700 100 1.0 2

2000 290 2.0 4

3000 435 2.5 5

4000 580 3.0 6

5000 725 3.5 7

7500 1088 5.0 10

10000 1450 7.5 15

13790 2000 10.0 20
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To set the purge flow rate:

1. First, determine the steady-state flow through the Flow Restrictors in the 
Filterblock.

2. Close the pressure regulator.

3. Adjust the pressure regulator for the lowest flow rate (turn counter-clock-
wise as far as possible) before reading the flow rate on the flow meter.

4. While the analyzer is in its Purge cycle (Purging/Hold Stage), adjust the 
pressure regulator until the flow has increased by the desired purge flow 
rate, approximately 1.0–5.0 Nl/minute (2.1–10.6 SCFH)  
[Total flow = steady state + purge flow].

Normal Operation
Once the analyzer is set up and started, the measuring cycle, the automatic 
scrolling of results on the User Interface, and the presentation of measurement 
results on the analog output channels is continuous. Typically, the only atten-
tion required will be when it is necessary to change an operating parameter or 
to clear any current Warning or Fault alarms. This can be done from the  
Stat\History menu (“Clear Alarm?” prompt).
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Analyzer Configuration
EEPROM Data Sheets and Dewpoint Monitor Data Sheets which list the factory 
default configuration settings of all programmable parameters are located in 
the analyzer Documentation Package folder shipped with the analyzer.

IMPORTANT 
Keep these forms in a safe place and record any changes you make 
to the original factory settings for later reference. If the EEPROM is 
replaced, this data must be re-entered in order to override the factory 
defaults.

The analyzer’s serial number, firmware version, and operating voltage can-
not be set or changed in the field. If necessary, see the original configuration 
sheets to revert the analyzer back to its original settings.

The 241CE II Analyzer is pre-configured at the factory, according to 
predetermined and agreed upon customer requirements. However, if 
changes are required, most parameters can be changed. See Chap-
ter 3 for more information about navigating through the menus from 
the User Interface.
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User Interface

Before working from the User Interface, read the entire section titled 
“Introduction to the User Interface” to learn how to navigate through 
the screens to work on the analyzer.

Introduction to the User Interface
Figure 3-1 illustrates the layout of the analyzer User Interface.

Figure 3-1.
User Interface layout.
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The User Interface is made up of two areas:

• Display Screen/LEDs 
Consists of one self-illuminated line capable of displaying up to 12 alpha-
numeric characters and one row of seven LEDs. The information displayed 
depends on the current operation mode.

- The self-illuminated line displays the results of the most recent measure-
ment cycle, mirror temperature, run time, and Status Code (SCode).

 To change an operating parameter, it must be active on the display. The 
display line flashes when the 241CE II Analyzer is in Standby Mode (a 
Fault alarm is present).

- The LEDs provide a visual indicator of the built-in diagnostics function. 
When a LED is On, it indicates the alarm condition associated with the 
LED currently exists. For more information about this diagnostics tool, 
see “Types of Alarms” in Chapter 4.

 The LEDs, numbered 1–7 from left to right, and their conditions when 
turned On are:

LED # Setpoint By Condition Existing When LED Turned On

1 User The Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature Off-Spec 
Alarm is disabled (Stat\History : En\Dis Alrm?).

2 Diagnostics Fault Alarm: Analyzer in Standby Mode – Immediate 
Service Required (review SCode and XSCode in the 
Stat\History menu to gather information before 
contacting AMETEK). The alphanumeric display will 
also flash to alert the operator to this condition.

3 Diagnostics Warning Alarm: Analyzer reporting an abnormal 
condition – Investigation Required (review SCode and 
XSCode in the Stat\History menu and attempt to 
correct the problems).

4 Diagnostics Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature Not Found (NoD), 
or Purging/Hold Stage Is In Progress (Pur). This setting 
is made in the ApplicCFG : UsrRelay menu. 

See also the UsrRelay description under “Working in 
the Application Configuration Menu” in this chapter.

5 User Reserved for Water Content OffSpec Alarm setpoint. 
Currently Not Used.

6 User The current Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature is 
higher than the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature 
Off-Spec Alarm setpoint value (ApplicCFG : HCDPA). 
This alarm will only be seen if the Off-Spec Alarm is 
enabled in the Stat\History menu (LED 1 is Off when 
the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled).

7 User Reserved for Water Dewpoint temperature OffSpec 
Alarm setpoint. Currently Not Used.
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• Keypad 
The four push-buttons allow you to navigate throughout the software to 
view previous results, change operating parameters, and disable, enable, 
and reset alarms.

 Each button uses an automatic-repeat action. For any operation that re-
quires you to press the button more than once, press and hold the button 
to repeat the function. After pressing the button continuously for 1.5 sec-
onds, the function associated with the button will be repeated four times 
per second. After pressing and holding the button for 5 more seconds, the 
function is repeated 10 times per second, with the step size of the function 
being 10 times larger if applicable. This is useful when setting values.

 The push-button functions are:

Push-Button Functions/Uses

 Use the  button:

• To scroll through the main menu items from RUN Mode. Press this 
button repeatedly to view other main menu items.

 Use the  button:

• To scroll through the sub-menu items. Press this button repeatedly to 
view other sub-menu items.

• To return to the RUN menu from other menus through the sub-menu 
items. Press this button repeatedly to view other sub-menu items.

• To skip prompts without making a selection (i.e., whenever ‘?’ appears 
following information).

• To scroll through a menu to find prompts, such as “Save AppCFG?” 
when changes to the Application Configuration menu parameter 
settings need to be saved.

• As part of a password.

+ Use the ‘+’ button:
• To scroll through selectable options for certain sub-menu item (e.g., 

User Relay).
• To view the last nine measuring cycles (‘1’ = most recent entry; ‘9’ = 

oldest entry), from the Stat\History menu (^HCD).
• To increase the value of the displayed parameter.
• To answer ‘Yes’ to a prompt (whenever ‘?’ appears following informa-

tion, such as “Save AppCFG?”).
• To enable the Off-Spec Alarm from the Stat\History menu if the Off-

Spec Alarm is currently disabled (when “En\Dis Alarm?” is displayed).
• As part of a password.

– Use the ‘–’ button:
• To view the last nine measuring cycles (‘1’ = most recent entry; 

‘9’ = oldest entry), from the Stat\History menu (^HCD).
• To decrease the value of the displayed parameter.
• To answer ‘No’ to a prompt (whenever ‘?’ appears following informa-

tion, such as “Save AppCFG?”).
• To disable the Off-Spec Alarm from the Stat\History menu if the Off-

Spec Alarm is currently enabled (when “En\Dis Alarm?” is displayed).
• As part of a password.
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Navigating From the User Interface

While working from the User Interface, there are four modes of operation that 
you can access to view or change system information, parameters, or variables.

While working from the User Interface, the following rules apply:

• In RUN mode and Stat\History mode, system information and parameters 
can only be viewed (they cannot be changed).

• After locating a main menu item, press  repeatedly to cycle through the 
parameters associated with that menu.

• The software will revert back to the RUN menu if no buttons are pressed 
within 2 minutes.

• Displayed values can be negative or positive. If the value is negative, ‘-’ will 
precede the value.

• In ApplicCFG or MonitorCFG mode, parameters or variables can be 
viewed and/or changed (passwords are required to enter these modes).

• While working from the ApplicCFG or MonitorCFG mode, you can make 
changes to as many parameters as you like before exiting the screen.

• While working in the ApplicCFG and MonitorCFG menus, use the ‘+’ but-
ton to scroll through the various options for each sub-menu item and to 
select an option.

• All value and selection changes under the ApplicCFG and MonitorCFG 
menus do not take effect until  is pressed to move to the next item or 
 is pressed to move to a different main menu level. If configuration 
changes are not saved to the onboard EEPROM, the analyzer will revert to 
the original settings following a system reset or power-up.

• All configuration parameter changes which need to be permanent can 
be saved to the onboard EEPROM. To permanently save any configuration 
changes, press  to scroll to the “Save AppCFG?” (or “Save AppCFG?”) 
prompt and then press the ‘+’ button to answer Yes.
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About ApplicCFG and MonitorCFG Passwords

Access to the ApplicCFG and MonitorCFG menus is protected by a password 
(passcode). The password prompt for the ApplicCFG menu is “Passcode1?”. 
The password prompt for the MonitorCFG menu is “Passcode2?”.

The factory-default password is ‘– – – –’ for both menus, but it can be changed 
for each menu. If changing a password, it is limited to a four-button sequence 
and can only be changed for the current menu (ApplicCFG or MonitorCFG) 
you are working in. A different password should be used for each mode and 
access to either of these configuration modes should be limited only to trained 
technicians. If you change the passwords for each menu, be sure to record 
and keep them in a safe place.

As an example, to change the password for the ApplicCFG menu:

1. From the RUN menu, press  twice to view the ApplicCFG menu. The 
“Passcode1?” prompt appears.

2. Enter ‘– – – –’ or ‘****’ (where ‘****’ is the new password) to enter the 
ApplicCFG menu. Note that ‘*’ is displayed on the screen for each character 
entered.

3. Press  repeatedly until the “Chng PSCD1?” prompt appears. Press ‘+’ to 
answer Yes. The message “NewPasscode?” appears.

4. Enter the new password using the , ‘+’, or ‘–’ buttons. The “NewPass-
code?” prompt appears. Enter the new password a second time. The mes-
sage “PSCD Changed” will be displayed.

 If you enter the password incorrectly, the “Chng PSCD1?” prompt appears. 
Carefully re-enter the password twice in succession.

5. Press  to view the prompt “Save CFG?” and press ‘+’ to save the new 
password.

IMPORTANT 
Pressing ‘+’ will cause the new password to be saved to the EEPROM; the 
old password will be lost. If the new password is not saved, the previous 
password will be used following a system reset or power-up.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGPasscode1? 
Chng PSCD1?
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Working in the Different Menus
While working from the User Interface, there are four main modes (menus) of 
operation. Press  to scroll through the Main Menu items.

Viewing and entering data is done using the push-buttons for all menus and 
sub-menus, which are described in the following pages.

Working in the RUN Menu

The RUN Menu (or RUN Mode) is the normal operating mode. When the ana-
lyzer is started, the RUN Mode is the default interface. The User Interface will 
remain in RUN Mode unless you change it to another menu. To return to the 
RUN menu at any time, press  until “Run” appears.

The software will revert back to the RUN menu if none of the buttons 
are pressed within 2 minutes.

The first cycle of signals displayed on the User Interface following a power-up 
or system reset is listed below, complete with detailed descriptions of each 
parameter. The unit of measurement (Metric or Imperial) for each signal is 
selected from the Options code (MonitorCFG menu). The units are typically 
configured at the factory as per customer requirements.

While in RUN Mode, the User Interface continually scrolls parameters. Each pa-
rameter can be paused momentarily on the User Interface based on the Scroll 
parameter (MonitorCFG menu) setting (factory default is 4 seconds).

Upon power-up or a system reset, the User Interface will revert to the RUN 
menu and begin scrolling the parameters. The first parameter that will be seen 
after a power-up or following a reset is the system’s firmware version (M241 
Vx.xx).

RUN mode allows 
you to view information 
only. To change information 
(ApplicCFG or MonitorCFG),  
a password is required.
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RUN Menu Parameters Defined

Since data from a previous measuring cycle does not exist immedi-
ately following power-up or a system reset, the initialization routine 
sets the HCDP temperature to < -40 °C (< -40 °F).

The descriptions of the parameters that continually scroll by on the User Inter-
face, and the order in which they are displayed are:

Displayed
Abbreviation Description

M241 Vx.xx The current firmware version running the analyzer. The firmware version 
is only displayed in the first scroll cycle following a power-up or a system 
reset. You can find this in the Stat\History menu.

RT Run Time is the total amount of time the analyzer has been in 
operation since the last power up or last system reset. Displayed in 
Days:Hours:Minutes (000 00:00).

Stage Stage is the current stage of the analyzer’s dewpoint measuring cycle 
(Purging/Hold, Cooling, Warming).

PTime Purge Time is the duration (minutes) of the Purging/Hold Stage before it 
will switch and begin the Cooling Stage of the measuring cycle.

PTime will only be displayed while the analyzer is in the Purging/Hold 
Stage.

WDP* The current (optional) external Water Dewpoint Temperature (°C or °F).

*WDP will be displayed if an external water signal is supplied and the 
external water dewpoint option (H2O DP:EXT) is enabled from the 
MonitorCFG menu.

HCDP The current Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature, displayed in °C or °F.

WCt** The current (optional) external Water Content value (mg/m3, lb/MMCF, 
PPMV, or PPMW).

**WCt will be displayed if an external water signal is supplied and 
the external water content option (H2O CT:EXT) is enabled from the 
MonitorCFG menu.

MTemp The current Mirror temperature, displayed in °C or °F. 

The MTemp value will change on subsequent scroll cycles as the mirror 
temperature stabilizes to the value that has been entered for its High 
setpoint temperature.
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Displayed
Abbreviation Description

WMir The current phototransistor signal from the water side of the mirror (the 
unit of light reflected from the mirror surface).

During the analyzer’s first Purge cycle (Purging/Hold Stage) after a power-
up, this value will be at its baseline level because there are no liquids on 
the mirror.

HCMir The current phototransistor signal from the hydrocarbon side of the mirror 
(the unit of light reflected from the mirror surface).

During the analyzer’s first Purge cycle (Purging/Hold Stage) after a power-
up, this value will be at its baseline level because there are no liquids on 
the mirror.

The factory-set default configuration settings for your analyzer can be 
found in the Documentation Package shipped with the analyzer.
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Interpreting the Parameter Results and Symbols Displayed 
on the User Interface

Interpreting the results displayed on the User Interface is relatively easy. How-
ever, the appearance of the ‘=’ and ‘<’ symbols preceding the HCDP tempera-
ture must be observed carefully.

• If the ‘=’ (equal to) symbol precedes the HCDP temperature, it indicates 
that hydrocarbon condensation was detected and its dewpoint tempera-
ture is displayed. (The displayed value is ‘equal to’ the actual reading.)

• If the ‘<’ (less than) symbol precedes the HCDP temperature, it indicates 
that hydrocarbon condensation was not detected. The actual current dew-
point temperature is, therefore, below (less than) the displayed tempera-
ture, which is the lowest temperature reached during the Cooling Stage. 
(The displayed value is ‘less than’ the actual reading.)

The unit of measurement displayed for each signal depends upon the system 
of units (Metric or Imperial).

As soon as the Cooling Stage begins, the HCDP temperature value displayed 
on the User Interface is replaced by asterisks (‘****’) to indicate that a new 
value is being determined. The value replaced by the asterisks is stored in the 
History Buffer (^HCD) in the Stat\History menu.

Until a new value is determined, the analog output signal is held constant at 
the value from the previous measuring cycle. As soon as a new value is deter-
mined, at the end of the Cooling Stage, the asterisks (‘****’) on the User Inter-
face and the previous value on the analog output channel are replaced by the 
new temperature value.

Since it is not possible to represent the ‘<’ (less than) symbol on the analog 
signal channels, perform the following checks to determine whether the HCDP 
temperature is ‘equal to’ or ‘less than’ the value indicated by the analog signal:

• View the LEDs on the User Interface to determine which alarms have 
been triggered, if any. If LED 4 (Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-
Found) is On, the HCDP temperature was not detected and, therefore, is 
‘less than’ the actual reading.

• View the RUN menu for the current HCDP temperature.

• View the SCode and XSCode (Stat\History menu) for HCDP-related 
alarms.

• If necessary, view the HCDPA sub-menu item (ApplicCFG menu) to view 
the current setpoint for the HCDP temperature Off-Spec Alarm.

RUN Mode 
Stat\History^HCD
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At any given time, the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint (HCDP) value presented on the 
analog signal channel and displayed on the User Interface is the value deter-
mined during the previous Cooling Stage. SCode is updated at the end of each 
measuring cycle stage and MTemp is always the current value. If an external 
water signal is used and either H2O DP:EXT or H2O CT:EXT is enabled from 
the MonitorCFG menu, the external Water Dewpoint (WDP) or external Water 
Content (WCT) value can also be displayed, but do not affect the operations of 
the analyzer.

As soon as a new value is determined, it is displayed on the User Interface and 
its analog signal channel. The mirror temperature (MTemp) is always the cur-
rent value.

Validating the Current Results

The results obtained by the first few measuring cycles will be invalid upon start-
up immediately following installation or after servicing the sample system.

The results obtained by the first few measuring cycles are usually 
slightly too low (invalid) due to contamination. This can be caused by 
the residual water remaining from the cleaning (after maintenance) 
and/or exposure of the sample system to the atmosphere – i.e., diluted 
with residual air after installation or maintenance.  
 
Depending on the degree of contamination and the purging duration, 
the number of measuring cycles required to obtain valid results can 
vary. Typically, five measuring cycles will be sufficient to remove the 
water or air contaminants after the sample system has been exposed 
to water or the atmosphere.

As the degree of dilution is reduced to zero during subsequent Purging/Hold 
Stages, the measured HCDP temperature approaches the true value for the 
sample gas.

Viewing Previous Results

To view results from previous measuring cycles, view the Stat\History menu 
and view any of the History Buffers. The History Buffers contain information 
about the status of the system during the last nine measuring cycles (‘1’ = 
most recent entry; ‘9’ = oldest entry). On subsequent measuring cycles, the 
oldest entry is removed from the buffer and the latest entry is stored.
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Working in the Status\History Menu

The Stat\History menu displays the current analyzer status and historical 
information.

To view the Stat\History menu, press  until Stat\History appears. To view 
the sub-menu items within this menu, press . This menu is not password-pro-
tected because these sub-menu items are for information purposes only and 
cannot be changed, with the exception of the En\Dis Alrm? and Clear Alarm? 
functions. These functions can be used at the discretion of the operator.

While working from in the Stat\History menu, the following rules apply:

• All history buffers are numerically arranged, where ‘1’ = most recent entry 
and ‘9’ being the oldest entry. To view the entries within any of the history 
buffers, use the ‘+’ or ‘–’ buttons.

• Since all history buffer entries are stored in SRAM, the buffers will be 
cleared when the analyzer power is off or the analyzer is reset.

• The HCDP buffer (and WDP and WCT buffers, if an external water signal is 
provided) is updated at the beginning of each measuring cycle, while the 
SCode buffers are updated whenever the code value changes.

• The basic (SCode) and extended (XSCode) Status Code entries first display 
the total sum of all primary code numbers. The SCode number is then 
decoded into its component bits (primary codes), as seen when you press 
the ‘+’ or ‘–’ button. If the decoded status bit is clear (i.e., no alarms are 
present) “OK” is displayed. Otherwise, the corresponding status message is 
displayed. The possible causes of the status bits are described under SCode 
and XSCode, in the following descriptions.

Stat\History mode 
allows you to view information 
only. To change information 
(ApplicCFG or MonitorCFG),  
a password is required.
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The Stat\History menu items (listed in their viewing order) and their descrip-
tions are:

Sub-Menu Item Description

En\Dis Alrm? This prompt asks if you wish to enable\disable the out-of-specification (Off-Spec) alarm.

To enable the Off-Spec Alarm, press ‘+’. To disable the Off-Spec Alarm, press ‘–’.

Clear Alarm? This prompt asks if you wish to clear (reset) all current alarms (Off-Spec or SCode).

To reset all current alarms, press ‘+’. The message “Cleared” will be displayed. If you press ‘–’, 
“Not Cleared” will be displayed.

SCode z Basic Status Code and messages, where ‘z’ = the basic SCode (see below) along with its 
corresponding message (if the alarm condition exists). If the alarm condition does not exist, 
“OK” is displayed (e.g., SCode.# OK, where ‘#’ is the number corresponding with the SCode 
message).

The basic SCodes and corresponding messages are listed below. The ‘w’ or ‘f’ preceding a 
message indicates a ‘w’arning or ‘f’ault alarm condition.

Primary
Code

Error
Code # Message [Description]

1 1 w TimeOut [Stage-Time-Out]

2 2 w No H2O DP [Water-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found] – 
Available only if H2O DP:INT option is enabled from the 
MonitorCFG menu.

4 3 w No HC DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]

8 4 w Check XSCode [Advice – Review-Extended-Status-Code]

16 5 w Dirty Cell [Possible-Cell-Contamination]

32 6 f H2O Optics [Problem-In-Water-Side-Optical-Path]

64 7 f HC Optics [Problem-In-Hydrocarbon-Side-Optical-Path]

128 8 f Cool Cct [Problem-In-Cooling-Circuit]

XSCode z Extended Status Codes and messages, where ‘z’ = the XSCode (see below) along with its 
corresponding message (if the alarm condition exists). If the alarm condition does not exist, 
“OK” is displayed (e.g., XSCode.# OK, where ‘#’ is the number corresponding with the XSCode 
message).

The XSCodes and corresponding messages are listed below. The ‘w’ or ‘f’ preceding a message 
indicates a ‘w’arning or ‘f’ault alarm condition.

Primary
Code

Error
Code # Message [Description]

1 1 w EEP Warn [End-Of-EEPROM-Life]

2 2 w Hold TimeOut [Purging/Hold-Stage-Time-Out]

4 3 w Cool TimeOut [Cooling-Stage-Time-Out]

8 4 w Warm TimeOut [Warming-Stage-Time-Out]

16 5 w Cross Talk [Excessive-Mirror-Cross-Talk]

32 6 w High DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Too-High]

64 7 f High Temp [Mirror-RTD-Temperature-Is-Too-High]

128 8 f Low Temp [Mirror RTD-Temperature-Is-Too-Low]

256 9 f H2O Dim [Light-Intensity-On-Water-Side-Is-Too-Low]

512 10 f HC Dim [Light-Intensity-On-Hydrocarbon-Side-Is-Too-Low]
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Sub-Menu Item Description

Tz This system status parameter (T) indicates the Run-Time (Days Hours:Minutes – 000 00:00) at 
the beginning of the Cooling Stage for each of the last nine measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: 
‘1’ = most recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry).

^WDz This history buffer displays the Water Dewpoint temperature (°C or °F) for the last nine 
measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry).

Note: 
This signal will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if the 
H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu. If the H2O DP:INT 
option is enabled, the WDP readings are derived from the internal water mirror 
surface – not recommended.

^HCDz This history buffer displays the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature (°C or °F) for the last nine 
measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry).

^WCz This history buffer displays the external Water Content (optional, if used) in mg/m3, lb/MMcf, 
PPMV, or PPMW values for the last nine measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent 
entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry).

Note: 
This signal will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if the 
H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu. If the H2O DP:INT 
(with water content) option is enabled, these readings are derived from the 
internal water mirror surface – not recommended

^WMirz n This history buffer displays the phototransistor signal from the Water-side of the mirror at 
the start of the Run cycle, for the last nine measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent 
entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry, and where ‘n’ = the displayed phototransistor signal value).

^HCMirz n This history buffer displays the phototransistor signal from the Hydrocarbon-side of the mirror 
at the start of the Run cycle, for the last nine measuring cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most 
recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry, and where ‘n’ = the displayed phototransistor signal value).

^SCz n This history buffer displays the basic Status Code alarms for the last nine measuring cycles 
(where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry, and where ‘n’ = the total sum of 
all primary SCode alarms triggered during the last measuring cycle).

^XSCz n This history buffer displays the basic Extended Status Code alarms for the last nine measuring 
cycles (where ‘z’ = 1–9: ‘1’ = most recent entry and ‘9’ = oldest entry, and where ‘n’ = the total 
sum of all primary XSCode alarms triggered during the last measuring cycle).

EEP WR n This system status parameter displays the number of writes (‘n’ = total number of writes) to 
the analyzer’s EEPROM (changes to the system configuration settings).

000000000-1 This system status parameter displays the Serial Number of the analyzer.

M241 Vx-xx This system status parameter displays the current Firmware Version running the 241CE II 
Analyzer.
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Working in the Application Configuration Menu

The ApplicCFG menu allows you to review and modify application- and 
customer-specific parameters.

To view the ApplicCFG menu, press  until ApplicCFG appears. To view the 
sub-menu items within this menu, press . Enter the password at the “Pass-
code1?” prompt to view the ApplicCFG menu parameters.

The ApplicCFG sub-menu items (listed in their viewing order) and their de-
scriptions are:

Sub-Menu Item Description

Passcode1? This prompt asks you to enter Passcode1 to access the ApplicCFG menu (the factory default 
password is ‘- - - -’). Enter this password to view and/or change the parameters in this menu.

WDPA (Currently Not Used.) This parameter displays the current Water Dewpoint temperature 
OffSpec Alarm setpoint (°C or °F). When the determined Water Dewpoint temperature is 
greater than this setpoint temperature, a relay is activated and LED #7 on the User Interface is 
turned On.

Note: 
This signal will only be displayed if the H2O DP:INT option  
is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu. AMETEK does  
not recommend enabling this except for diagnostic purposes only.

HCDPA This is the current setpoint for the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature Off-Spec Alarm (°C or 
°F). When the determined Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature is greater than this setpoint 
temperature, a relay is activated and LED #6 on the User Interface is turned On (if the Off-Spec 
Alarm is enabled in the Stat\History menu). LED 1 is Off when the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled.

WCA (Currently Not Used.) This signal displays the current Water Content Off-Spec Alarm setpoint 
(mg/m3, lb/MMcf, PPMV, PPMW). When the Water Content is greater than this setpoint 
temperature, a relay is activated and LED #5 on the User Interface is turned On.

Note: 
This signal will only be displayed if the H2O DP:INT option (plus water content) is 
enabled from the MonitorCFG menu. AMETEK does not recommend enabling 
this except for diagnostic purposes only.

Purge This parameter displays the current setting for the Measuring Cell Purge duration (minutes). 
This setting is the length of time the solenoid valve is activated (open) to allow the sample gas 
to flow through the Measuring Cell.

MTHi This parameter displays the current Mirror High temperature setpoint (°C or °F) for the 
Cooling Stage of the measuring cycle.

MTLo This parameter displays the current Mirror Low temperature setpoint (°C or °F) for the Cooling 
Stage of the measuring cycle.

FRate This parameter displays the current Fast-per-minute cooling rate temperature (°C or °F) that 
will be used during the Cooling Stage of the measuring cycle.

SRate This parameter displays the current Slow-per-minute cooling rate temperature (°C or °F) that 
will be used to cool the mirror during the Cooling Stage of the measuring cycle.

Above This parameter displays the current setpoint for the Temperature Above the last HCDP 
temperature to switch the cooling rate (°C or °F). This value is also used to switch from the 
Warming Stage to the Purging/Hold Stage.

A password is required 
to access the ApplicCFG menu.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

RunType End-of-Run Type setpoint temperature (°C or °F) at which the Cooling Stage will terminate. 
The parameters that can be displayed include:

• LowT = Low Temperature
• HCDP = Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature

Regardless of the selection, the Cooling Stage will be terminated if the mirror temperature 
reaches the LowT setpoint, or the analyzer is unable to achieve a lower temperature within a 
2-minute period.

Cycle Fixed Time Cycle allows you to specify a fixed cycle interval (minutes) for the Hydrocarbon 
Dewpoint (HCDP) temperature measurement. This option must only be used in conjunction 
with the End-of-Run Type for Hydrocarbon Dewpoint found.

Note: 
The Fixed Cycle Time parameter is also available using the optional Modbus® 
communication (Register 1072); however, this parameter is not accessible using 
System 200 Configurator Software communication. If your system uses the 
optional Modbus communication function, refer to the 241CE II Analyzer Serial 
Communication Interface (Modbus) Manual Supplement shipped with your 
system.

To disable the function and use the analyzer’s default cycle settings, enter ‘0’ while viewing 
this parameter.

To enable this function, enter a positive value (minimum ‘8’) while viewing this parameter. If 
a positive value of less than ‘8’ is entered, the system will default to ‘8’ minutes (the fixed time 
cycle will begin at the start of the next cycle).

When the Fixed Time Cycle option is enabled, the mirror is cooled from the Mirror Start 
temperature at a Fast Rate of 15 °C/minute until 2 °C above the last determined HCDP 
temperature, or 2 °C above the lowest temperature attained if no HCDP is detected. At this 
point, the mirror is cooled at a Slow Rate of 2 °C/minute until the HCDP is detected. Upon 
exiting the Cooling Stage and entering the Warming Stage, the mirror is warmed at a rate of 
15 °C/minute. As the mirror warms to 2 °C above the last determined HCDP temperature or 
the lowest temperature attained if no HCDP is detected, the Cell Purging Stage begins.

The duration of the Purging Stage is the time remaining until the next Cooling Stage is 
scheduled to begin using the fixed cycle time specified. Since the purge duration is variable, 
the Purging/Hold-Stage-Time-Out warning (w Hold Timeout) may be raised frequently if the 
temperature differential between the mirror start temperature and the HCDP temperature 
is substantial enough that the mirror does not have sufficient time to reach the Mirror Start 
temperature, or the analyzer is unable to stabilize the mirror to the Mirror Start temperature. 

The one exception to the fixed interval dewpoint determination cycle is the first cycle upon 
power up. Since the dewpoint temperature is unknown upon power up, the analyzer will 
determine the dewpoint temperature in the first cycle: Purge the Cell for the time specified, 
cool the mirror at the Slow Rate specified, determine the HCDP temperature, warm the 
Mirror to the start temperature, purge the Cell for the time specified, and stabilize the mirror 
temperature at the Start Temperature. The fixed cycle interval cycle applies when the next 
cooling stage begins.

Note: 
See “About the Measuring Cycle” in Chapter 2 for more information about 
measuring cycle times and when to adjust the cycle duration.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

UsrRelay User-selectable relay type (Relay 4). Upon instructions from the customer, AMETEK can 
configure Relay 4 (and LED 4) at the factory to indicate, when turned On, either:

• NoD = Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Temperature Not Found. 
If the User Relay is configured to indicate NoD, the condition is updated at the end of each  
Cooling Stage. The result is used to interpret the temperature on the analog output signal  
channels.

or
• Pur = Purging/Hold Stage Is In Progress (typically used for Data Acquisition Systems (DAS) 

or other remote systems). 
If the User Relay is configured to indicate Pur, the relay will be activated at the beginning of 
the Purging/Hold Stage and deactivated at the end of the Purging/Hold Stage. This function 
indicates to remote DAS systems that new data is present on the analog output channels.

Note: 
While this function is typically configured by AMETEK at the factory, the User 
Relay can be changed from the ApplicCFG menu.

UsrVI User-selectable V/I type (Analog output 4). The only option currently available is:

• SCode = basic Status Code [if H2O DP:DISAB option is enabled from the MonitorCFG 
menu].

Net This parameter allows you to select the Network communications type. Options include:

• S2K = System 2000 (Communicating via System 200 Configurator Software). For details 
about using this software to communicate with the analyzer, refer to the 241CE II Analyzer 
System 200 Configurator Software User Manual shipped with your system.

• MODBUS = Communicating via Modbus. 
For details about using Modbus interface to communicate with the analyzer, refer to the 
241CE II Analyzer Serial Communication Interface (Modbus) Manual Supplement shipped 
with your system.

MB Addr z Modbus slave address, used to select a port that will allow communications between a 
computer and the analyzer, where ‘z’ is a number between 0–250. The definitions include:

 Address  Definition
 0  Disable Modbus interface
 1–127 Enable Modbus interface on RS-232 port
 128–255 Enable Modbus interface on RS-422 port

Comm Serial communication type. Options include:

• RS232 (system default)
• RS422
• 4WRS485 (4-wire RS-485)
• 2WRS485 (2-wire RS-485)

After selecting the desired serial communication type,  
several jumpers on the CPU board may need to be changed in order to establish 
communication. See jumper settings listed under “Configuring the Hardware for Digital 
Communication” in Chapter 2.

Baud Serial communication baud rate. Options include:

• 9600 (system default)
• 4800
• 2400
• 1200

I1L On the first analog output – V/I #1 – this is the low-scale (minimum) WDP temperature 
(°C or °F) corresponding to the 4.00 mA output.

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

I1H On the first analog output – V/I #1 – this is the full-scale (maximum) WDP temperature 
(°C or °F) corresponding to the 20.00 mA output.

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

I2L On the second analog output – V/I #2 – this is the low-scale (minimum) HCDP temperature 
(°C or °F) corresponding to the 4.00 mA output.

I2H On the second analog output – V/I #2 – this is the full-scale (maximum) HCDP temperature 
(°C or °F) corresponding to the 20.00 mA output.

I3L On the third analog output – V/I #3 – this is the low-scale (minimum) WCT – mg/m3 (lb/MMcf), 
PPMV, or PPMW – corresponding to the 4.00 mA output.

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O CT:EXT option is enabled.

I3H On the third analog output – V/I #3 – this is the full-scale (maximum) WCT – mg/m3 (lb/MMcf), 
PPMV, or PPMW – corresponding to the 20.00 mA output.

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O CT:EXT option is enabled.

I4L The fourth analog output – V/I #4 – is reserved for the low-scale (minimum) pressure 
(KPA or PSI) corresponding to the 4.00 mA output. This analog output is currently not used.

I4H The fourth analog output – V/I #4 – is the full-scale (maximum) pressure (KPA or PSI) 
corresponding to the 20.00 mA output. This analog output is currently not used.

Chng PSCD1? This prompt asks if you wish to change Passcode1. To change the password for the ApplicCFG 
menu, enter a new 4-character code, using any combination of the , ‘+’, and ‘–’ buttons. After 
entering the password, “Chng PSCD1?” will be displayed again. Enter the passcode a second 
time.

Save AppCFG? This prompt asks if you wish to permanently save the changes you made to the ApplicCFG 
parameters. To save any changes you made, press the ‘+’ button. If the changes are not saved, 
they will remain in effect until the analyzer is powered down or reset.
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Working in the Configuration Menu

The Configuration (MonitorCFG) menu allows you to customize unit-specific 
parameters.

To view the MonitorCFG menu, press  until MonitorCFG appears. To view 
the sub-menu items within this menu, press . Enter the password at the 
“Passcode2?” prompt to view the MonitorCFG menu.

The MonitorCFG sub-menu items (listed in their viewing order) and their 
descriptions are:

Do not change parameters marked ‘*’ (under “Description”) unless 
instructed to do so by an AMETEK service representative. Doing so will 
result in incorrect measurements and readings.

Sub-Menu Item Description

Passcode2? This prompt asks to enter Passcode2 to access the MonitorCFG menu (the factory default 
password is ‘- - - -’). Enter this password to view and/or change the parameters in this menu.

Water Measurement 
Option

The Water Measurement Option sub-menu allows you to select the type of information 
you wish to display. Only one of the options can be selected at any time. Note that “Water 
Measurement Option” is not displayed; only the current setting will be displayed (e.g., 
H2O DP:EXT). The available options that can be selected include: 

• H2O DP:EXT (Water Dewpoint, external measurement – requires external water signal).
• H2O CT:EXT (Water Content, external measurement – requires external water signal).
• H2O DP:INT (Water Dewpoint, internal measurement).
• H2O DP:DISAB (Water Dewpoint, disabled).

Note: 
If you change the Water Measurement Option parameter, you will also have 
to configure the analyzer to display the associated units of measurement 
from the Options code sub-menu, depending on the information you want 
to be analyzed and displayed. These changes are required to ensure accurate 
representation of the output signals you require. Details about these changes are 
described below.

If changes are made to the Water Measurement Option parameter, you will also have to change 
the Options code parameters: 

• If H2O DP:EXT is enabled, select an option from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units). 

• If H2O CT:EXT is enabled, select an option from the Options code sub-menu: 
- WC&m (water content, metric units). 
- WC&i (water content, imperial units). 
- PMVm (parts per million by volume, metric units). 
- PMVi (parts per million by volume, imperial units). 
- PMWm (parts per million by weight, metric units). 
- PMWi (parts per million by weight, imperial units).

(Continued next page)

A password is required 
to access the MonitorCFG 
menu.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

Water Measurement 
Option

(Continued)

• If H2O DP:INT is enabled, select an option from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units). 
- WC&m (water content, metric units). 
- WC&i (water content, imperial units).

• If H2O DP:DISAB is enabled, select an option from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units).

Options The Options code sub-menu allows you to select certain parameters and whether to display 
their values in Metric or Imperial measurements. Note that the current selection will be 
displayed next to Options on the display (e.g., “Options DP&m”). Options include:

• DP&m = Dewpoint(s), metric 
  [if H2O DP:EXT, H2O DP:INT, or H2O DP:DISAB is enabled]

• DP&i = Dewpoint(s), imperial 
  [if H2O DP:EXT, H2O DP:INT, or H2O DP:DISAB is enabled]

• WC&m = Water Content, metric 
  [if H2O CT:EXT or H2O DP:INT is enabled]

• WC&i = Water Content, imperial 
  [if H2O CT:EXT or H2O DP:INT is enabled]

• PMVm = Parts per million by volume, metric 
  [if H2O CT:EXT is enabled]

• PMVi = Parts per million by volume, imperial 
  [if H2O CT:EXT is enabled].

• PMWm = Parts per million by weight, metric 
  [if H2O CT:EXT is enabled]

• PMWi = Parts per million by weight, imperial 
  [if H2O CT:EXT is enabled]

Note: 
You can change the Options code parameter at any time, but first carefully consider 
what the displayed results will be. Example, if H2O DP:EXT is selected from the Water 
Measurement Option sub-menu, and you have PMVm selected from the Options 
code sub-menu, the required results will not be displayed (water dewpoint cannot be 
displayed in parts per million by volume).

PLo Pressure input low scale (KPA or PSI). If the pressure signal is supplied from an external source, 
the PLo parameter can be used to input the range of the pressure signal corresponding to 
4.00 mA. This input is currently not used.

PHi Pressure input high scale (KPA or PSI). If the pressure signal is supplied from an external 
source, the PHi parameter can be used to input the range of the pressure signal 
corresponding to 20.00 mA. This input is currently not used.

ExHi External water content input high scale (°C, °F, mg/m3, lb/MMcf, PPMV, PPMW).

Note: 
This signal will only be displayed if an external water signal is provided and the 
H2O DP:EXT or H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

ExLo External water content input low scale (°C, °F, mg/m3, lb/MMcf, PPMV, PPMW).

Note: 
This signal will only be displayed if an external water signal is provided and the 
H2O DP:EXT or H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

WLED n * Water mirror surface LED brightness level, where ‘n’ = the LED level. This level can be any 
value between 0–4095, which represents a drive-current range of 0–50 mA. Do not adjust 
this value unless instructed to do so by an AMETEK Service Representative.

Note: 
This signal is derived from the Water-side mirror LED within the analyzer’s 
Measuring Cell. This measurement is not related in any way to the external 
water signal.

HCLED n * Hydrocarbon mirror surface LED brightness level, where ‘n’ = the LED level. This level can 
be any value between 0–4095, which represents a drive-current range of 0–50 mA. Do not 
adjust this value unless instructed to do so by an AMETEK Service Representative.

WMWarn n Water mirror surface drift warning limit, derived from the Water-side mirror LED within 
the analyzer’s Measuring Cell. The value is displayed as a percent (%) of the change in the 
phototransistor signals between two consecutive measuring cycles, where ‘n’ = the current 
percentage allowance.

WMWarn is used to adjust the “w Dirty Cell” status alarm setpoint. If the Water mirror surface 
becomes contaminated, the recorded phototransistor signal will change. The setpoint is 
used to specify the allowable percentage change in the phototransistor signals between 
two consecutive measuring cycles. When the difference between the phototransistor signal 
at the end of the Purging/Hold Stage and the previously measured value is more than the 
warning setpoint percentage, the “w Dirty Cell” SCode is displayed. The Purging/Hold Stage 
is also repeated. The default value for this warning setpoint is 10 % (typical value for most 
applications).

HCMWarn n Hydrocarbon mirror surface drift warning limit, derived from the Hydrocarbon-side mirror 
LED within the analyzer’s Measuring Cell. The value is displayed as a percent (%) of the change 
in the phototransistor signals between two consecutive measuring cycles, where ‘n’ = the 
current percentage allowance.

HCMWarn is used to adjust the “w Dirty Cell” status alarm setpoint. If the Hydrocarbon mirror 
surface becomes contaminated, the recorded phototransistor signal will change. The setpoint 
is used to specify the allowable percentage change in the phototransistor signals between 
two consecutive measuring cycles. When the difference between the phototransistor signal 
at the end of the Purging/Hold Stage and the previously measured value is more than the 
warning setpoint percentage, the “w Dirty Cell” SCode is displayed. The Purging/Hold Stage 
is also repeated. The default value for this warning setpoint is 10 % (typical value for most 
applications).

WTrg1 n * Water detection first (low) trigger level, derived from the Water-side phototransistor signal 
within the analyzer’s Measuring Cell, where ‘n’ = the current trigger level threshold. This 
variable allows you to specify the low threshold of the increasing water phototransistor 
signal. Do not adjust this value unless instructed to do so by an AMETEK Service 
Representative.

WTrg2 n * Water detection second (high) trigger level, derived from the Water-side phototransistor 
signal within the analyzer’s Measuring Cell, where ‘n’ = the current trigger level threshold. 
This variable allows you to specify the high threshold of the increasing water phototransistor 
signal. Do not adjust this value unless instructed to do so by an AMETEK Service 
Representative.

HCTrg1 n * Hydrocarbon detection first (low) trigger level, where ‘n’ = the current trigger level 
threshold. This variable allows you to specify the low threshold of the increasing hydrocarbon 
phototransistor signal. Do not adjust this value unless instructed to do so by an AMETEK 
Service Representative.

HCTrg2 n * Hydrocarbon detection second (high) trigger level, where ‘n’ = the current trigger 
level threshold. This variable allows you to specify the high threshold of the increasing 
hydrocarbon phototransistor signal. Do not adjust this value unless instructed to do so by 
an AMETEK Service Representative.
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Sub-Menu Item Description

Scroll This parameter displays the duration each signal will pause on the RUN menu screen during 
the auto-scroll (factory default = 4 seconds).

I1Z V/I Analog output #1 Zero calibration value, WDP (4.00 mA).

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

I1S V/I Analog output #1 Span calibration value, WDP (20.00 mA).

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O DP:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

I2Z V/I Analog output #2 Zero calibration value, HCDP (4.00 mA).

I2S V/I Analog output #2 Span calibration value, HCDP (20.00 mA).

I3Z V/I Analog output #3 Zero calibration value, WCT (4.00 mA).

Note: 
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

I3S V/I Analog output #3 Span calibration value, WCT (20.00 mA).

Note:  
This parameter will be displayed only if an external water signal is provided and if 
the H2O CT:EXT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG menu.

I4Z V/I Analog output #4 Zero calibration value, Status Code (4.00 mA).

I4S V/I Analog output #4 Span calibration value, Status Code (20.00 mA).

Note: 
See “Current Output Zero/Span Calibration,” following this section, for 
information on how to calibrate the Zero/Span V/I outputs.

Chng PSCD2? This prompt asks if you wish to change Passcode2. To change the password for the 
MonitorCFG menu, enter a new 4-character code, using any combination of the , ‘+’, and 
‘–’ buttons. After entering the password, “Chng PSCD2?” will be displayed again. Enter the 
password a second time.

Save MonCFG? This prompt asks if you wish to permanently save the changes you made to the MonitorCFG 
parameters. To save any changes you made, press the ‘+’ button. If the changes are not saved, 
they will remain in effect until the analyzer is powered down or reset.
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Current Output Zero/Span Calibration

The entries for Zero or Span calibration of the V/I outputs are used to deter-
mine the output offset of a given V/I module.

To calibrate the Zero or Span V/I outputs:

1. Press  to select the desired V/I module – Zero (Z) or Span (S) – and then 
press ‘+’ or ‘–’ to activate the corresponding calibration function.

2. Using an inline 249 ohm resistor, connect a multimeter to the terminals of 
the V/I you wish to measure. Check the mA output on the User Interface. 
If the value on the User Interface does not match the multimeter reading, 
use the ‘+’ or ‘–’ button to change the displayed value to match the multi-
meter reading.

 Example, if the reading on the multimeter is 3.94 mA and the reading on 
the User Interface is 4.00, use the ‘–’ button to decrease the value to 3.94.

3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the other V/I modules.

Operating in Standby Mode
If LED 2 on the User Interface is On, this indicates that the built-in diagnostic 
system has activated and latched the Fault Alarm relay. During this condition, 
the diagnostics function places the analyzer in Standby Mode; the analyzer 
requires immediate service. For more information about this condition, refer 
to Chapter 4.

RUN Mode 
MonitorCFG
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting

This chapter describes how to request technical support and authorization on 
returning equipment, and lists spare parts required for start-up and one-year 
maintenance, plus general spare parts. This chapter also includes Diagnostic 
Flowcharts which can be used to check for possible problems with the analyz-
er, information about how to clean and replace analyzer parts, and information 
about how to troubleshoot problems with the analyzer when system alarms 
are triggered. 

System alarm Warnings and Faults are also included in this section, and pro-
vide troubleshooting assistance with potential causes and alarm trigger condi-
tions, plus corrective action to resolve problems and reset system alarms. See 
“About Alarms and Status Codes” in this chapter for information about system 
alarms and status codes.

Safety Considerations

Before performing any maintenance, service, or troubleshooting on 
the analyzer, review and follow all safety information under “Person-
nel and Equipment Safety Information” following the Table of Con-
tents near the beginning of this manual. This information describes 
procedures to follow to avoid personal injury and/or damage to the 
equipment. All regulatory agency and personnel safety proce-
dures for your jurisdiction must be followed. 
 
Personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the operation of the 
analyzer before performing the maintenance and troubleshooting 
procedures described in this section.

Before working on the analyzer, read the entire procedure you will 
be performing to learn how to safely perform maintenance on and 
troubleshoot the analyzer.
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Aftermarket Excellence and Long-Term Commitment to 
Safety and Quality

Safety is a core value at AMETEK Process Instruments and is our primary 
consideration in every decision. We believe all accidents, injuries, and occupa-
tional illnesses are preventable. We adhere to the highest design and safety 
standards with a full understanding of the process and site installation so that 
our customers, channel partners, employees, and communities are safe from 
potential hazards. AMETEK Process Instruments designs, tests, and selects 
components that are meant to work safely and properly together. Sourcing 
substitute parts from unauthorized dealers carries significant risk, especially in 
safety sensitive environments.

We understand the importance of maintaining your budget and keeping costs 
low. At AMETEK Process Instruments, we pride ourselves in the value we add 
to your organization by providing you with Best in Class analyzers, genuine 
parts, engineered solutions, and World Class global support that provide valu-
able OPEX cost savings by maximizing uptime. Safety incidents, unplanned 
releases, unplanned down situations, and running analyzers to failure come at 
a much higher cost.

Our customer commitment continues well beyond the start-up and com-
missioning of analyzers. Together with our channel partners, WE ARE ONE 
Aftermarket team of factory-trained personnel here to support our customers’ 
needs globally, on site, or remotely with virtual tools – for the entire product 
life cycle. Moreover, we offer a wide variety of customized services and service 
plans to meet their needs.

From pre-commissioning to end-user handoff, service training, pre-RATA 
checks, turnaround support, in-house repair, expedited support, web-to-case 
support, and extended remote support sessions we are here to support. Please 
contact us if you need help identifying your local channel partner for support.

Our Aftermarket team also offers consultative service plans which are fully cus-
tomized for the process needs of the individual site. Service plans establish a 
preventative maintenance routine and/or training program that is designed to 
deliver optimal results by maximizing analyzer uptime and controlling mainte-
nance costs. We are fully committed to being our customers’ preferred partner 
in helping them achieve their goals.
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Requesting Technical Support

To request service support, a call back, or product information we encour-
age you to use our Web-to-Case online tool, so we are instantly aware of your 
request no matter the time zone or day of the week. To do this, follow the link 
below.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/requestsupport

Requesting Authorization to Return Equipment

Before returning equipment for repair, please obtain a Return Material Authori-
zation. To do this, follow the link below or click the Return Authorization link 
on our main Customer Support page. Complete the form and click Submit.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/return-authorization

Requesting Analyzer Training

To request training, visit our main Customer Support page and choose 
Analyzer Training and then Analyzer Training Form, or follow the link below.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/analyzer-training/requestform
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Spare Parts Lists
This section lists the recommended spare parts to have readily available for the 
241CE II Analyzer to ensure the analyzer and its sample system operate at peak 
efficiency.

Figure No.” in the Spare Parts Lists refers to Figure numbers in this 
manual that show the location of the part. 
 
All individual parts or kits are quantity (QTY) one (1) unless noted 
otherwise.

241CE II Analyzer (120 / 240 VAC) Spare Parts

Description
AMETEK 
Part No.

Chapter/
Figure No.

Peltier Cooler Assembly Repair Kit
Kit includes: 
- Peltier Cooler Assembly (100-1578) 
- Thermalcote II, 1 Tube (301-1078)

100-2605 
(See Note‡)

4-1

O-Ring, EPR-218 (Measuring Cell) 300-4511 4-1

Filterblock Assembly Rebuild Kit (See Note *) 100-1848 4-2

Flow Restrictor, 50 cc/minute (Filterblock Assembly) 300-6245 4-2

Flame Arrestor, 250 cc/minute (Filterblock Assembly) 300-4512 —

* See “Filterblock Maintenance” in this chapter for indications that the 
Filterblock Assembly requires cleaning. When cleaning the Filterblock, 
carefully examine the Membrane Filters, o-rings, and Flow Restric-
tors to determine if they damaged or contaminated. If so, replace the 
parts. 
 
‡ This Kit is required for maintenance on the Peltier Cooler Assembly, 
which is discussed in a separate document entitled “241CE II Analyzer 
Peltier Cooler Assembly Replacement Manual Supplement.” To order 
these Kit parts individually, use the corresponding spare part number.
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Spare Analyzer Fuses

AMETEK recommends having on-site spare fuses used in the analyzer. These 
fuses do not need to be changed out at regular intervals, but are necessary in 
the event that a fuse has blown and a replacement is required.

When ordering replacement fuses, note the different ratings and Part Numbers 
for the ATEX and CSA Certified Units for the Solenoid fuse; all other fuses are 
the same for both units. Recommended fuses include:

Description (Location * )

120 V 240 V

Part No. Fuse Type Part No. Fuse Type

Solenoid (F1) 
ATEX:  
(Fuse, Time Delay 5 x 20 mm CCC) 
CSA:  
(Fuse FST 250 V S/B 5 x 20 mm)

 
 

301-1278 
 

300-9244

 
 

0.2 A 
 

1.0 A

 
 

301-1277 
 

300-9244

 
 

0.1 A 
 

1.0 A

Logic Power Supply (F2) 
(Fuse SPT 250 V CSA and VDE, 
5 x 20 mm)

 
300-6254

 
2.0 A

 
300-6254

 
2.0 A

Cooler Power Supply (F3) 
(Fuse SPT, 250 V CSA and VDE, 
5 x 20 mm)

 
300-6256

 
6.3 A

 
300-6256

 
6.3 A

Fuses located on terminal strip (on Termination board) near the top of the Electronics Enclosure 
(see Figure 4-4 for fuse ratings/locations).

Replacement Boards

If you require replacement boards for the 241CE II Analyzer, use the following 
part numbers.

Printed Wiring Boards

Description (Location)
AMETEK 
Part No.

Chapter/
Figure No.

Microcontroller Board (Door Housing, Electronics Enclosure) 100-1181 2-7

Termination Board (Electronics Enclosure) 100-1187 4-4

Optical Collar Flex Board (Detector (Measuring Cell) Assembly) 100-0665 4-1

Cooler Flex Board (Detector (Measuring Cell) Assembly)

Note:  
* The Optical Cooler Flex Board is sold only as part of the 
Opto-Ring Assembly, Part No. 100-2720.

100-0666 4-1

Non-Isolating I/V Daughter Board, optional  
(Electronics Enclosure)

100-0650 —

Isolating I/V Daughter Board, optional (Electronics Enclosure) 100-0651 —
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Diagnostic Flowcharts
If problems with the analyzer are detected, AMETEK recommends that you fol-
low the Diagnostic Flowcharts. Since the Measuring Cell is the component that 
is most susceptible to problems, such as contamination, the primary objective 
is to ensure proper care of the Measuring Cell Assembly and proper operation 
of the analyzer’s sample system.

Preventing leaks in the sample system is critical to proper analyzer op-
eration. The analyzer’s sample system must be leak-checked whenever 
it has been dismantled for maintenance or repair.

Generally, preventive/general maintenance consists of:

• Cleaning the Electronics Enclosure’s flamepath and checking it for damage 
(scratches, dents, wear, etc.).

• Ensuring operating temperatures are within range of their setpoints and 
ambient temperatures are suitable.

• Ensuring the ambient temperature is at least 15 °C (27 °F) above the high-
est expected hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature. It is extremely impor-
tant to maintain a relatively stable ambient temperature in the vicinity of 
the analyzer, with no rapid fluctuations.

• Determining if it is necessary to clean the Measuring Cell and sample 
system, and how to clean the Measuring Cell and its components. Also, 
determining if Measuring Cell parts require replacement, and changing 
out the necessary parts.

• Cleaning and changing out the Filterblock Assembly components.

• Determining if the air filters for the shelter purge and air conditioning sys-
tems (if used) require replacing.

• Determining if the Sample and Vent Lines are plugged, damaged, or sag-
ging.
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Before performing maintenance on the analyzer, bleed down the pres-
sure in the sample system by closing the isolation valve on the Sample 
Probe or at the Sample Inlet valve. Then, open the Bypass Valve, if not 
already done, and allow the gas pressure in the sample system and 
Measuring Cell to depressurize for approximately 5 minutes. 
 
This procedure is necessary prior to changing out any components 
or replaceable parts, as part of regular preventive or general mainte-
nance.

Checking Flamepaths and Gaps

Possible Cause/ 
Condition Corrective Action

• Flamepath joining 
surfaces have scratches, 
dents, or other damage.

• Flamepaths around 
User Interface win-
dows/push-buttons are 
worn or damaged.

Electronics Enclosure 
Each time the Electronics Enclosure is opened, inspect the 
joining surfaces for damage (scratches, dents, etc.). 

Before closing the Electronics Enclosure door, carefully clean the 
joining surfaces (flamepath) with a soft non-abrasive cloth.

During each analyzer maintenance, use a feeler gauge to 
check the flamepath gap of the Electronics Enclosure flanges 
(enclosure door and housing joining surfaces). The gap must 
not exceed 0.08 mm; if the gap exceeds this value, contact 
AMETEK for advice. 

See “Examining and Caring For the Flamepaths” in this chapter.

User Interface Window/Push-buttons 
Inspect the flamepaths around the User Interface’s window and 
push-buttons for signs of wear (discoloration) or damage (bent 
or scratched push-buttons).

For information on what to do if these flamepaths appear worn 
or damaged, contact AMETEK Service.

See “Examining and Caring For the Flamepaths” in this chapter.

Other Flamepaths 
For information on the required dimensions of other flamepath 
joints, contact AMETEK Service.

See “Examining and Caring For the Flamepaths” in this chapter.

Checking and Recording Operating Temperatures

From the RUN Mode screen, check and record the operating temperatures to 
ensure they are all within 2 % of their setpoints. Compare the current tempera-
tures to the actual settings.

RUN Mode
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Checking and Recording the Baseline Settings

On a monthly basis, check and record the phototransistor signals – WMir and 
HCMir (baselines) – from the RUN Mode screen during the Purge cycle (Purg-
ing/Hold Stage) when the mirror temperature is at the upper setpoint (i.e., 
20 °C). Compare these values to the values listed in the “Gas Run Data” sheets 
(part of the “Signed Final QC Documents” in the Documentation Package folder 
shipped with the analyzer). Refer to the values at the start of the Cooling stage.

Possible Cause/ 
Condition Corrective Action

WMir/HCMir signals or 
WLED/HCLED levels have 
deviated >25 units from 
their original start-up 
values

If the WMir/HCMir signals or WLED/HCLED levels have deviated 
>25 units from their original start-up values, it could indicate 
mirror contamination.

Clean the Measuring Cell and mirror. See “Measuring Cell 
Maintenance” in this chapter.

Fault or Warning Status Conditions

If the analyzer is repeatedly generating alarms that may indicate a faulty Peltier 
Cooler or RTD, AMETEK suggests returning the assembly to the factory for 
repair.

Possible Cause/ 
Condition Corrective Action

Status conditions  
triggered

View the SCode or XSCode screen for alarm messages. If there 
are alarm messages that may indicate that the Thermoelectric 
Cooler or RTD show signs of being unable to cool down or warm 
up the mirror include:

• w Check XSCode (SCode) – Peltier Cooler

• f No HC DP (SCode) – Peltier Cooler

• f Cool Cct (SCode) – Peltier Cooler and/or RTD

• f High Temp (XSCode) – RTD

• f Low Temp (XSCode) – RTD

Note: 
If these or other problems are encountered, 
contact AMETEK Service for information on what 
to do with the equipment.

Review “Troubleshooting and Diagnostics” in this chapter for 
information about the status conditions and the suggested cor-
rective actions to take to clear the conditions.

RUN Mode 
Stat\HistorySCode (or 
XSCode)

RUN Mode

RUN Mode 
MonitorCFGWLED (or 
HCLED)
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Incorrect Information is Displayed on the User 
Interface

If the User Interface displays information that is incorrect, it may be due to 
incorrectly set units of measurement.

You can change the Options code parameter at any time, but do so 
only with careful consideration of what the displayed results will be.  
 
Example, if H2O DP:EXT is selected from the Water Measurement Op-
tion sub-menu, and you have PMVm selected from the Options code 
sub-menu, the required results will not be displayed (water dewpoint 
cannot be displayed in parts per million by volume).

Possible Cause/ 
Condition Corrective Action

Units of measurement set 
incorrectly

Check the Options code sub-menu to ensure the proper units of 
measurement have been selected. These changes are required 
to ensure accurate representation of the output signals you 
require.

The following Water Measurement Option parameters indicate 
which units of measurements must be used with each function. 
Therefore, if changes are made to the Water Measurement Op-
tion parameter, you will also have to change the Options code 
parameters:

• If H2O DP:EXT is enabled, select one of the following options 
from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units).

• If H2O CT:EXT is enabled, select one of the following options 
from the Options code sub-menu: 
- WC&m (water content, metric units). 
- WC&i (water content, imperial units). 
- PMVm (parts per million by volume, metric units). 
- PMVi (parts per million by volume, imperial units). 
- PMWm (parts per million by weight, metric units). 
- PMWi (parts per million by weight, imperial units).

• If H2O DP:INT is enabled, select one of the following options 
from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units). 
- WC&m (water content, metric units). 
- WC&i (water content, imperial units).

• If H2O DP:DISAB is enabled, select one of the following op-
tions from the Options code sub-menu: 
- DP&m (dewpoint, metric units). 
- DP&i (dewpoint, imperial units).

(Continued next page)

RUN Mode 
MonitorCFGOptions
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Units of measurement set 
incorrectly

(Continued)

Measurement Interferences

The analyzer uses light – from LEDs – reflected from cold 
surfaces to detect when liquids condense onto the surfaces 
and exploits the difference in wetting properties to distinguish 
between liquid hydrocarbons (e.g., non-polar substances) and 
other liquids (i.e., of polar substance). It is, therefore, possible for 
the analyzer to detect and report the condensation tempera-
ture of other non-polar substances as a hydrocarbon dewpoint 
temperature.

In this regard, methanol is the only substance known to be 
present at various times in natural gas streams that has been 
observed to give a false indication of a hydrocarbon dewpoint 
temperature. At higher concentrations, methanol dewpoints are 
usually detected as a hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature.

Oils and other high molecular weight hydrocarbons (including 
Asphaltenes, Olefins, Paraffins, and Aromatics) can contaminate 
the mirror surfaces. The hydrocarbons also interfere with the de-
termination of the hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature, if they 
are not removed from the Measuring Cell during the Purging/
Hold Stage.

Sheltered Systems

If your analyzer is installed in a custom shelter, check the air filters for the 
shelter purge and air conditioning systems and replace them if necessary. De-
pending on the location of the site and its environmental conditions, it may be 
necessary to check and replace these filters more frequently.
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Maintenance
Generally, there is limited maintenance required to ensure the analyzer re-
mains operating at peak efficiency, other than that described in this section. 
This maintenance, which includes parts that require replacement and cleaning, 
is intended to ensure continued and proper operation of the analyzer. 

The following sections discuss parts that can be replaced in the analyzer”

Performing maintenance on the analyzer requires working from the 
User Interface. Familiarize yourself with how to work from the User 
Interface before working on the analyzer (see Chapter 3).

Cleaning or Replacing the Sample and Vent Lines

The Sample and Vent Lines should be inspected periodically, and any time 
problems associated with the analyzer’s measurements may be in question.

Generally, it is not necessary to clean the Sample and Vent Lines. However, if 
there are liquids present in the lines, purge the lines with a dry gas or instru-
ment air.

Determining whether cleaning or replacing the line is necessary will depend 
on the design of the Sample Line, and the availability of replacement tubing 
and/or a cleaning medium. Example, replacing an unheated Sample Line may 
be more practical than cleaning it. Cleaning the Sample Line with steam may 
work if the contaminant is water soluble.

Whether cleaning or replacing the line, always purge the line with a dry gas 
before reconnecting it to the analyzer.

Generally, it is necessary to replace the sample lines if the Sample or Vent Lines 
are found to be sagging, have been bent, or show damage to the outer skin.

For tools and supplies required to replace the Sample/Vent Lines, see “Tools, 
Equipment, and Supplies Required” in Chapter 2. If cleaning is required, use 
Isopropanol or another similar non-abrasive cleaning agent.
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To clean or replace the Sample and Vent Lines:

1. Bleed down the sample system. To do this, close the isolation valve on the 
Sample Probe or at the Sample Inlet valve. Open the Bypass Valve, if not 
already done, and allow the gas pressure in the sample system and Mea-
suring Cell to depressurize for approximately 5 minutes.

Never bleed down the sample system pressure from the sample inlet 
side of the Filterblock Assembly. Pressure differentials of more than 
210 KPA (30 PSI) in this direction can tear the Membrane Filters.

 To decrease the bleed-down time, stop the normal measuring cycle by 
changing the MTLo setting to 0.5 degree below the MTHi setting. (Record 
the original value for future reference when returning it to its original 
setting.) When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the 
onboard EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

 Change the purging time (Purge) to 20 minutes or greater. (Record the 
original value for future reference when returning it to its original setting.) 
When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the onboard 
EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

2. After the sample system has depressurized, disconnect main AC power 
to the analyzer by opening the power-disconnect switch (external to the 
analyzer).

3. Using two wrenches – to avoid disturbing the connection fittings on the 
Filterblock Assembly – disconnect all tubing to the Filterblock.

4. If you are cleaning the Sample and Vent Lines: 
“Purge” the tubes to clear them of any debris or moisture. Use only clean, 
dry air supplied at a water dewpoint less than -40 °C (-40 °F) and a flow rate 
less than 15 L/day (0.53 CFD). Alternatively, you can use steam, if available.

 If you are replacing the Sample and Vent Lines: 
Follow the procedures for installing the Sample and Vent Lines listed under 
“Installing the Sample and Vent Lines” in Chapter 2.

5. Reconnect all tubing connections. Hand-tighten the nut for each fitting. 
Using two wrenches, use one to rotate the nut to the original position (an 
increase in resistance will be encountered at the original position), then 
tighten it slightly with the wrench. Repeat for the other fitting.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGMTLo

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGPurge
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6. After ensuring that all connections are made and secure, perform a leak 
check on all of the Filterblock’s tubing connections and a high pressure 
flow rate test on the Filterblock Assembly to ensure there are no leaks. See 
“Sample System Leak Check” in Chapter 2.

 If a gas leak is detected, repair and retest the fittings until all leaks have 
been eliminated.

7. Close all doors and covers (if they were opened) and secure them with 
their screws. Tighten the screws to appropriate specifications.

The torque needed to fasten M10 screws on the Electronics Enclosure 
is 9.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).

8. Turn on the AC power to the analyzer. After retrieving the configuration 
data from the EEPROM, the analyzer will immediately begin operation. The 
Run Time is reset to zero.

9. Reset the Mirror Low setpoint temperature (MTLo) and the purging time 
(Purge) to their normal (original) operating values.

The results obtained by the first few measuring cycles are usually 
slightly too low (invalid) due to contamination. This can be caused by 
the residual water remaining from the cleaning (after maintenance) 
and/or exposure of the sample system to the atmosphere – i.e., diluted 
with residual air after installation or maintenance.  
 
Depending on the degree of contamination and the purging duration, 
the number of measuring cycles required to obtain valid results can 
vary. Typically, five measuring cycles will be sufficient to remove the 
water or air contaminants after the sample system has been exposed 
to water or the atmosphere.
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Measuring Cell Maintenance

See Figure 4-1 while disassembling the Measuring Cell to clean it and/or re-
place its o-ring.

Clean the Measuring Cell:

• If one or more of the following Status Codes (SCodes) are displayed: 
- w Dirty Cell (SCode 16) 
- f H2O Optics (SCode 32) 
- f HC Optics (SCode 64)

• If there is evidence of baseline deviations.

• If the HCDPA Off-Spec Alarm is present. The HCDPA Off-Spec Alarm is trig-
gered if the HCDP temperature is unacceptably high or low.

• If, at the beginning of the Purging/Hold Stage, one or both of the photo-
transistor signals is significantly higher or lower than normal when com-
pared to the analyzer at the same surrounding ambient temperature.

• If there is evidence of contamination to the Membrane Filters in the Filter-
block Assembly (i.e., if liquids, oils, or waxes are found while the Filterblock 
Assembly is being cleaned).

Replace the Measuring Cell o-ring:

• If the o-ring is found to be damaged (nicks, cuts, scratches) while cleaning 
the Measuring Cell.

RUN Mode 
Stat\HistorySCode

See “Spare Part Lists” 
in this chapter for ordering 
numbers.
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WESTERN
RESEARCH

HEAT SINK SLEEVE
(PART OF: 100-2083)

M6 X 20 HEX SOCKET SCREW
(300-4492)(24 PLACES)

SAMPLE CELL ASSEMBLY
(100-2652)

O-RING, EPR-218
(300-4511)

OPTO-RING ASSEMBLY
(100-2720)

OPTO-RING PWB
FLEX BOARD

COOLER HOUSING
(300-6062)

PELTIER COOLER
ASSEMBLY (100-1578)

APPLY THERMALCOTE
(300-4477)

HEATSINK ASSEMBLY
(100-2083)

LOCATING PIN
(300-4508)

FLAME ARRESTOR
(301-1821)

DOWEL PIN
(300-4499) INDEXED MIRROR ASSEMBLY

(100-2653)

APPLY THERMAL COTE
TO SURFACE (300-4477)

RTD OPENING

DO NOT REMOVE
FLAME ARRESTOR LABEL COOLER PCB

(100-0666)

Figure 4-1. 
Measuring Cell Assembly.
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Before beginning, read the following Caution and Warnings:

Turning off the power deactivates the solenoid valve in the closed 
position.

The Cooler Housing-to-Seal (on the Electronics Enclosure) and Heat-
sink Mounting Sleeve are flamepath areas. Take special care to avoid 
scratching, indenting, or otherwise damaging these joining surfaces. 
If unsure about the integrity of these flamepaths, see “Examining and 
Caring For the Flamepaths” in this chapter.

Hazardous Locations 
Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for explosive 
gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
Do not open the Electronics En closure, do not connect a serial cable 
to the RS-232 serial port Communications Port, and do not power 
up/down the analyzer or computer if there is an explosive gas atmo-
sphere present.

The Measuring Cell Assembly contains integral flame arrestors on the 
bottom of the Cell. Do not replace these flame arrestors with standard 
fittings.

Shut down main AC power to the analyzer before disassembling the 
Measuring Cell Assembly or removing the entire Cooler Housing/
Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assemblies. Also, the joining surfaces of these 
assemblies are flamepaths.
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“Part No.” refers to AMETEK Part Number.

To clean the Measuring Cell and replace its o-ring (Figure 4-1):

1. Bleed down the sample system. To do this, close the isolation valve on 
the Sample Probe or at the Sample Inlet valve. Open the Bypass Valve and 
allow the gas pressure in the sample system and Measuring Cell to depres-
surize for approximately 5 minutes.

Never bleed down the sample system pressure from the sample inlet 
side of the Filterblock Assembly. Pressure differentials of more than 
210 KPA (30 PSI) in this direction can tear the Membrane Filters.

 To decrease the bleed-down time, stop the normal measuring cycle by 
changing the MTLo setting to 0.5 degree below the MTHi setting. (Record 
the original value for future reference when returning it to its original 
setting.) When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the 
onboard EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

 Change the purging time (Purge) to 20 minutes or greater. (Record the 
original value for future reference when returning it to its original setting.) 
When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the onboard 
EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

2. After the sample system has depressurized, disconnect main AC power 
to the analyzer by opening the power-disconnect switch (external to the 
analyzer).

3. Using two wrenches – to avoid disturbing the connection fittings – discon-
nect the tubing fittings on the bottom of the Measuring Cell.

4. Disassemble the Measuring Cell for cleaning.

• If it is convenient and practical to do so, the Measuring Cell may be cleaned 
without removing the entire Heatsink/Measuring Cell Assembly from the 
Electronics Enclosure. If this can be done, continue with Step 5.

Do not separate the Heatsink from the Cooler Housing unless it is nec-
essary to inspect the Peltier Cooler or RTD in the Cooler Housing, and 
only if instructed to do so by your AMETEK representative.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGMTLo

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGPurge
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• If the Measuring Cell Assembly cannot be cleaned in place, remove the 
Measuring Cell Assembly (including the Cooler Housing/Heatsink As-
sembly) from the Electronics Enclosure.

 To do this, first disconnect the Purge Air Connection from the Cooler 
Housing.

 Next, remove the four (4) M6 x 20 screws that secure the Cooler Hous-
ing to the Electronics Enclosure. Before removing the fourth screw, use 
one hand to secure the Measuring Cell/Heatsink Assembly against the 
Electronics Enclosure. Two (2) permanently mounted alignment pins on 
the Electronics Enclosure will help prevent the Measuring Cell/Heatsink 
Assembly from falling when the last screw is removed.

 With both hands, pull the Measuring Cell/Heatsink Assembly directly away 
from the Electronics Enclosure. This action will disengage the electrical 
connections and the alignment pins.

The Measuring Cell/Heatsink Assembly is heavy. Use caution when 
removing it.

 Move the Measuring Cell/Heatsink Assembly to a work bench or a con-
venient work area.

 Use a soft pad (e.g., rubber, foam, or thick cloth) between the Measur-
ing Cell/Heatsink Assembly and the work bench to avoid damaging the 
Heatsink fins, Mounting Sleeve, or the Cooler Housing-to-Seal (on the 
Electronics Enclosure) mounting surfaces.

The Cooler Housing-to-Seal (on the Electronics Enclosure) and Heat-
sink Mounting Sleeve are flamepath areas. Take special care to avoid 
scratching, indenting, or otherwise damaging these joining surfaces. 
If unsure about the integrity of these flamepaths see “Examining and 
Caring For the Flamepaths” in this chapter.
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5. Remove the eight (8) M6 X 20 screws securing the Measuring (Sample) Cell 
to the Opto-Ring Assembly.

 Remove the Measuring Cell from the Opto-Ring Assembly by rotating and 
pulling it straight out from the Opto-Ring Assembly.

The tolerances between the two parts are very fine. When removing 
the Measuring Cell, take care to avoid binding them together, which 
can damage the o-ring.

6. If the o-ring (Part No. 300-4511) is still present in the Measuring Cell, re-
move it using an o-ring removal tool or a small, blunt instrument to avoid 
damaging the groove.

If the o-ring sticks to the epoxy mirror support, remove it from the 
support using only your fingers. Do not use a sharp probe as it can 
damage the o-ring, o-ring groove, mirror support, or mirror.

 Inspect the o-ring for damage, such as nicks, cuts, or scratches. Typically, 
AMETEK recommends replacing the o-ring any time the Measuring Cell is 
disassembled.

The mirror support is an epoxy resin, the optic-path windows are 
made of polycarbonate, and the Measuring Cell and mirror are made 
of aluminum. Do not use any solvents that may damage these materi-
als. Isopropanol is a suitable cleaning agent. 
 
Take care to avoid scratching or otherwise damaging the mirror 
surfaces. If it is scratched or damaged, it will have to be replaced to 
ensure accurate measurements.

7. If the interior of the Measuring Cell is severely contaminated, wash it and 
the mirror support using cotton swabs and a diluted solution of a non-
abrasive agent (such as Isopropanol). Gently wipe the mirror surfaces with 
cotton swabs soaked in Isopropanol. Clean the sample gas inlet and outlet 
channels.
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 Flush and rinse these components with Isopropanol and then allow them 
to air-dry thoroughly.

To quicken the drying process, apply a continuous flow of dry pres-
surized gas (e.g., air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or helium) through the 
flame arrestors. This will force out any remaining Isopropanol in the 
flame arrestors and thoroughly dry the components.

8. Insert the original o-ring, if not damaged (or the new o-ring, Part 
No. 300-4511), by using your thumbs to push it into the o-ring groove until it 
is completely seated in the groove.

9. Ensure the joining surfaces of the Sample Cell and Opto-Ring assemblies 
are clean. Clean them with a cotton swab or soft cloth soaked in Isopropa-
nol if necessary.

10. Replace the Measuring Cell. To do this, push the Sample Cell straight up 
into the Opto-Ring Assembly, rotating it if necessary.

The tolerances between the two parts are very fine. Take care to avoid 
binding them together, which can damage the o-ring.

 When the Sample Cell assembly is fully seated in the Opto-Ring Assembly, 
rotate the Sample Cell so that the Sample inlet fitting (off-centre) is clos-
est to the front of the analyzer (i.e., it will be the furthest away from the 
backpan when the Measuring Cell Assembly is secured to the Electronics 
Enclosure).

 Replace the eight (8) M6 X 20 screws that secure the Sample Cell to the 
Opto-Ring Assembly. Using a torque screwdriver, tighten the screws in 
a cross-pattern. The torque specification is 4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (36 in.-lb, 
±9 in.-lb).

The Cooler Housing-to-Seal (on the Electronics Enclosure) and Heat-
sink Mounting Sleeve are flamepath areas. Take special care to avoid 
scratching, indenting, or otherwise damaging these joining surfaces. 
Carefully clean these areas with a cotton swab or soft, non-abrasive 
cloth soaked in Isopropanol and allow them to dry thoroughly before 
reassembly.
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11. Using the alignment pins as guides, make sure that the electrical con-
nectors are properly aligned and then push the Cooler Housing directly 
toward the Electronics Enclosure. While holding the Measuring Cell/Heat-
sink Assembly firmly in place with one hand, fully thread in one (1) of the 
upper screws. Reinstall the remaining three (3) screws and tighten them 
in a cross-pattern. The torque specification is 4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (36 in.-lb, 
±9 in.-lb).

12. Reconnect the tubing to the inlet and outlet fittings on the Measuring Cell 
and hand-tighten the nut for each fitting. Using two wrenches, use one 
to rotate the nut to the original position (an increase in resistance will be 
encountered at the original position), then tighten it slightly. Repeat for 
the other fitting.

13. Reconnect the Purge Air Connection tubing to the Cooler Housing.

14. Perform a leak check on the sample system fittings that were disconnect-
ed.

15. Using a soft, nonabrasive cloth, gently clean the joining areas (flame path) 
of the Electronics Enclosure and its door. Replace and tighten the M10 
screws to 9.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).

16. Restore AC power to the analyzer. After start-up, the analyzer will immedi-
ately begin operation. The Run Time is reset to zero (‘0’).

17. Reset the Mirror Low setpoint temperature (MTLo) and the purging time 
(Purge) to their normal (original) operating values.

The results obtained by the first few measuring cycles are usually 
slightly too low (invalid) due to contamination. This can be caused by 
the residual water remaining from the cleaning (after maintenance) 
and/or exposure of the sample system to the atmosphere – i.e., diluted 
with residual air after installation or maintenance.  
 
Depending on the degree of contamination and the purging duration, 
the number of measuring cycles required to obtain valid results can 
vary. Typically, five measuring cycles will be sufficient to remove the 
water or air contaminants after the sample system has been exposed 
to water or the atmosphere.

See “Sample System 
Leak Check” in Chapter 2.
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Filterblock Maintenance

The Membrane Filters in the Filterblock Assembly should be inspected periodi-
cally for signs of contamination or damage.

Clean the Filterblock:

• If alarms that indicate the optical paths show signs of contamination are 
displayed, such as:
- f H2O Optics (SCode 32) 
- f HC Optics (SCode 64)

• If there is evidence of baseline deviations (see “Checking and Recording 
the Baseline Settings” in the Diagnostic Flowcharts section of this chapter).

• Each time you clean the Measuring Cell.

• If the internal parts are severely contaminated, more frequent cleaning 
may be required.

Replace parts in the Filterblock:

• If, while cleaning the Filterblock, the Membrane Filters are found to be 
damaged (are creased, have holes, or are transparent) or severely contami-
nated (with liquids, oils, or waxes).

See “Spare Part Lists” 
in this chapter for ordering 
numbers.

RUN Mode 
Stat\HistorySCode
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Figure 4-2. 
Filterblock Assembly.
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“Part No.” refers to Part Number.

To clean and replace parts in the Filterblock (see Figure 4-2):

Hazardous Locations 
Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for explosive 
gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
Do not open the Electronics En closure, do not connect a serial cable 
to the RS-232 serial port Communications Port, and do not power 
up/down the analyzer or computer if there is an explosive gas atmo-
sphere present.

1. Bleed down the sample system. To do this, close the isolation valve on 
the Sample Probe or at the Sample Inlet valve. Open the Bypass Valve and 
allow the gas pressure in the sample system and Measuring Cell to depres-
surize for approximately 5 minutes.

Never bleed down the sample system pressure from the sample inlet 
side of the Filterblock Assembly. Pressure differentials of more than 
210 KPA (30 PSI) in this direction can tear the Membrane Filters.

 To decrease the bleed-down time, stop the normal measuring cycle by 
changing the MTLo setting to 0.5 degree below the MTHi setting. (Record 
the original value for future reference when returning it to its original 
setting.) When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the 
onboard EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

 Change the purging time (Purge) to 20 minutes or greater. (Record the 
original value for future reference when returning it to its original setting.) 
When exiting this menu, do not save the configuration to the onboard 
EEPROM – this is a temporary condition only.

2. After the sample system has depressurized, disconnect main AC power 
to the analyzer by opening the power-disconnect switch (external to the 
analyzer).

3. Using two wrenches – to avoid disturbing the connection fittings – discon-
nect all tubing to the Filterblock.

4. Loosen – but do not remove – the two (2) mounting screws from the slots 
on the Filterblock mounting bracket (to the backpan) and remove the 
Filterblock. Move the Filterblock to a work bench.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGMTLo

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGPurge
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5. Remove the six (6) M6 x 50 screws and carefully separate the Filterblock 
into three sections.

6. Inspect both Membrane Filters for damage, particulate, and liquid, oils, or 
waxes.

The High-Flow Membrane Filter is bonded to its o-ring – do not at-
tempt to separate them. If they become separated, replace them 
with new parts. 
 
The Type-5 Membrane Filter and its o-ring are two separate pieces. 
 
These parts can be re-used (after they have been cleaned) if only 
liquids are found. However, if they are damaged (are creased, have 
holes, or are transparent) or if liquids have been forced through them 
(liquids, oils, or waxes are present in the filters), replace with new parts. 
 
If there is liquid, oil, or wax in the filter sections of the Filterblock, you 
may also need to clean the Measuring Cell, mirror, and tubing be-
tween the Filterblock and Measuring Cell.

When removing o-rings or parts with o-rings, use an o-ring removal 
tool.

 Carefully remove the one (1) High-Flow Membrane Filter and its attached 
o-ring (Part No. 300-5862, c/w #216 o-ring) from the Center Filterblock.

 Carefully remove the one (1) Type-5 Membrane Filter and its o-ring (Part 
No. 300-8594, c/w #216 o-ring) from the Back Filterblock.

7. Carefully remove the two (2) small #006 o-rings (Part No. 300-6244) and 
two (2)Sintered Disks from the Center and Back Filterblock sections.

8. Remove the 50 cc/minute Flow Restrictor fitting (Part No. 300-6245), the 
1/8-NPT Plug (Part No. 300-5774), and the Male Connector (Vent to Flare, 
Part No. 300-1239) from the three Filterblock sections.

 Remove the three (3) 15 cc/minute Flow Restrictors (one on each section). 
Be careful not to damage the 1/8” NPT threads. Remove the three (3) #008 
o-rings, one from each Flow Restrictor.

If previous sample gas flow rates suggest possible plugging of the 
Filterblock Flow Restrictors are plugged, replace them with new ones.
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9. Remove the three (3) M6 x 20 screws and remove the Filterblock Core. 
Inspect the Back Filterblock interior for signs of particulate or waxy films.

 Remove the M6 nut, Seal Washer, o-rings (#010, #115), and the Filter Car-
tridge.

10. Clean all metal parts in the assembly – including the Sintered Disks – with 
a cleaning solvent (Isopropanol or reagent-grade acetone are both accept-
able solvents). The solvent must not attack aluminum or stainless steel. If 
necessary, gently clean the parts with a soft, non-abrasive cloth and make 
sure they are free of debris. Allow all parts to air dry thoroughly before 
reassembling them.

11. Installing Flow Restrictors:

 If reusing the original Flow Restrictors, install one (1) new #008 o-ring (Part 
No. 300-6241) on each (3) Flow Restrictor (Part No. 100-1219). Install one 
(1) Flow Restrictor in each (3) Filterblock section, and hand-tighten them.

 If using new Flow Restrictors (comes with #008 o-ring), install one (1) Flow 
Restrictor in each (3) Filterblock section, and hand-tighten them.

 Apply Teflon tape to the NPT threads on the 50 cc/minute Flow Restric-
tor fitting (Part No. 300-6245), the 1/8-NPT Plug (Part No. 300-5774), and 
the Male Connector (Vent to Flare, Part No. 300-1239) and replace them in 
their respective Filterblock sections.

12. Reassemble/replace parts in the Filterblock Core:

 Install a new #115 o-ring (Part No. 300-6242) in the Filterblock Core.

 Install a new Filter Cartridge (Part No. 300-6217). Install a new #010 o-ring 
(Part No. 300-2375) in the Seal Washer (Part No. 300-6151) and secure the 
Filter Cartridge on the Filterblock Core with the Seal Washer and M6 nut. 
Lightly tighten the nut to avoid crushing the Filter Cartridge.

 Replace the Filterblock Core in the Back Filterblock, aligning the screw 
holes as you push it into the Back Filterblock section. Replace and tighten 
the three (3) M6 x 20 screws using a torque screwdriver (4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm 
(36 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb)).
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13. Replace parts in the Filterblock sections:

The Membrane Filters, o-rings, Sintered Disks, and Flow Restrictors can 
be re-used, unless they are damaged (are creased, have holes, or are 
transparent) or contaminated (with liquids, oils, or waxes); in this case, 
replace with new parts.

Be extremely careful not to damage the new Membrane Filters. 
 
The High-Flow Membrane Filter is bonded to its o-ring at the factory – 
do not attempt to separate them.

 With the membrane side of the Back Filterblock section facing up, install 
one (1) cleaned (or new, Part No. 300-6257) Sintered Disk into its recess. 
Install one (1) new #006 o-ring (Part No. 300-6244) in the o-ring groove. 
Carefully install one (1) cleaned (or new, Part No. 300-8594, comes with 
separate #216 o-ring) Type-5 Membrane Filter by centring the Membrane 
over the Sintered Disk and the o-ring groove. Place the o-ring over the 
Membrane and gently press the o-ring into the groove in one location. 
Continue with the section across from the first location and gently press 
the o-ring into the groove. Continue alternating locations/pressing until 
the o-ring is completely seated in its groove and the Membrane is tightly 
stretched.

 With the membrane side of the Center Filterblock section facing up, 
install one (1) cleaned (or new, Part No. 300-6257) Sintered Disk into its 
recess. Install one (1) new #006 o-ring (Part No. 300-6244) in the o-ring 
groove. Carefully install one (1) cleaned (or new, Part No. 300-5862, comes 
with attached #216 o-ring) High-Flow Membrane Filter by centring the 
Membrane/o-ring over the Sintered Disk and the o-ring groove (o-ring side 
up). Gently press the o-ring into the groove using the same method as the 
Type-5 Membrane Filter, until the o-ring is completely seated in its groove 
and the Membrane is tightly stretched.

14. In each Filterblock section, ensure that the o-rings are still in place and 
stack the three sections together while aligning the screw holes. Install the 
six (6) M6 x 50 screws and tightening them in a cross-pattern. The torque 
specification to fasten M6 screws is 4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (36 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).
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15. Install the Filterblock Assembly on its mounting screws (on the backpan) 
and tighten them.

16. Reconnect the tubing to the Filterblock Assembly and hand-tighten the 
nut for each fitting. Using two wrenches, use one to rotate the nut to the 
original position (an increase in resistance will be encountered at the origi-
nal position), then tighten it slightly. Repeat for the other fittings.

17. After ensuring that all connections are made and secure, perform a leak 
test on all of the Filterblock’s tubing connections and a high pressure flow 
rate test on the Filterblock Assembly to ensure there are no leaks. See 
“Sample System Leak Check” in Chapter 2.

18. If the Electronics Enclosure door was opened use a soft, nonabrasive cloth 
to gently clean the joining areas (flame path) of the Electronics Enclosure 
and its door. Close the door and replace the 24 M10 screws. The torque 
specification to fasten M10 screws is 9.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).

19. Restore AC power to the analyzer. After start-up, the analyzer will immedi-
ately begin operation. The Run Time is reset to zero (‘0’).

20. Reset the Mirror Low setpoint temperature (MTLo) and the purging time 
(Purge) to their normal (original) operating values.

The results obtained by the first few measuring cycles are usually 
slightly too low (invalid) due to contamination. This can be caused by 
the residual water remaining from the cleaning (after maintenance) 
and/or exposure of the sample system to the atmosphere – i.e., diluted 
with residual air after installation or maintenance.  
 
Depending on the degree of contamination and the purging duration, 
the number of measuring cycles required to obtain valid results can 
vary. Typically, five measuring cycles will be sufficient to remove the 
water or air contaminants after the sample system has been exposed 
to water or the atmosphere.
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Examining and Caring for the Flamepaths

The analyzer is designed with flamepaths that will prevent flame propaga-
tion from within the analyzer’s Electronics Enclosure to the outside, should an 
internal explosion occur.

The flamepaths on the analyzer consist of:

• The Electronics Enclosure’s joining surfaces (flange on enclosure/enclosure 
door).

 During each analyzer maintenance, use a feeler gauge to check the 
flamepath gap of the Electronics Enclosure flanges (enclosure door 
and housing joining surfaces). The surfaces of the flanges must be flat 
(0.05 mm or better) and the minimum flamepath must be at least 38 mm. 
When the bolts are tightened, the flamepath gap must not exceed 
0.08 mm. Use stainless steel fasteners with yield stress ≥450 MPa 
(65,300 PSI). See Warning below.

• The User Interface’s push-buttons and Window Housing assembly (Figure 
4-3).

 Examine the push-buttons on the User Interface for signs of wear or 
damage (color loss or scratches on the cylindrical portion of the push-
buttons). See Warning below.

• All separable joints in the Heatsink/Measuring Cell assemblies (Figure 4-1).

 If the Heatsink/Measuring Cell assemblies are separated as part of 
analyzer maintenance, examine the surfaces of the flanges for scratches 
or indentation, or other damage. See Warning below.

Do not apply AC  power to the analyzer if any of its flamepaths appear 
to be scratched, dented, or worn. Applying power to an analyzer with 
a damaged flamepath is dangerous and could result in serious injury 
or death to personnel and/or serious damage to equipment. 
 
Replace the parts immediately if damage or wear is apparent. Contact 
AMETEK immediately if there is any doubt about the integrity of any 
flamepath.
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Electronics Enclosure Flamepaths (Joining Surfaces)

Any time the Electronics Enclosure is opened for maintenance, inspect the 
flamepath (joining surfaces) for scratches, indentations, or other damage. 
Carefully clean the flamepath with a soft, non-abrasive cloth just prior to clos-
ing it.

If it is necessary to use a cleaning agent, make sure the AC power to 
the analyzer is off. Also, the agent must be non-abrasive and must 
not attack aluminum (example, a suitable agent is Isopropanol). 
Following any maintenance and/or cleaning – and after the cleaning 
fluid has evaporated completely – immediately close the Electronics 
Enclosure.

When the Electronics Enclosure is opened for maintenance or repair, 
take extreme care to avoid scratching or damaging its flamepaths. 
 
Always close the enclosure door and secure it with one screw when-
ever service or maintenance is not being performed on the internal 
components of the Electronics Enclosure. This will reduce the risk of 
inadvertently scratching or damaging the flamepath. 
 
Before closing the door, gently clean the flamepath (joining surfaces) 
with a soft, non-abrasive cloth and make sure the surfaces are free of 
debris.

When performing equipment maintenance in hazardous locations, all 
safety standards and procedures must be followed, as specified by the 
Owner Company, local electrical-inspection authority, and National/
EU regulations.
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Push-Button and Window Housing Flamepaths

The push-buttons and their holes in the Window Housing (on the User Inter-
face, Figure 4-3) are subject to very low rates of wear if they are used under 
reasonably clean conditions. However, if the analyzer is exposed to excessive 
dust, dirt, or other abrasive conditions, it is possible that the debris may even-
tually enlarge the flamepath gap between the push-buttons and their holes in 
the Window Housing.

The push-buttons are constructed of aluminum with a blue anodized finish. 
The Window Housing is constructed of aluminum with a black anodized finish. 
Periodically, examine the push-buttons and the holes in the Window Housing 
for any visible signs of wear, such as color loss on the cylindrical portion of the 
push-buttons. If the push-buttons show signs of wear or become damaged, 
contact your AMETEK Service Representative.

If the push-buttons become stuck, do not attempt to dislodge them 
using pliers or any other tools. Do not use any force to dislodge them; 
doing so may scratch, bend, or otherwise damage the push-buttons, 
causing damage to their flamepaths. If this happens, they must be 
replaced.
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Figure 4-3. 
Window/Push-button 
assembly details.
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To examine the push-buttons, their holes, and the Window Housing assem-
bly for damage and signs of wear, and to change out damaged or worn parts 
(Figure 4-3):

1. Take appropriate safety precautions to safely power down the analyzer.

Before opening the Ex d Electronics Enclosure, follow all necessary safety 
procedures to ensure the area is non-hazardous (main AC power to the 
analyzer is off, explosive gas atmosphere is not present, etc.). 
 
Before performing maintenance on the analyzer, shut off the AC 
power and all alternate power supplies (if used) to the analyzer.

2. Remove the twelve (12) M6 x 16 screws on the Window Housing. Carefully 
remove the Window Housing assembly and avoid scratching or nicking it 
or the window.

If the Window Housing is stuck, do not attempt to dislodge it using 
any tools that can scratch, nick, or otherwise damage it or the win-
dow. Do not use any force to dislodge it. 
 
If necessary, use a lubricant suitable for the hazardous location to as-
sist in the removal of the Window Housing but ensure it is cleaned off 
before reassembling the Window Housing.

3. Carefully clean the push-buttons and remove any debris or other substanc-
es from around their holes. The push-buttons should freely return to their 
normal positions. At all times, be careful not to damage their surfaces.

If the push-buttons and/or their holes in the Window Housing are 
indented, bent, scratched, or the blue anodized finish is worn, immedi-
ately replace all of the push-buttons and the Window Housing assem-
bly with new parts. Continue with Step 4.

If the push-buttons are not damaged or worn, you do not have to 
remove them – continue with Step 5.
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4. To replace the push-buttons and Window Housing Assembly:

a. Remove all of the M10 screws that secure the enclosure door (analyzer 
housing) to its housing and open the door.

b. Take appropriate precautions to avoid causing electrostatic damage to 
the circuit board. Remove the six (6) screws that secure the circuit board 
to the enclosure door.

 Remove the board and carefully allow the board to hang by its wiring 
inside the Electronics Enclosure.

c. Remove the two (2) M4 x 16 screws that secure the Push-Button Retainer 
to the enclosure door.

 When removing the Push-Button Retainer, tilt it upward slightly to ensure 
the Return Springs remain in the retainer when it is removed. These parts 
can be re-used if they are not damaged.

 Remove the Push-Button Actuators from the analyzer housing. Clean the 
holes in the analyzer housing.

d. Insert one (1) new Push-Button into each push-button hole in the analyzer 
housing. Place one (1) spring into the end of each push-button.

 Align the holes in the Push-Button Retainer with the four push-buttons/
springs and slowly place it over the push-buttons/springs, making sure 
they are properly enclosed in the retainer.

 Replace the two (2) M4 x 16 screws that secure the Push-Button Retainer 
to the enclosure door. Alternate turns on each screw while observing the 
springs to ensure they do not bind as you tighten the retainer. Tighten 
the screws only until they are snug. Do not overtighten them.

e. Take appropriate precautions to avoid causing electrostatic damage to 
the circuit board and position the circuit board in its original mounting 
location. Remove the six (6) screws that secure the circuit board to the 
enclosure door. Tighten the screws only until they are snug. Do not 
overtighten them.

f. Close the enclosure door and replace all of the M10 screws that secure 
the door to the Electronics Enclosure. The torque specification to fasten 
M10 screws is 9.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (80 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).
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5. If a lubricant was used to help dislodge the Window Housing during 
removal, clean the lubricant off the Analyzer Housing before replacing the 
Window Housing.

 Align the push-button holes in the Window Housing (original part, if it is 
not damaged, or new part if the original part is being replaced) with the 
push-buttons and carefully place it over the buttons, being careful not to 
damage the housing or buttons.

 Secure it to the analyzer housing using the twelve (12) M6 x 16 screws. 
Tighten the screws in a cross-pattern. The torque specification to fasten M6 
screws is 4.0 Nm, ±0.7 Nm (36 in.-lb, ±9 in.-lb).

Window (User Interface)

Periodically, examine the window for scratches, chips, or cracks. Replace the 
Window Housing assembly if it is damaged. Replace the push-buttons at the 
same time.

Be careful not to scratch the window. Scratches will reduce impact 
resistance.
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Troubleshooting and Diagnostics
This section describes how the 241CE II Analyzer detects and displays alarms 
associated with its operation, what the alarms mean, and action to take to 
correct the alarms. This section also discusses how to view the alarms from the 
User Interface and how to reset the analyzer if a system reset is required.

Generally, most troubleshooting and diagnostics can be done by working from 
the User Interface on the front of the analyzer’s Electronics Enclosure.

About Alarms and Status Codes

The analyzer incorporates a built-in diagnostics function that continuously 
monitors key operating parameters and the progression of each stage of the 
measuring cycle.

If the diagnostics function detects parameter values that are different from the 
established norm or if the measuring cycle stage ends abnormally, primary 
Status Code (SCode) messages are generated. The SCode, which is the sum of 
the primary SCodes, can be viewed from the Stat\History menu. The SCode 
is also presented on an analog output channel (which allows you to view it 
on the User Interface). Primary SCodes relating to analyzer performance set 
alarms which trigger relay contacts that turn on LEDs on the User Interface. 
Alarms are generated if the determined HCDP temperature is above the preset 
value or if other operating threshold parameters exceed (fall below/rise above) 
their predetermined values.

A description of each alarm is recorded in the appropriate sub-menu (SCode 
or XSCode) in the Stat\History menu. The alarm description is preceded by ‘w’ 
for a warning alarm (example, “w TimeOut”) or ‘f’ for a Fault alarm (example, 
“f Cool Cct”). After an alarm has been corrected, it is stored in its correspond-
ing History Buffer (^SC or ^XSC). A history of the last nine alarms generated by 
the analyzer (if they have been corrected) can be logged in each buffer.
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Types of Alarms

When alarms are triggered, an LED on the User Interface will be turned On to 
notify the operator of this condition. If the alarm is of a serious nature (i.e., a 
Fault alarm), the alphanumeric display will flash to alert the operator that im-
mediate attention is required. The alarm condition will also be recorded and 
displayed in the SCode and XScode sub-menus and stored in the SCode (^SC) 
or XSCode (^XSC) History Buffer. These alarm conditions can be viewed at any 
time from the User Interface, which makes this an excellent diagnostic tool.

There are three categories of alarms:

Warning Alarms

Warning alarms indicate that the analyzer presently has an abnormal SCode 
condition. Warning alarms indicate that the analyzer requires immediate atten-
tion (investigation to the cause of this alarm is required). When this SCode con-
dition occurs, LED 3 turns On to alert the operator to this condition. Examples 
of a Warning alarm is if there is an abnormal ending to one of the measuring-
cycle stages (such as the HCDP Off-Spec Alarm has been triggered – if LED 
6 is On), a condition of the analyzer not locating the HCDP (if LED 4 is On), or 
possibly a more serious problem.

A warning alarm may also reveal an Off-Spec condition if the Off-Spec Alarm is 
enabled (LED 1 is Off when the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled), such as the current 
HCDP temperature is above (greater than) the HCDP temperature Off-Spec 
Alarm setpoint value (ApplicCFG : HCDPA).

Measurement results obtained under a Warning alarm condition are usually 
valid, but if one or more of the serious SCodes are output, the resulting data 
may be suspect. Check the SCode and XSCode for symptoms.
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Fault Alarms

Fault alarms indicate that a serious condition has been detected which inter-
feres with proper operation of the analyzer – a failure of an integral part of the 
system has occurred. When a Fault alarm is present, the alphanumeric display 
will flash and LED 2 turns On to alert the operator that immediate attention is 
required (the analyzer requires service).

Because any results obtained under a Fault alarm condition are invalid, the 
operation of the analyzer is suspended and the analyzer is placed into Standby 
Mode.

Off-Spec Alarms

An Off-Spec – or out-of-specification – Alarm indicates that the current value 
for the Off-Spec parameter is higher than a preset value. The Off-Spec Alarm 
can be enabled from the Stat\History menu.

The Off-Spec Alarm currently is used only for HCDP. The HCDP Off-Spec Alarm 
(HCDPA) indicates that the current HCDP temperature is above (greater than) 
the HCDP temperature Off-Spec Alarm setpoint value (ApplicCFG : HCDPA). 
When the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Off-Spec Alarm (HCDPA) is triggered, LED 6 
on the User Interface turns On, but only if the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled (Stat\
History : En\Dis Alrm?). If triggered, this alarm will be also be displayed on the 
User Interface if the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled.
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Alarm LED Status

The LEDs on the User Interface are numbered 1–7, from left to right. A lit LED 
indicates that the condition associated with the LED currently exists. Four (4) 
of the seven (7) LEDs indicate the status of corresponding alarms set by four 
alarm relay contacts (two LEDs and their associated alarm relay contacts are 
not currently used). The alarm setpoint values for the HCDP temperature are 
preset at the factory, but can be changed in the field.

The conditions which define the Warning and Fault alarms are part of the 
built-in, continuous diagnostics function. The HCDP temperature alarms will 
be set at the end of the Cooling Stage, if the conditions that trigger the alarm 
are present. The remaining alarms are set at the end of the stage where the 
problem occurred.

The LEDs and their corresponding conditions when turned On are:

LED # Setpoint By Condition Existing When LED Turned On

1 User The Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature Off-Spec Alarm is 
disabled (Stat\History : En\Dis Alrm?).

2 Diagnostics Fault Alarm: Analyzer in Standby Mode – Immediate Service 
Required (review SCode and XSCode in the Stat\History 
menu to gather information before contacting AMETEK). The 
alphanumeric display will also flash to alert the operator to this 
condition.

3 Diagnostics Warning Alarm: Analyzer reporting an abnormal condition – 
Investigation Required (review SCode and XSCode in the Stat\
History menu and attempt to correct the problems).

4 Diagnostics Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature Not Found (NoD), or 
Purging/Hold Stage Is In Progress (Pur). This setting is made in 
the ApplicCFG : UsrRelay menu.

See also the UsrRelay description under “Working in the 
Application Configuration Menu” in Chapter 3.

5 User Reserved for Water Content OffSpec Alarm setpoint. Currently 
Not Used.

6 User The current Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature is higher 
than the Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature Off-Spec Alarm 
setpoint value (ApplicCFG : HCDPA). This alarm will only be 
seen if the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled in the Stat\History 
menu (LED 1 is Off when the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled).

7 User Reserved for Water Dewpoint temperature OffSpec Alarm 
setpoint. Currently Not Used.
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Operating in Standby Mode (Fault Alarm)

When the detection of the HCDP is improbable, the built-in diagnostic func-
tion activates and latches the Fault Alarm relay, turns LED 2 On, and places the 
analyzer in Standby Mode. While in Standby Mode, the User Interface flashes 
to alert the operator that immediate attention is required. Since the Fault 
Alarm is latched, it can only be cleared manually, by the operator. The analyzer 
continues to execute the measuring cycle and, if the Fault is due to a problem 
in one of the internal optical paths, the HCDP temperature is set to full-scale, 
40 °C (104 °F).

The reason for the Standby Mode condition is provided in the SCode and 
XSCode menus. SCode and XSCode are seen by repeatedly pressing the ‘+’ or 
‘–’ button while viewing SCode or XSCode data. Detailed information and cor-
rective action for all of the SCode and XSCode conditions can also be seen in 
the troubleshooting charts (see “Status Code, Alarm Conditions, and Corrective 
Action”).

To verify that the Fault Alarm condition is real, and not simply caused by elec-
tronic noise (e.g., due to an AC power surge or brown-out), attempt to return 
the analyzer to normal operation by resetting the current alarms. To reset 
alarms, view the “En\Dis Alrm?” prompt (Stat\History menu) and press ‘+’ to 
clear the alarms.

If another Fault Alarm occurs during the next measuring cycle, attempt to 
return to normal operation by resetting the Microcontroller board (press the 
 and ‘–’ buttons simultaneously). If yet another Fault Alarm occurs during the 
first measuring cycle after the system reset, the analyzer requires service. See 
“Requesting Technical Support” in this chapter for information about how to 
receive customer support.

RUN Mode 
Stat\HistorySCode (or 
XSCode)
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Clearing (Resetting) Alarms

Active alarms can be cleared (reset) from the Stat\History menu. Clearing the 
alarms removes any active alarms from the User Interface display and stores 
them (up to a maximum of nine) in the History Buffer (^SC or ^XSC), also in 
the Stat\History menu. A password is not required to perform this command.

To clear alarms:

1. From the RUN menu, press  to view the Stat\History menu. The first 
menu item you will see is the “En\Dis Alrm?” prompt.

2. Press  once to view the “Clear Alarm?” prompt. While this prompt is on 
the User Interface, press the ‘+’ button to clear the alarms; the message 
“Cleared” will appear on the User Interface.

 If you do not wish to clear the alarms, press the ‘–’ button; the message 
“NotCleared” will appear on the screen. Or, you can press  to scroll past 
the “Clear Alarm?” prompt and leave the alarms in their current state.

Enabling/Disabling the Off-Spec Alarm

The Off-Spec Alarm can be enabled (turned on) or disabled (turned off) from 
the Stat\History menu. When the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled, LED 1 is Off; 
when the Off-Spec Alarm is disabled, LED 1 is On to alert the operator to this 
condition. A password is not required to perform this command.

To enable or disable the Off-Spec Alarm:

1. From the RUN menu, press  to view the Stat\History menu. The first 
sub-menu item you will see is the “En\Dis Alrm?” prompt.

2. If the Off-Spec Alarm is already in the current state you require, press  to 
scroll past the “En\Dis Alrm?” prompt and leave this parameter in its cur-
rent state.

 To enable the Off-Spec Alarm if it is currently disabled, press the ‘+’ button. 
LED 1 will turn Off to indicate the Off-Spec Alarm is enabled.

 To disable the Off-Spec Alarm if it is currently enabled, press the ‘–’ button. 
LED 1 will turn On to indicate the Off-Spec Alarm is disabled.
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Types of Status Codes

There are Status Codes (SCodes) and Extended Status Codes (XSCodes) for a 
wide variety of events. SCodes are used to inform the operator which particu-
lar conditions gave rise to a Warning or Fault alarm. Similarly, XSCode is ob-
tained by summing the primary codes of any coexisting conditions. Corrective 
action for all SCodes and XSCodes can be seen in the troubleshooting charts.

The primary codes from which SCode and XSCode are derived are also defined 
in the troubleshooting charts. If two or more conditions exist simultaneously 
the SCode is the sum of the primary codes of the coexisting conditions.

While working from the User Interface, you can display the codes by repeated-
ly pressing the ‘+’ button. Pressing ‘+’ displays each primary SCode or XSCode 
on the User Interface (Stat\History : SCode or Stat\History : XSCode). The 
primary code condition is displayed if the condition exists. If a given SCode or 
XSCode condition does not exist, “OK” is displayed. The maximum values are 
“255” for SCode and “4095” XSCode.

Interpreting Status Codes and Extended Status Codes

To resolve SCode into its constituent primary codes, subtract the largest pos-
sible primary code (as seen in the “Status Code” troubleshooting chart) from 
the displayed code (which is the total sum of all primary SCodes found) and 
then subtract the next largest possible primary code, etc., until the remaining 
value is the smallest possible primary SCode. At each step, the primary code 
being subtracted must not be larger than the remaining value.

Example 1: 
The displayed SCode is “13” and XSCode is “2”. This is resolved as follows:

 13  Total sum of all primary SCodes found
 - 8 w Check XSCode [Advice: Review-Extended-Status-Code]
 5  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 - 4 w No HC DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]
 1 w TimeOut [Stage-Time-Out]

These codes indicate that the actual HCDP temperature of the sample gas is 
below the Low setpoint temperature of the mirror and that either the High 
setpoint temperature is too high or the surrounding ambient temperature is 
too low. If the ambient temperature is too low, the heating of the area around 
the analyzer may require adjustment, service, or an upgrade.
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To resolve XSCode into its constituent primary codes, subtract the largest 
possible primary code (as seen in the “Extended Status Code” troubleshooting 
chart) from the displayed code (which is the total sum of all primary XSCodes 
found) and then subtract the next largest possible primary code, etc., until the 
remaining value is the smallest possible primary XSCode. At each step, the pri-
mary XSCode being subtracted must not be larger than the remaining value.

Example 2: 
The analyzer is in Standby Mode, the displayed SCode is “125”, and the XSCode 
is “294”. The length of time that the analyzer has been in Standby Mode is not 
known. These primary codes are resolved as follows:

First, resolve SCode:

 125  Total sum of all primary SCodes found
 - 64 f HC Optics [Problem-In-Hydrocarbon-Side-Optical-Path]
 61  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -32 f H2O Optics [Problem-In-Water-Side-Optical-Path]
 29  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -16 w Dirty Cell [Possible-Cell-Contamination]
 13  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -8 w Check XSCode [Advice – Review-Extended-Status-Code]
 5  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -4 w No HC DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]
 1 w TimeOut [Stage-Time-Out]

Next, resolve XSCode:

 294  Total sum of all primary SCodes found
 -256 f H2O Dim [Light-Intensity-On-Water-Side-Is-Too-Low]
 38  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -32 w High DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Too-High]
 6  Remaining sum of all primary SCodes found
 -4 w Cool TimeOut [Cooling-Stage-Time-Out]
 2 w Hold TimeOut [Purging/Hold-Stage-Time-Out]
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The status codes in Example 2 indicate:

• The light paths are obscured by debris or other matter.

• The hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature is very high.

• The Thermoelectric Cooler could not cool the mirror to its Low setpoint 
temperature.

• The mirror could not warm up to its High setpoint temperature.

The combination of status codes in Example 2 indicates:

• The surrounding ambient temperature is too low or the High setpoint 
temperature for the mirror is too high, and

• The Measuring Cell is contaminated, probably due to being flooded with 
liquid hydrocarbons.

The necessary corrective actions for Example 2 are:

• Reduce the High setpoint temperature, if necessary, or upgrade the heat-
ing of the enclosure/shelter in which the analyzer is installed.

• Clean the Measuring Cell, clean the Filterblock Assembly, replace the Mem-
brane Filters, and clean or replace the Sample Lines.

Suggested Corrective Actions

Most of the alarms, SCodes, and XSCodes are for informational purposes or 
are warnings of minor occurrences during the measurement cycle that may 
be limiting the capability or range of the analyzer. Although these warnings 
should be investigated, all of them do not always require corrective action. 
For those that do, suggested corrective actions to correct the problems are 
provided in the SCodes and XSCodes troubleshooting charts. A fault alarm 
always requires corrective action, even if it is only to reset the alarms. If the 
problem persists after following these suggestions, contact AMETEK Service.
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Viewing Current Alarm Messages

If any alarms have been detected by the analyzer, the corresponding LED on 
the User Interface will be On. Any current alarm messages can be viewed from 
the SCode or XSCode sub-menus.

To view the current status of alarm messages (SCode or XSCode) detected by 
the diagnostics function:

1. From the RUN menu, press  once to view the Stat\History main menu 
screen. 

2. Press  repeatedly until you are viewing the SCode screen.

 If you wish to view the XSCode, press  again.

3. To view the primary status codes from either screen, press the ‘+’ or ‘–’ but-
ton.

 If the alarm is current, its description will be displayed next to its associ-
ated error code number (e.g., “3 w No HC DP”). If the alarm condition does 
not exist, “OK” appears next to its associated number (e.g., “SCode.# OK”, 
where ‘#’ is the error code number corresponding with the SCode mes-
sage).

4. To back out of either of these screens, press  if you wish to view other 
Stat\History sub-menus, or press  to go to another main menu.
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Viewing Historical Alarm Messages

Alarms that have been reset can be reviewed from the History Buffers in the 
Stat\History menu. SCode alarms which have been reset are stored in the ^SC 
History Buffer. XSCode alarms which have been reset are stored in the ^XSC 
History Buffer.

Each History Buffer contains a maximum of nine (9) alarms. The codes dis-
played represent past alarm conditions, with ^SC1/^XSC1 being the most 
recent and ^SC9/^XSC9 being the oldest. If more than nine SCodes alarm ac-
cumulate in a buffer, the oldest code is overwritten.

If two or more alarms are detected simultaneously, the displayed alarm SCode 
is a sum of the primary codes. To resolve a non-primary SCode into its primary 
codes, subtract the largest primary code from the displayed number. Continue 
to subtract the largest primary code from the remainder until a primary code is 
left.

Example: 
The displayed SCode is “20”. The alarms detected are:

 20  Total sum of all primary SCodes found
  -16 w Dirty Cell [Possible-Cell-Contamination]
 4 w No HC DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]

To view the history of alarm messages (SCode or XSCode) detected by the 
diagnostics function:

1. From the RUN menu, press  once to view the Stat\History main menu 
screen.

2. Press  repeatedly until the ^SC1 History Buffer screen is displayed.

 To view the ^XSC1 History Buffer screen, press  again.

 To view the primary codes from either screen, press the ‘+’ or ‘–’ buttons.

3. To back out of either of these screens, press  if you wish to view other 
Stat\History sub-menus, or press  to go to another main menu.
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Status Code (SCode), Alarm Conditions, and Corrective Action

This section lists the primary code, error code, alarm type, condition/descrip-
tion, and suggested corrective action associated with each type of SCode 
alarm. If no alarms are present, the primary SCode ‘0’ is displayed.

The ‘w’ or ‘f’ preceding a message indicates a ‘w’arning or ‘f’ault alarm 
condition.

Primary 
Code

 Error  
Code

Alarm  
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

0 — — No Warnings or Faults

If the primary code returned is ‘0’, no Warnings or Faults exist. This is not an alarm.

Corrective Action:

No action is required.

1 1 Warning w TimeOut [Stage-Time-Out]

One or more of the stages in the measuring cycle has encountered a time-out condition.

Corrective Action:

• Review the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to determine which stage(s) have a 
time-out condition – “w Hold TimeOut”, “w Cool TimeOut”, and/or “w Warm TimeOut”. 
Depending on which stage(s) have encountered this condition, refer to its specific cor-
rective action.

2 2 Warning w No H2O DP [Water-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]

This alarm is available only if the H2O DP:INT option is enabled from the MonitorCFG 
menu.

The internal water dewpoint temperature was not determined during the last measuring 
cycle. This alarm is not related in any way to the optional, external water dewpoint 
temperature (if used).

Corrective Action:

• Review the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to determine if there has been 
a “w Cool TimeOut” alarm. If not, decrease the mirror low setpoint temperature 
(ApplicCFG : MTLo) and check the HCDP temperature (RUN menu) to see if it is 
particularly high (e.g., greater than 20 °C/68 °F).

4 3 Warning w No HC DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Not-Found]

The hydrocarbon dewpoint temperature was not determined during the last measuring 
cycle. LED 4 will be On.

Corrective Action:

• Review the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to determine if there has been 
a “w Cool TimeOut” alarm. If not, decrease the mirror low setpoint temperature 
(ApplicCFG : MTLo) and check the HCDP temperature (RUN menu) to see if it is 
particularly high (e.g., greater than 20 °C/68 °F).
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Primary 
Code

 Error  
Code

Alarm  
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

8 4 Warning w Check XSCode [Advice: Review-Extended-Status-Code]

XSCode alarm conditions may be present.

Corrective Action:

• Review and interpret current XSCode (Stat\History menu) for additional alarms. At-
tempt to correct any alarm conditions.

16 5 Warning w Dirty Cell [Possible-Cell-Contamination]

The Measuring Cell is contaminated with excessive condensates or other particulate.

Corrective Action:

• Review the ^HCMir and ^WMir history buffers (Stat\History menu) to see if either of 
these parameters has changed recently or if one has a brightness level of over 400 at 
the end of the Purging/Hold Stage. Review the End-of-Run type parameter  
(ApplicCFG : RunType) and make sure it is set to HCDP.

• From the RUN menu check the HCDP temperature to see if it is particularly high. If so, 
view the ApplicCFG menu and increase the MTHi setting and the Purge time, and 
recheck the HCDP temperature.

• Ensure that the enclosure/shelter housing the analyzer is adequately heated. The 
surrounding ambient temperature should be at least 15 °C (27 °F) above the highest 
expected HCDP temperature.

• If necessary clean the Measuring Cell and Filterblock Assemblies and replace all o-rings 
and Membrane Filters. Also, inspect the sample lines and clean or replace them.

32 6 Fault f H2O Optics [Problem-In-Water-Side-Optical-Path]

There is a problem with the water-side optics within the Measuring Cell. An example 
of this condition is if, at the beginning of the Purging/Hold Stage, the water-side 
phototransistor signal is significantly higher or lower than normal.

Corrective Action:

• Review and interpret the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to determine the cur-
rent alarm conditions. Attempt to correct any alarms.

 If necessary, contact AMETEK Service for assistance.

64 7 Fault f HC Optics [Problem-In-Hydrocarbon-Side-Optical-Path]

There is a problem with the hydrocarbon-side optics within the Measuring Cell. 
An example of this condition is if, at the beginning of the Purging/Hold Stage, the 
hydrocarbon-side phototransistor signal is significantly higher or lower than normal.

Corrective Action:

• Review and interpret the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to determine the cur-
rent alarm conditions. Attempt to correct any alarm conditions.

 If necessary, contact AMETEK Service for assistance.
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Primary 
Code

 Error  
Code

Alarm  
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

128 8 Fault f Cool Cct [Problem-In-Cooling-Circuit]

There is a problem with the cooling system, possibly the Cooler Power Supply fuse in the 
Electronics Enclosure, Peltier Cooler, or the RTD within the Cooler Housing.

Corrective Action:

• Review the current mirror temperature (MTemp) from the RUN menu. If the mirror 
temperature remains relatively constant (does not drop) during the Cooling Stage, 
check the Cooler Power Supply fuse within the Electronics Enclosure and replace it if 
necessary. See Figure 4-4 for the location of this fuse.

• Review and interpret the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) for alarm conditions 
that may be present, such as “f High Temp” or “f Low Temp”. Attempt to correct any 
alarm conditions.

 If these alarms are also present, the RTD may have failed and you may have to replace 
it.

 If necessary, contact AMETEK Service for assistance.
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Figure 4-4. 
Fuse ratings/locations, Termination board 
(Electronics Enclosure).
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Extended Status Code (XSCode), Alarm Conditions, and Corrective 
Action

This section lists the primary code, error code, alarm type, condition/description, and 
suggested corrective actions. If no alarms are present, the primary XSCode ‘0’ is re-
turned by the system.

The ‘w’ or ‘f’ preceding a message indicates a ‘w’arning or ‘f’ault alarm condi-
tion.

Primary
Code

 Error
Code

Alarm 
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

0 — — No Warnings or Faults

If the primary code returned is ‘0’, no Warnings or Faults exist. This is not an alarm.

Corrective Action:

No action is required.

1 1 Warning w EEP Warn [End-Of-EEPROM-Life]

The number of times that configuration data has been rewritten to the EEPROM has 
exceeded the safe number.

Corrective Action:

• Replace the EEPROM as soon as possible. Record all configuration values before 
removing the EEPROM. Upon receiving a new EEPROM from AMETEK, re-enter the 
parameters to ensure your analyzer will operate the same as it did prior to replacing 
the EEPROM.

 Alternatively, you can send the configuration values and P.O. number for the EEPROM 
to AMETEK at the same time. At the factory, AMETEK will program the customer-specif-
ic parameters in the EEPROM. In this case, you will only have to install the EEPROM; the 
parameters will take effect immediately upon power-up.

• After installing the new EEPROM, enter the configuration values you recorded before 
removing it (if the EEPROM was not pre-configured by AMETEK).

2 2 Warning w Hold TimeOut [Purging/Hold-Stage-Time-Out]

The analyzer has encountered a problem during the Purging/Hold Stage of the 
measuring cycle, such as the mirror temperature at the end of the Purging/Hold Stage is 
less than the MTHi setting.

The most common cause of this alarm is the surrounding ambient temperature being 
lower than the MTHi setting.

This alarm is also caused by purging times that are too short, causing the Purging/Hold 
Stage to end before the mirror temperature can reach its MTHi setting.

Corrective Action:

• Check the MTHi setting (ApplicCFG menu) and the surrounding ambient tempera-
ture. If the MTHi setting is higher than the surrounding ambient temperature, change 
it to a value lower than the ambient temperature.

• Ensure that the enclosure/shelter housing the analyzer is adequately heated. The 
surrounding ambient temperature should be at least 15 °C (27 °F) above the highest 
expected HCDP temperature.
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Primary
Code

 Error
Code

Alarm 
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

4 3 Warning w Cool TimeOut [Cooling-Stage-Time-Out]

The analyzer has encountered a problem during the Cooling Stage of the measuring 
cycle, such as when the lowest temperature that could be reached during the Cooling 
Stage was higher than both the Low setpoint temperature for the mirror (MTLo) and the 
HCDP temperature.

The condition can be aggravated by high surrounding ambient temperatures, high 
gas pressures, continuously high air humidity (e.g., causing ice to build up on the 
Thermoelectric Cooler – or TEC).

Corrective Action:

• Check the MTLo setting (ApplicCFG menu) and check the surrounding ambient 
temperature and ensure that the difference is not greater than 20 °C (68 °F). Adjust the 
MTLo setting, if necessary.

• Check the MTLo setting to see if it is lower than -40 °C (40 °F). If it is, increase it to at 
least -40 °C (-40 °F) or greater.

• Check the HCDP temperature (RUN menu) to see if it is particularly high (e.g., greater 
than 20 °C/68 °F).

• Ensure there is free circulation of air past the fins of the Heatsink and that the enclo-
sure/shelter housing the analyzer is adequately ventilated.

• If high humidity is causing problems with ice build-up on the TEC, purge the Cooler 
Housing with N2 or another dry gas supply such as air, with a water dewpoint tem-
perature less than -40 °C (-40 °F) and a flow rate less than 15 L/day (0.53 CFD). The 
purge gas pressure upstream of the Flame Arrestor Fitting cannot exceed atmospheric 
pressure by more than 1 PSIG (70 mBAR). See Figure 4-6 for location of Purge Flame 
Arrestor Fitting (Purge Air Connection) on Cooler Housing.

• Determine if the pressure of the process stream is higher than usual, or if there has 
been a significant change in the composition of the gas stream. If the Measuring Cell 
purge flow rate is >2 L/minute (4 SCFH), decrease the sample gas flow rate.

• Review the current SCode (Stat\History menu) to see if the “f Cool Cct” fault alarm 
condition is present and follow corrective action procedures listed under “Status Code 
(SCode), Alarm Conditions, and Corrective Action.”

8 4 Warning w Warn Time Out [Warning-Stage-Time-Out]

The analyzer has encountered a problem during the Warming stage of the measuring 
cycle, such as the mirror temperature (MTemp) being unable to warm up to the HCDP 
temperature determined in the previous Cooling Stage within a 2-minute period.

This warning alarm occurs when the HCDP temperature is very high and the surrounding 
ambient temperature drops below the highest HCDP temperature during the Cooling 
Stage.

Corrective Action:

• Check the HCDP temperature reading (RUN menu) and the surrounding ambient 
temperature and determine if the ambient temperature has dropped below the last 
reported HCDP temperature. Increase the ambient temperature if necessary. The 
surrounding ambient temperature should be at least 15 °C (27 °F) above the highest 
expected HCDP temperature.
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Primary
Code

 Error
Code

Alarm 
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

16 5 Warning w Cross Talk [Excessive-Mirror-Cross-Talk]

The water content within the Measuring Cell has exceeded the full-scale range of the 
analyzer, which is 1000 mg/m3 (62.43 lb/MMcf).

Corrective Action:

• Check the current internal Water Content readings by changing the Water Measure-
ment Option (MonitorCFG menu) to "H2O DP:INT (with water content settings adjust-
ed accordingly) and then viewing the WCt value from the RUN menu. If the internal 
Water Content is very high, this Problem may reduce the HCDP temperature accuracy.

32 6 Warning w High DP [Hydrocarbon-Dewpoint-Temperature-Too-High]

The Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature is within 5 °C (9 °F) of the measuring cycle start 
temperature.

Corrective Action:

• Review the current XSCode (Stat\History menu) to check for “w Hold TimeOut” and 
“w Warm TimeOut” alarms. If they are absent, increase the mirror upper setpoint tem-
perature value (ApplicCFG : MTHi) to 15 °C (27 °F) above the dewpoint.

• Check the MTHi setting (ApplicCFG menu) and the surrounding ambient tempera-
ture. If the MTHi setting is higher than the surrounding ambient temperature, change 
it to a value lower than the ambient temperature.

• Ensure that the enclosure/shelter housing the analyzer is adequately heated. The 
surrounding ambient temperature should be at least 15 °C (27 °F) above the highest 
expected HCDP temperature.

• Check the current HCDP temperature Off-Spec Alarm, if enabled (ApplicCFG menu). 
Determine if the pressure of the process stream is higher than usual, or if there has 
been a significant change in the composition of the gas stream. If the Measuring Cell 
purge flow rate is >2 L/minute (4 SCFH), decrease the sample gas flow rate.

• This condition can be a symptom of Measuring Cell contamination. If all other sug-
gested corrective action fails to resolve the problem, clean the Measuring Cell. See 
“Measuring Cell Maintenance” in this chapter.

64 7 Fault f High Temp [Mirror-RTD-Temperature-Is-Too-High]

128 8 Fault f Low Temp [Mirror RTD-Temperature is-Too-Low]

These alarms indicate problems with the RTD (inside the Cooler Housing).

Corrective Action:

• The RTD may have failed and may need to be replaced.

 If necessary, contact AMETEK Service for assistance.
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Primary
Code

 Error
Code

Alarm 
Type Condition / Description / Suggested Corrective Action

256 9 Fault f H2O Dim [Light-Intensity-On-Water-Side-Is-Too-Low]

512 10 Fault f HC Dim [Light-Intensity-On-Hydrocarbon-Side-Is-Too-Low]

These alarms indicate problems with the LED/photo detector Opto-Ring (inside the 
Measuring Cell).

Corrective Action:

While referring to the procedures under “Measuring Cell Maintenance” in this chapter, 
take all appropriate precautions to ensure the area is safe and then:

Note: 
The gas must be turned off at the Sample/Vent valves and the sample system pressure 
must be bled down before performing any maintenance.

• Clean the Measuring Cell, including the optic-path windows.

• Check the LEDs inside the Measuring Cell.

 Refer to Figures 4-1 and 4-5 for locations of internal components. With the Measuring 
Cell removed, observe the Opto-Ring to check if both LEDs are on.

 If necessary, contact AMETEK Service for assistance.

Figure 4-5. 
Measuring Cell Assembly, 
cutaway view.
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Figure 4-6. 
Measuring Cell  
Assembly components.
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Resetting the 241CE II Analyzer
Whenever the analyzer is powered up, the Microcontroller board is reset 
and the software initialization routine retrieves the configuration data from 
the EEPROM. When power is restored following a power outage or brown-
out (line voltage drops to less than two-thirds of the nominal voltage), the 
Microcontroller board will be reset and the analyzer will become operational 
automatically.

The analyzer can be reset by pressing the  and ‘–’ buttons simultaneously 
while viewing the Main Menu (RUN menu). Alternatively, power to the ana-
lyzer can be turned Off and then On again using the main breaker.

Do not randomly reset the analyzer during normal operation. Typical-
ly, the only resets required are after changes to the analyzer configura-
tion have been saved to the EEPROM or if the Microcontroller board 
has been replaced. 
 
If changes to the configuration have been saved to the EEPROM, a 
reset is necessary for the new changes to take effect. If the Microcon-
troller board has been replaced, it is necessary to power down the 
analyzer. The analyzer will reset upon normal power-up.
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Specifications

These performance characteristics are based on operation with factory-set 
configuration parameters.

Specification Description

Standard Ranges For application of sweet (H2S <50 PPM) natural gas. The 
composition of the gas must be above the upper explosive limit.

Methodology Chilled-mirror technique.

Speed of Response 2 °C per minute (typical cooling rate), with cycle time typically 
20–30 minutes.
Actual response time will vary based on process conditions, the 
cooling rate, pressure, and the temperature of the last dewpoint.

Accuracy Hydrocarbon Dewpoint temperature: 
±1 °C (±2 °F) with laboratory-grade propane.
Accuracy is determined by using pure propane and comparing the 
measured results with that from published vapor pressure data for 
propane.

Repeatability ±0.4 °C (±0.7 °F)

Sensitivity ±0.1 °C (±0.2 °F) 
This is for the stability of temperature measurement only.

Maximum Water 
Content

500 mg/m3 (equivalent to a +5 °C water dewpoint at 200 PSIG)

Customer Connections Analog Outputs
4 isolated 4–20 mADC self-powered (standard) or loop powered 
(optional).
Self-Powered: Configured as a 2-wire transmitter, 

compatible with a loop impedance of 
0–1000 ohms.

Loop-Powered: 1500 Vrms isolated analog output 
configured as a 2-wire transmitter. An 
external power supply (15–30 VDC) capable 
of supplying 25 mA per loop is required 
(supplied by customer). When 30 VDC is 
supplied, the maximum loop impedance is 
1000 ohms.

6 independent sets of SPDT Form C, dry (potential free) relay 
contacts, 24 VDC, 0.5 A maximum

Digital Communication
Local Service Port: RS-232
Remote Service Port: RS-422/RS-485 (2-wire or 4-wire) using the 

optional serial communications, Modicon 
Modbus® protocol, or using the optional 
System 200 Configurator Software installed 
on a laptop computer.
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Specification Description

Electrical 
Requirements

Power Consumption
< 275 W
Maximum Current: 3 A
Supply Voltage
120 VAC, 50/60 Hz, ±10 % maximum 
240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, ±10 % maximum

Typical Sample Gas 
Flow Rate

Variable with line pressure. Typically 1.0–5.0 L/minute (2.1–10.6 
SCFH) during the Purging/Hold Stage, and 0.3–3.3 Nl/minute 
(0.7–7.0 SCFH) during the remainder of the cycle. The gas purge 
flow rate during the Purging/Hold Stage must be high enough to 
completely purge the sample system and Measuring Cell within the 
allotted Purge time.

Ambient Temperature For hazardous location safety, ambient temperature may be from 
0 °C to +40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F). For measurement accuracy, the 
temperature of the analyzer and its sample system must be at least 
15 C° (27 F°) above the highest expected hydrocarbon dewpoint 
temperature. It is also extremely important to maintain a relatively 
stable ambient temperature in the vicinity of the analyzer, with 
no rapid fluctuations. Due to the low flow rate and sintered metal 
flame arrestors, the sample gas temperature will be at or very close 
to ambient temperature.

Sample Transport 1/4" stainless steel instrument tubing recommended (heat tracing 
may be required).

Instrument Air 6.9 KPA (1 PSIG) Cooler Housing purge.
Air Quality: 
As per ANSI/ISA-S7.0.01 (1996) Quality Standard for Instrument Air

Physical Dimensions Mounted on backpan:
Height: 838 mm (33")
Width: 571.5 mm (22.5")
Depth: 289 mm (11.37"), includes backpan
Weight: Approximately 60 kg (132 lb)

Maximum Working 
Pressure

13.8 MPa (2000 PSIG)

Highest Measurable 
Dewpoint

15 °C below the temperature at the analyzer installation.

Environmental IEC Installation Category II 
IEC Pollution Degree 2

Humidity
0–95 % RH (non-condensing)

Maximum Altitude
2000 metres (6560 feet)

Cooling Capability Typically 60 °C (108 °F) below the surrounding ambient temperature 
at the location of the analyzer. The cooling capability of the analyzer 
is affected by the sample gas composition and pressure.

Note:  
60 °C is achieved at a 20 °C ambient temperature. The 
achievable temperature difference will be slightly higher as 
the ambient temperature increases above 20 °C.
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Specification Description

Minimum Clearances Heat Dissipation 
To allow for heat dissipation and servicing, the required minimum 
clearances are: 
- 150 mm (6") each side 
- 75 mm (3") top and bottom 
- 900 mm (36") front
Door Swing 
To allow for full door swing, minimum clearance in front of the 
analyzer is approximately 574 mm (22.6").

Dry Gas Supply (Purge 
Air)

A dry atmosphere within the Thermoelectric Cooler (TEC) 
compartment is necessary to prevent ice from forming, which can 
damage the cooler. A dry atmosphere can be created by connecting 
the Flame Arrestor Fitting on the Cooler Housing to a purge gas 
supply (typically N2) or to a dry gas supply – such as air – with a 
water dewpoint temperature less than -40 °C (-40 °F) and a flow rate 
less than 15 L/day (0.53 CFD). The purge gas pressure upstream of 
the Flame Arrestor Fitting cannot exceed atmospheric pressure by 
more than 1 PSIG (70 mBAR). (Dry gas supplied by the customer/
end user.)

Caution: 
Before operating the 241CE II Analyzer, a Flame Arrestor 
Fitting must be installed on the Cooler Housing (to a dry 
gas supply). This fitting and an associated Flow Restrictor 
is supplied by AMETEK. Failure to install a dry gas supply 
meeting these specifications voids the warranty of the Peltier 
Cooler.
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241CE II Analyzer Approvals and Certifications

UL/CSA: CSA General Safety Requirements: 
 Class I, Division 1, Groups C, D; 
 Ex d IIB T3 Class I, Zone 1, Group IIB

ATEX: Certificate No.: KEMA 02ATEX2121 X 
 II 2 G  Ex db IIB T4 Gb

IECEx : Certificate No.: IECEx DEK12.0052X 
 Ex db IIB T4 Gb

GOST: 1ExdIIBT3 X GOST Pattern Approval

CE Compliance: Complies with all relevant European Directives

EMC: Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive: 
 2014/30/EU
Using the following standard: 
 EN 61326 Industrial

LVD: Low Voltage Directive: 2014/35/EU
Using the following standard: 
 EN 61010-1

PED: Pressure Equipment Directive: 
 2014/68/EU, Article 4, Paragraph 3

RoHS: Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive: 
 2011/65/EU (RoHS 2)
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Alarm Relay Contacts
24 VDC 0.5A Max.

Analyzer Serial No.: __________________

Certificate Nos.: KEMA 02ATEX2121 X, IECEx DEK12.0052X
Model 241CE II Dewpoint Analyzer

275 W; 120 VAC 50/60 Hz
InputOutput Signals

4 to 20 mA DC

II 2 G

0344

Year: _______

Cable Entries
M25 X 1.5

Ex db IIB T4 Gb

≥

Caution
Do not open when an explosive gas atmosphere is present.

Use Stainless Steel Fasteners with yield strength    450 MPa (65,300 psi).

301-1391-D
275 W; 240 VAC 50/60 Hz30 VDC Max.

241CE II Analyzer ATEX/IECEx Marking

301-1392-C

CLASS I, DIVISION 1 GROUPS  C & D

Western Research Analyzer Model: 241CE II

___120Vac  ___240Vac, 50/60 Hz, 275W

PROCESS INSTRUMENTS

SN: ________________________

Output signals: 4-20mA (30VDC Max) Relay Contacts 24VDC 0.5A Max

CLASS I  ZONE 1  Ex d IIB T3C, Tamb. +40°C  

A seal must be installed within 50mm [2"] of the enclosure
Un scellement doit être installé à moins de 50mm [2"] du boîtier

Keep covers tightly fastened and Measuring Cell installed while circuits are alive.
Garder les couvercles bien fermes et le detecteur installe lorsque les circuits
sont sous tension.

Caution/Attention:

R

241CE II Analyzer CSA-Certified Marking
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Functional Verification

Since the analyzer operation is based on first principles, analyzer calibration is 
not required. This is fortunate because the preparation of a high-pressure gas 
mixture with a known and stable dewpoint temperature is extremely difficult. 
If a mixture is prepared and stored in a tank, the dewpoint temperature can 
change as the gas is consumed. This is because for constant composition, the 
dewpoint temperature is a strong function of the total pressure of the gas 
mixture which decreases as the gas is consumed.

The use of dynamic saturation methods for preparing suitable mixtures with 
a known dewpoint temperature is possible, but it is very time-consuming, 
requires elaborate equipment, and demands extreme care in controlling the 
pressure of the gas and the temperature of the saturator. Saturation methods 
are not suitable for use outside a properly equipped laboratory.

However, the functionality of the analyzer can be checked by using a simple 
procedure that relies upon the thermodynamic properties of a pure substance. 
The success of the method only depends upon the purity of the substance and 
the care with which the procedure is executed.

Propane, of laboratory or instrument grade, is the recommended substance for 
checking the functionality of the analyzer.

Because propane is flammable, it must be disposed of through a 
proper venting system.
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To verify the analyzer is functioning properly:

1. Prepare the analyzer for functional verification:

a. Close the isolation valve on the Sample Probe or at the Sample Inlet valve.

b. Open the Bypass Valve, if not already done, and allow the gas pressure in 
the sample system and Measuring Cell to depressurize for approximately 
5 minutes.

c. Disconnect the Sample Line from the analyzer at the Filterblock Assembly, 
and then remove the 1/3 PSIG check valve temporarily. The check valve 
must be removed for this procedure and then replaced before recon-
necting the Sample Line and resuming normal sample operations.

2. Prevent the analyzer from cycling through the measuring cycle by setting 
the mirror Low setpoint temperature (MTLo) to 0.5 degrees below the mir-
ror High setpoint temperature (MTHi). This will help maintain a relatively 
constant temperature in the Measuring Cell and will prevent premature 
condensation of the propane while setting up the test.

3. Connect an accurate pressure gauge and a manual valve to the inlet of the 
Filterblock Assembly. Locate the gauge between the filter and the valve.

4. Next, connect an instrument grade propane tank (with a regulator and 
shut-off valve) to the inlet of the manual valve.

5. With the Bypass Valve in the closed position, thoroughly flush the Measur-
ing Cell with propane to remove all traces of process stream gas or air. This 
flushing is best accomplished by adjusting the Purge cycle flow rate in the 
range of 1.0–5.0 Nl/minute or 2.1–10.6 SCFH and allowing the analyzer to 
purge the sample system for at least 20 minutes. The propane pressure is 
adjusted to the desired value.

Adjust the pressure of the propane to the equal that on the Vapor Pres-
sure of Propane tables (Figures 6-1 and 6-2). 
 
The pressure on the gauge must be set at “gauge” pressure not “abso-
lute” pressure. To determine gauge pressure, subtract the barometric 
pressure from the absolute pressure.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGMTLo 
 
RUN ModeApplicCFG 
MTHi
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6. When the flushing is complete, reset the MTLo to a temperature below 
the propane’s dewpoint temperature. This allows the analyzer to proceed 
through a proper measuring cycle. Once the purging time (Purge) has 
elapsed and the solenoid valve has closed – prior to the beginning of the 
Cooling Stage – check the pressure gauge to verify the correct pressure of 
the propane. It should have increased slightly after the solenoid valve has 
closed.

 The reported HCDP temperature should agree within ±1 °C (±2 °F) of the 
temperature at which the vapor pressure of propane is equal to the pres-
sure of propane in the Measuring Cell.

For a propane dewpoint temperature of -10 °C, ±1 °C (+14 °F, ±2 °F), 
the absolute pressure of propane in the Measuring Cell must be within 
345.1 KPA, ±4 KPA, absolute (50.05, ±0.6 PSIA). For reference, the vapor 
pressures of propane from -56.6–44.3 °C (-69.9–111.7 °F) are tabulated 
in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.

7. Remove the propane tank (with regulator and shut-off valve), reinstall 
the 1/3 PSIG check valve on the Filterblock Assembly, and reconnect the 
Sample Line to the Filterblock.

8. Perform a leak test on the connection to ensure there are no leaks. See 
“Sample System Leak Check” in Chapter 2 for information on how to per-
form this test.

 After the sample system leak check has been completed and has passed, 
return to and complete these procedures.

9. Slowly open the isolation valve at the sample stream.

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGPurge
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Propane Vapor Pressure
Vapor pressure data for propane from three sources1,2,3 are tabulated in Figures 
6-1 and 6-2. The data in these figures are illustrated for comparison with the 
vapor pressures calculated from the equations listed under References 2 and 3 
(in Figures 6-1 and 6-2). At a given temperature, the average of the results ob-
tained from the two equations is taken as the vapor pressure for propane. For 
completeness, the two equations are reproduced here.

From Reference 2, the Pv is the vapor pressure of propane (mm Hg) and t is the 
temperature (°C).

From Reference 3,

where Pv is the vapor pressure propane (mm Hg) and T is the absolute tem-
perature (K). Equation 2 was based upon 105 data points in the range -128.9 to 
96.8 °C and fitted the data with an average deviation of 0.46 percent.

log10Pv  =  6.82973   –
813.2

248 + t

log10Pv  =  36.007   –     – 11.666 log  10T  +  0.0085187T
1737.2

T
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T Vapor Pressure (KPA) T Vapor Pressure (PSIA)

(°C) Ref. 1 Ref. 2 Ref. 3
Average 
Ref. 2 & 3 (°F) Ref. 2 Ref. 3

Average Ref. 
2 & 3

-56.6 50.662 50.78 51.01 50.89 -69.9 7.37 7.40 7.38

-55.6 53.329 53.46 53.69 53.57 -68.1 7.75 7.79 7.77

-42.05 101.325 101.19 101.49 101.34 -43.8 14.68 14.72 14.70

-42.1 101.325 101.41 101.72 101.57 -43.7 14.71 14.75 14.73

-25.6 202.650 198.68 198.91 198.80 -14.1 28.82 28.85 28.83

-25.1 202.650 202.55 202.77 202.66 -13.2 29.38 29.41 29.39

-13.8 303.975 303.45 303.56 303.51 7.1 44.01 44.03 44.02

-13.0 312.04 312.14 312.09 8.6 45.26 45.27 45.27

-12.0 322.75 322.85 322.80 10.4 46.81 46.83 46.82

-11.0 333.74 333.84 333.79 12.2 48.41 48.42 48.41

-10.0 345.01 345.10 345.05 14.0 50.04 50.05 50.05

-9.0 356.55 356.65 356.60 15.8 51.71 51.73 51.72

-8.0 368.38 368.48 368.43 17.6 53.43 53.44 53.44

-7.0 380.50 380.61 380.56 19.4 55.19 55.20 55.20

-6.0 392.92 393.04 392.98 21.2 56.99 57.01 57.00

-5.1 405.300 404.35 404.48 404.41 22.8 58.65 58.66 58.66

-5.0 405.63 405.76 405.70 23.0 58.83 58.85 58.84

-4.0 418.65 418.80 418.72 24.8 60.72 60.74 60.73

-3.0 431.97 432.14 432.05 26.6 62.65 62.68 62.66

-2.0 445.60 445.80 445.70 28.4 64.63 64.66 64.64

-1.0 459.54 459.78 459.66 30.2 66.65 66.69 66.67

0.0 473.81 474.08 473.94 32.0 68.72 68.76 68.74

Figure 6-1. 
Vapor Pressure of Propane 
(-56.6–0 °C; -69.9–32 °F).
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Figure 6-2. 
Vapor Pressure of Propane 
(0–44.3 °C; 32–111.7 °F).
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T Vapor Pressure (KPA) T Vapor Pressure (PSIA)

(°C) Ref. 1 Ref. 2 Ref. 3
Average 

Ref. 2 & 3 (°F) Ref. 2 Ref. 3
Average 

Ref. 2 & 3
0.0 473.81 474.08 473.94 32.0 68.72 68.76 68.74

1.0 488.39 488.72 488.55 33.8 70.84 70.88 70.86

1.4 506.625 494.32 494.66 494.49 34.5 71.70 71.75 71.72

2.0 503.31 503.68 503.50 35.6 73.00 73.05 73.03

2.1 506.625 504.67 505.05 504.86 35.8 73.20 73.25 73.22

3.0 518.55 518.99 518.77 37.4 75.21 75.27 75.24

4.0 534.13 534.64 534.39 39.2 77.47 77.54 77.51

5.0 550.05 550.64 550.35 41.0 79.78 79.86 79.82

6.0 566.32 566.99 566.65 42.8 82.14 82.24 82.19

7.0 582.93 583.71 583.32 44.6 84.55 84.66 84.60

8.0 599.89 600.78 600.33 46.4 87.01 87.14 87.07

8.3 607.950 604.87 605.80 605.34 46.9 87.73 87.86 87.80

9.0 617.21 618.22 617.71 48.2 89.52 89.67 89.59

10.0 634.88 636.04 635.46 50.0 92.08 92.25 92.17

11.0 652.93 654.23 653.58 51.8 94.70 94.89 94.79

12.0 671.34 672.81 672.07 53.6 97.37 97.58 97.48

13.0 690.12 691.77 690.95 55.4 100.09 100.33 100.21

13.8 709.275 704.45 706.26 705.35 56.8 102.17 102.43 102.30

18.7 810.600 804.05 807.10 805.58 65.6 116.62 117.06 116.84

23.2 911.925 902.72 907.39 905.06 73.7 130.93 131.61 131.27

26.9 1013.250 991.90 998.38 995.14 80.4 143.86 144.80 144.33

27.3 1013.250 1001.51 1008.22 1004.86 81.1 145.26 146.23 145.74

44.3 1519.815 1486.87 1509.97 1498.42 111.7 215.65 219.00 217.33
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Appendix A – System Options

Available options for the 241CE II Hydrocarbon Dewpoint Analyzer are:

• External Water Dewpoint

• External Water Content with Customer Pressure Signal

• Self-Powered V/I Outputs

• Remote Start

When the analyzer is configured to use the External Water Signal op-
tion, the Remote Start option is not available. If configured to use the 
Remote Start option, the External Water Signal option is not available.
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External Water Dewpoint/Content Option
An external water signal can be brought in to the analyzer and then displayed 
(output) as water dewpoint temperature or water content on its User Interface 
or designated V/I outputs.

To configure the analyzer to accept an external water signal and display 
it on its User Interface, additional equipment must be installed on the 
Microcontroller and Termination boards. Certain analyzer parameters must 
also be calibrated to adjust input ranges.

Equipment Installation

The following equipment must be installed to allow the analyzer to accept an 
external water signal.

If the external water signal is configured at the factory, the equipment 
listed below will already have been installed before shipping. In this 
case, only the electrical connections and calibration (voltage input) 
will be required in the field, as described in this section.

Equipment required to allow the analyzer to accept an external water signal 
includes:

• An isolation module (AD202KN) must be installed in the voltage input 
socket (U202) on the Microcontroller board.

• A loop-powered (AD1B21AN) or self-powered (1B22N) isolated V/I convert-
er must be installed in the water dewpoint socket (U700), or in the water 
content socket (U702) on the Microcontroller board.

• A 1 %, 249 ohm resistor must be installed across the voltage input Termi-
nals (12+) and (13-) on connector J101 of the Termination board.
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Electrical Connections

The external water signal to the analyzer must be a 4–20 mA input.

To display this signal on the User Interface, connect a 4–20 mA external water 
signal to the spare analog input Terminals 12+ and 13- on connector J101 on 
the Termination board in the Ex d Electronics Enclosure.

If required, this signal can be remotely displayed, such as from a Data Acquisi-
tion System. In this case, the 4–20 mA external water signal is still connected 
to spare analog input Terminals 12+ and 13- on connector J101. The external 
water signal must be retrieved by the remote display device via a loop-pow-
ered or self-powered V/I from the analyzer. For connections to the remote dis-
play device, use output Terminals 2+ and 3- for water dewpoint or 6+ and 7- 
for water content on connector J101.

Calibrating the Voltage Input

Before the analyzer can accurately output the external water signal, or at any 
time the input ranges for these outputs have been changed, certain analyzer 
parameters must be configured and calibrated.

To configure the analyzer to display external water dewpoint or external water 
content on its User Interface:

1. From the MonitorCFG menu, make the following changes:

a. View the Water Measurement Option sub-menu.

 To display the external water dewpoint measurement, press ‘+’ or ‘–’ to 
enable H2O DP:EXT (external water dewpoint).

 To display the external water content measurement, press ‘+’ or ‘–’ to en-
able H2O CT:EXT (external water content).

b. View the PLo sub-menu and press ‘–’ to change the setting to -1.0 KPA. This 
will disable pressure signals from being displayed on the User Interface.

 Leave the PHi at the default value of 13790 KPA.

c. View the ExLo sub-menu and change it to the external device’s low output 
range for either water signal (water dewpoint or water content).

 View the ExHi sub-menu and change it to the external device’s high 
output range for either water signal (water dewpoint or water content).

RUN Mode 
MonitorCFGWater 
Measurement Option
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2. Perform the Zero (I1Z) and Span (I1S) calibrations for the external water 
dewpoint V/I. See “Current Output Zero/Span Calibration” in Chapter 3 for 
more information about calibrating these output ranges.

3. Change the analyzer’s Low V/I WDP range (I1L) or WCT (I3L) to match the 
value entered for the ExLo value.

 Change the analyzer’s High V/I WDP range (I1H) or WCT (I3H) to match the 
value entered for the ExHi value.

4. After all of the parameters have been programmed, begin calibrating the 
analyzer. To do this:

a. Connect a 4–20 mA power source, or the external water signal, to the 
spare analog input Terminals 12+ and 13- on connector J101 on the 
Termination board in the Electronics Enclosure.

Before you can view the WDP or WCT readings discussed in Steps 4 -b 
and 4-c, you must select the appropriate option (either H2O DP:EXT 
or H2O CT:EXT) from the Water Measurement Option sub-menu of 
the MonitorCFG menu.

b. Simulate the low range with a 4 mA signal (or the external water signal) 
to the analyzer.

 From the RUN menu, view the external water dewpoint (WDP) or external 
water content (WCT) reading. Press  to refresh the reading by scrolling 
through the readings until the WDP or WCT reading is displayed again. 
Record this value for future reference.

c. Simulate the high range with a 20 mA signal (or the external water signal) 
to the analyzer.

 From the RUN menu, view the external water dewpoint (WDP) or external 
water content (WCT) reading. Press  to refresh the reading by scrolling 
through the readings until the WDP or WCT reading is displayed again. 
Record this value for future reference.

RUN Mode 
MonitorCFGI1Z (or I1S)

RUN Mode 
ApplicCFGI1L (or I3L, I1H, 
I3H)
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d. Use the following formulas to calculate a new ExLo and ExHi to com-
pensate for the differences between the input value and the displayed 
value:

A = Range Lo (ExLo range [low output from the external water dewpoint/
water content source])

B = Range Hi (ExHi range [high output from the external water dewpoint/
water content source])

C = Reading Lo (external water dewpoint/water content reading on the 
User Interface)

D = Reading Hi (external water dewpoint/water content reading on the 
User Interface)

E = New ExLo (newly calculated ExLo reading, from Equation 1).

New ExLo = 
 

CD
ABxAC

      A 








−

−−
−

)(
)()(

 Equation 1

New ExHi = 
 

CD
ABxAB

      E 








−

−−
+

)(
)()(

 Equation 2

e. If the new ExLo and new ExHi values are different, enter these values in 
to the analyzer.

5. Repeat Steps 4-b and 4-c to ensure the readings on the User Interface 
match the input signal.
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Remote Start Option
For applications such as adsorbent-bed switching, it may be desirable to set 
the analyzer to begin its Cooling Stage at a designated time. The Remote Start 
option allows you to set up when the analyzer will begin the cooling cycle.

For this option, an extra isolated analog voltage input is added. The connec-
tions for this optional voltage input are illustrated on the Customer Connec-
tions drawing (Chapter 2) as the spare analog input positive and negative 
terminals.

The customer is responsible for providing a 0–5 VDC input. When the Remote 
Start signal drops below mid-scale, 2.5 VDC, an internal flag is set. This flag 
indicates that the Cooling Stage can begin once the purging time (PTime) has 
elapsed. When the signal goes above 2.5 VDC, the flag is cleared. The analyzer 
will purge until the signal drops again below mid-scale.

The Purging/Hold Stage terminates when the purging timer expires. The Re-
mote Start signal indicates that the analyzer’s measuring cycle is permitted to 
proceed to the Cooling Stage (input less than 2.5 VDC). The Cooling Stage will 
proceed normally, regardless of the status of the input voltage.

The remote start control of the beginning of the cooling stage can also be ac-
complished using the Modbus interface. If the purge time is set for a long time 
period such as 180 minutes, the cooling cycle can be set to start at any time 
during the 180 minute period by turning off the purge solenoid using the ap-
propriate Modbus register. For details about the Modbus registers, refer to the 
241CE II Analyzer Serial Communication Interface (Modbus) Manual Supple-
ment.
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Appendix B – Drawings

This appendix contains drawings that are not included in the main body of this 
manual.

If your Documentation Package includes optional Final “As-Built” 
(job-specifi c) drawings, use those for installation and maintenance/
diagnostic purposes in place of the corresponding drawings in this 
manual.
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Analyzer Block Diagram (WX-241CE II-1)
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Digital Communications Wiring Diagram (WX-241CE II-5)
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Interconnection Diagram (100-2091-13)
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Electrical Block Diagram (100-2091-15)
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Optional I/O Wiring (100-2091-14)
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Probe Mounting (WX-241CE II-6)
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